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Additional comments about Q1. How often do you use the following services and facilities 

in Market Drayton? 

1.001  Market Drayton Tennis Club Sports Club 

1.002  Market Drayton tennis club Sports clubs 

1.003  Sports Centre should not be funded by council, too far for 

children 

1.004  Tennis club (Greenfields) sports clubs 

1.005  Tennis sports clubs 

1.006  Tennis sports clubs 

 

2. Are there any particular community, sports or recreational facilities that you think should 

be provided in Market Drayton? Other, please specify: 

 

 
 

2.001  It would be great if Shropshire Council could provide free swim sessions for over 50's & under 18's - 

like Telford do. Even if they only allowed say 2 a week 

2.002  (Enhance pool/gym facilities) We travel to Telford to use gym Inc. pool Jacuzzi and steam room. MD 

pool inadequate 

2.003  1) Any indoor sports centre/hall where tennis can be played.  2) Bowls green (crown) 

2.004  A bar/club 

2.005  A climbing wall 

2.006  A formal park area 

2.007  A lake with ducks, outdoors gym, accessible walking area for families, pushchairs, wheelchairs etc. 

2.008  A large park on southern side to walk dogs, children 
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2.009  A multi-purpose, indoor sports facility would be ideal, where tennis can be played undercover all 

year round (2 courts min.) 

2.010  A 'real' park with seats and flower beds and trees 

2.011  A water play area such as that in Telford Town Park 

2.012  Adult education classes 

2.013  All weather football pitch also could be used for hockey 

2.014  All weather needed 

2.015  All weather pitch - all sports. Boxing gym 

2.016  All weather pitch at Grove School 

2.017  All weather running track 

2.018  An indoor multi-sport facility where indoor tennis can be played - 2 or 3 courts please 

2.019  An indoor sports facility where indoor tennis (including matches) can be played - minimum 2 tennis 

courts 

2.020  An indoor sports centre/hall where tennis can be played 

2.021  Archery practice facilities. 

2.022  As many for open spaces for playing, walking and enjoying town and country 

2.023  Badminton 

2.024  Badminton Hall 

2.025  Banked cycle track - (Respondent has drawn an example of velodrome) 

2.026  Better equipment on playing field for children. More on town park 

2.027  Better gym facilities 

2.028  Betton Road Gym. 

2.029  Bowling green 

2.030  Bowling green 

2.031  Bowls club 

2.032  Climbing wall, ice skating 

2.033  Commented "All weather" next to 'Hockey pitch' 

2.034  Communal BBQ area/Picnic area Dog park 

2.035  Communal sports centre (tennis, badminton etc.) 

2.036  Community park area for outside sports and recreation i.e. boot camp, tai chi 

2.037  Complete sports complex 

2.038  Complete sports facility on one site - like most French towns have. With free parking, and free for 

motorhomes to encourage outside visitors and generate income. 

2.039  Covered Tennis courts 

2.040  Crazy golf and putting green 

2.041  Cricket, netball 

2.042  Designated cycle paths 

2.043  Equestrian 

2.044  Farm park feeding animals and play area for young children with care facility, Indoor play centre 

(larger than the gingerbread facility) with cafe. 

2.045  Fishing the River Tern behind the baths, this was fished by Palethorpes A.S. but stopped by the 

council when they took over 

2.046  Football pitch with flood lights, indoor tennis facility 

2.047  General leisure centre close to town 

2.048  Gym, cycling, swimming, tennis, badminton etc., boxing, judo type  

2.049  I am very into table tennis and attend club in Newcastle and play in Potteries/Stone/Shrewsbury 

Leagues. I am qualified coach as well. I have only lived in MD a couple of years, there are no facilities 

for TT here, but understand Grove school used to be one of best in the country maybe 20 years ago. 

Pitty 

2.050  I would like to swim but because it hasn't got modern steps, not 2 tall handrails at the top of the 

steps, I can't get out. 
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2.051  Ice skating rink 

2.052  Indoor climbing wall. 

2.053  Indoor facilities with minimum to support two tennis courts. 

2.054  Indoor sports area @ swimming bath to allow for exercise classes 

2.055  Indoor sports facilities (eg Shrewsbury Sports Village) 

2.056  Indoor sports facility with multi use 

2.057  Indoor sports hall where sports such as tennis matches and volleyball can be played 

2.058  Indoor tennis 

2.059  Indoor tennis courts for the winter 

2.060  Indoor/covered tennis courts (at least 2 would be fantastic) 

2.061  Major park - walking areas 

2.062  Market Drayton hockey club provides sport in 4 teams and juniors.  They need an astro-pitch 

urgently. 

2.063  More restaurant and bars are needed - no evening entertainment. Also a hall at the swimming baths 

is needed for adult dance and fitness classes 

2.064  N. B. A successful hockey club should not be forced to play home games at Keele Staffs. 

2.065  Netball Courts. 

2.066  New bigger skate park 

2.067  New museum 

2.068  Outdoor stage venue in town park during summer 

2.069  Park where dogs are actually allowed to be exercised 

2.070  Parks 

2.071  Paths for horse riders. 

2.072  Playgrounds with a lot more play equipment suitable for all ages of children - teens 

2.073  Public tennis courts needed 

2.074  Quad bike facilities 

2.075  Roller skate rink and bike track 

2.076  Run/cycle track 

2.077  Running track 

2.078  Running Track 

2.079  Running track.  MD holds the best 10K in the county. No facilities for runners. Local running club has 

over 150 members. 

2.080  Running track/athletics facilities.  Way-marked town running rate. 

2.081  Skate/roller blade facility 

2.082  Something suitable for older people e.g. Allotments, bowling green 

2.083  something that will attract older people to exercise regularly accessible within the town boundaries  

2.084  Spa facilities, i.e. steam room, Jacuzzi, sauna. 

2.085  Sports building allowing sports all year round including tennis courts and football pitches and 

cricket nets. My children play all these sports and these clubs have a good following on the sports 

camps they provide to children in school holidays and we should encourage children into more 

sports by providing facilities that allow sports to be played all year round. Maurice chandler is too 

far out of the way and run down.  

2.086  Sports centre 

2.087  Tennis 

2.088  Tennis court for public use 

2.089  Tennis courts 

2.090  Tennis courts 

2.091  tennis courts (free) 

2.092  To cater more for young children 

2.093  Town veg plot - Incredible Edible Allotments. Wild spaces that can be used for walkers 
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2.094  Union flag flown 

2.095  WARM swimming pool. Existing facilities too cold to use 

2.096  Youth club 

2.097  Youth club 

 

 

3a. Your Improvement ideas 

 

Recreation grounds 

3a.001  A all-weather football pitch is a must 

3a.002  Access to Greenfields should be improved. Condition of road is v. poor 

3a.003  All weather surfaces on all parks. There is a lot of mud at some in the town. 

3a.004  More to do for families - maybe a lake - boating lake or with ducks, wildlife areas, outdoor gym, nice 

dog free picnic areas, dog free play areas. 

3a.005  Assist in the development of youth by providing cricket strips/nets and 5 aside areas with nets for 

football at the town park, and outdoor facilities for outdoor concerts. 

3a.006  At Longlands, to refurbish the equipment, add or replace equipment, add more climbing facilities and 

/or utilise the grassy space with events, area needs vast improvement to encourage children to utilise 

the area .Neglected currently, sadly. 

3a.007  Ban all dogs from all areas, especially Buntingsdale recreation ground 

3a.008  Ban dogs from sports/recreation pitches used by children/adults 

3a.009  Benches for parents/carers to sit upon 

3a.010  Better 'play' areas for older children 

3a.011  Better play equipment at Fairfields 

3a.012  Cannot judge as I do not use them 

3a.013  Checks made to make sure these areas are safe for their use 

3a.014  Children play areas ' swings, slides etc.', small park, shrubs, flowers, club house for older people 

3a.015  Children's play area needs to be expanded especially equipment for older children (town park) 

3a.016  Complete sports facility for general public use, to encourage healthy life-style and reduce the massive 

obesity related health problems in the town 

3a.017  Dog walking 

3a.018  Dog wardens to monitor the area daily 

3a.019  Dogs to be banned from these areas and enforcement fines used as a deterrent. 

3a.020  Dogs to be banned from these areas and enforcement fines used as a deterrent. 

3a.021  Equipment for older children 7 - 12 

3a.022  Expand to match requisite hectareage for projected population.  Also all-weather hockey pitch. 

3a.023  Expanded and clear up litter and graffiti 

3a.024  Extra parking & green fields and access 

3a.025  Football pitches looked after better on parks so young kids can play better and safely 

3a.026  Greenfields facilities needs improving with better lighting, carpark, etc. 

3a.027  Greenfields.  Improved roads, carpark, lighting etc... 

3a.028  Have 'trim trail' type fitness equipment in the parks 

3a.029  Improve access to Greenfields - poor roads - lighting 

3a.030  Improve landscaping to make areas more attractive 

3a.031  Improved playground in town park, with adult outdoor pool.t exercise equipment (as in Oswestry) and 

regular catering van. 

3a.032  Infrastructure to Greenfields needs improvements - access road, footpaths, lighting, carpark 

3a.033  Infrastructure to Greenfields needs improving - access road, footpath, lighting, car parking 

3a.034  Larger for a growing population similar to Shrewsbury’s quarry 

3a.035  Longlands play area should be fenced off so that dogs can't go near play equipment 
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3a.036  Major park - walking areas 

3a.037  More careful cleaning 

3a.038  More competition from age 5 

3a.039  More disabled access/facilities 

3a.040  More equipment for children of Longlands area 

3a.041  More equipment for children to play on 

3a.042  More equipment on them all 

3a.043  More interesting green space to visit in town. Parks are bland, empty and uninspiring. 

3a.044  More organised events 

3a.045  More playing equipment for children 

3a.046  More recreational areas around the canal - as well as offering facilities for locals it would be a good 

tourist attraction too 

3a.047  More sports pitches 

3a.048  Need more 

3a.049  New equipment 

3a.050  Not used therefore no comment 

3a.051  Open parkland and more managed nature reserves.  

3a.052  Outdoor performance places, outdoor gym 

3a.053  Park, - A 'real' park with seats and flower beds and trees 

3a.054  Parking & access Greenfields 

3a.055  Playground in the town park needs more equipment for children. 

3a.056  Prosecute the dog walkers who foul areas. 

3a.057  Provide a outdoor gym along a run track or in a park 

3a.058  Refurb toilets/baby change - field by swim baths 

3a.059  River Tern riverbank walk extended 

3a.060  Playgrounds with a lot more play equipment suitable for all ages of children - teens" 

3a.061  Separate the play area from the rest 

3a.062  Similar to Shrewsbury’s quarry is needed by swimming baths 

3a.063  Somewhere else as one at Priors Lane Chancel Drive has cars parked dangerously  

3a.064  Sports centre 

3a.065  Stop people using them for dog toilets! 

3a.066  The access road, footpaths and street lighting to Greenfields needs a lot of improvements 

3a.067  The access road, footpaths and street lighting to Greenfields needs a lot of improvements 

3a.068  The road, footpath and lighting needs improving at Greenfields 

3a.069  To ban loose dogs and their careless owners from dominating areas with their un leashed dogs 

3a.070  To that similar to Shrewsbury’s quarry 

3a.071  Walking football, purchase of rugby ground off Shropshire council Nat 3> 2 > 1? 

3a.072  We must keep all these facilities for the younger people in the Market Drayton area 

 

 

Swimming Baths 

3b.001  50 metre swimming pool 

3b.002  A complete review of the current management. It is very poorly run & administered, - provides a poor 

service to the community with young children who wish to learn to swim. There is only 2 - 3 good 

instructors the rest are very young inexperienced adults. The administration deters parents from taking 

their children 

3b.003  A toddler pool. 

3b.004  Access via the indoor pool to the outdoor pool to provide year round opening of 

3b.005  Actually having prices that promote families using.  Current prices are ridiculous likewise there are not 

enough sessions that allow children particularly after school ends. 

3b.006  Add squash courts 

3b.007  Air conditioning. Private room for exercise classes 
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3b.008  Be nice to see the outdoor pool open more often in nice weather  

3b.009  Better advertising 

3b.010  better CCTV/security 

3b.011  Better diving facilities- Maybe a wider range of classes? 

3b.012  Better facilities for disabled 

3b.013  Better management of outdoor pool 

3b.014  Better post-swim showers with drains behind the showers, instead of everyone’s used water pooling in  

a central area 

3b.015  Better quality swimming lessons for children - overcrowded and poor 

3b.016  Better swimming baths for adults & also cleaner pools 

3b.017  Bigger gym for more classes 

3b.018  Bigger gym, more changing rooms and a sauna & steam room 

3b.019  Cafe and viewing for competitions 

3b.020  Cheaper and more accessible hours - as timetable is very booked up 

3b.021  Cheaper, then more people would use 

3b.022  Cleaner. Very unclean 

3b.023  Coffee shop 

3b.024  Could be warmer! 

3b.025  Dance studios for classes 

3b.026  Decent changing rooms which are warm - and separate showers for male and female 

3b.027  Designated area for actual gym classes 

3b.028  Essential for children health and safety for others 

3b.029  Excellent facility, water is cold in large pool, reluctant to attend due to this and consideration of more 

sessions for children under 5 in smaller pool. Consider children’s music playing during tots sessions, 

3b.030  Exercise classes, e.g. Zumba. Cafe facilities 

3b.031  Expand or build a new pool that can be accessed by anyone anytime (no pool timetable) 

3b.032  Extended opening times 

3b.033  Find other funding methods to subsidise the pool to thereby reduce the cost of public swimming. 

3b.034  Gym 

3b.035  Have better opening hours that would enable more people to use the facility 

3b.036  Having slides 

3b.037  Heated changing rooms 

3b.038  Hot Jacuzzi tub for one person use, (they have them in Australia  outside in the open) but we should 

have one indoors 

3b.039  I couldn't book on to swimming lessons with my 1 year old because of lack of available sessions, so 

more lessons please 

3b.040  I have a disability and have attended the GP referred aqua classes but have had to stop as the water is 

too cold - other pools have water a few degrees warmer and it makes all the difference. What about a 

session for disabled and have the water warmer 

3b.041  I think the improvements made last year are very good. 

3b.042  Improve outdoor pool 

3b.043  Increase pool temperature, expand to include spa facilities. 

3b.044  Indoor exercise/aerobics room 

3b.045  Indoor sports area for classes 

3b.046  Indoor studio to do fitness classes 

3b.047  Larger outside pool. 

3b.048  Later opening times. Never have the opportunity to go 

3b.049  Longer weekend hours, better use of the outdoor pool in the summer. 

3b.050  Love it the more offered there the better. 

3b.051  Make it more of a fun pool rather than just a swimming pool. 

3b.052  More activities for teenagers to get involved in regardless of their swimming ability. 

3b.053  More activities for teenagers to get involved in regardless of their swimming ability. 

3b.054  More competition from age 5 
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3b.055  More exercise classes/ more room. 

3b.056  More family friendly sessions 

3b.057  More for older population 

3b.058  More open air pool hours in summer 

3b.059  more opening times for recreational swimming 

3b.060  More pools current one is too crowded to use 

3b.061  More public swim times, at lower prices its far to expensive 

3b.062  more public swimming not just classes etc - plus outdoor pool open more often in the summer 

3b.063  More sessions for adults 

3b.064  Much warmer water 

3b.065  Need to offer larger gym, Jacuzzi & steam room 

3b.066  Needs improvement in shower locker and changing rooms - feels dirty 

3b.067  Needs updating 

3b.068  Not enough capacity 

3b.069  Only went once - Water was very cold- warmer water needed. 

3b.070  Open earlier at a weekend, Discounted 'off peak' prices 

3b.071  Open the outdoor pool more 

3b.072  Open the outdoor pool more in the summer 

3b.073  Outdoor pool 

3b.074  Outdoor pool open for "wild" swimming as Dearnord Lake is, try water sports 

3b.075  Outdoor pool open more frequently in warm weather 

3b.076  Outdoor pool open more often 

3b.077  Outdoor pool open more often (summer) 

3b.078  Outdoor pool should open all the summer holidays 

3b.079  Outside pool open more in summer 

3b.080  Poor timetable 

3b.081  Rarely used therefore no comment 

3b.082  Re introduce free swimming for OAPs 

3b.083  Reducing entrance fee by using the facility in other ways e.g. gym, indoor  

3b.084  Refurbishment, looks dated and tired 

3b.085  Ridiculous timetable, too dear, gym on(?) looking pool 

3b.086  River alongside, and hedge are disgusting. They spoil our 2nd best facility (Festival Drayton, best) 

3b.087  Sauna, pamper suites 

3b.088  Sessions for older people - 60 years  

3b.089  Shallow steps with hand rails, not step ladder steps with inadequate hand rails. 

3b.090  Slides, wave pool 

3b.091  Spinning classes 

3b.092  Studio needed better utilisation of outside space 

3b.093  Subsidised swimming for disabled. New bigger pool. open for longer until later in evening 

3b.094  Swim bath session too expensive to go ... shame Shrop. council can't do it free for over 50's and under 

18s like Telford 

3b.095  Swimming baths are always very crowded 

3b.096  The gym needs to be extended and a hall for the swimming baths to hold exercise classes would be 

good 

3b.097  The pool is too cold 

3b.098  The weekly programme should be looked at more to suit the general public and cheaper rates for 

children, disabled and unemployed 

3b.099  To offer cheaper prices 

3b.100  Too cold! 

3b.101  Warmer water, cleaner changing rooms at end of day 

3b.102  Water temp. warmer, changing rooms warmer 

3b.103  We must keep all these facilities for the younger people in the Market Drayton area 

3b.104  Wider range of classes 
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3b.105  With slide and Jacuzzi, more specific toddler sessions over the weekend 

 

Other equipped play areas 

3c.001  5 a side football pitch 

3c.002  Access to Greenfields needs improving, road needs attention, parking and floodlights on pitches and 

footpaths to tennis and football 

3c.003  Checks made to make sure these areas are safe for their use 

3c.004  Children's play area needs to be expanded especially equipment for older children (town park) 

3c.005  Clean up dog mess, litter more please. More events at appropriate venues to encourage tourism etc., 

3c.006  Could use more facilities for older children.  

3c.007  Equipment needed for older children at the Hampton Drive/Stuart Way 

3c.008  Fix baby friendly swing - Buntingsdale park 

3c.009  Improvement to play area on Stuart way. Not up to the same standard as other recreation grounds in 

the town and play equipment aimed at toddlers only 

3c.010  Indoor and outdoor children's playgrounds 

3c.011  Infrastructure to Greenfields needs improvements - access road, footpaths, lighting, carpark 

3c.012  Is there a way to provide challenging physical play for young people 

3c.013  Kids park at swim baths would be nice 

3c.014  More accessible play areas, with better & more modern equipment. 

3c.015  More disabled access/facilities 

3c.016  More equipped play areas by canal for above reasons and this area in Drayton is neglected 

3c.017  More for older children 

3c.018  More needed 

3c.019  More needed 

3c.020  Need more 

3c.021  Need to have at least one of the play parks to accommodate ALL ages! 

3c.022  Need updating 

3c.023  One near the junior school on Alexandra Road is in good need of repair 

3c.024  Outdoor gym, dog free play areas, update some parks play equipment (e.g. on quarry bank road) 

3c.025  Park with walks, shrubs etc. 

3c.026  Play areas for older children 

3c.027  Playgrounds with a lot more play equipment suitable for all ages of children - teens 

3c.028  Skate park covered area 

3c.029  Somewhere for 13 - 16 year olds!!! 

3c.030  They need to be looked after, more swings and slides. 

3c.031  Town park play area to make bigger 

3c.032  Town park playground needs a complete overhaul given its usage and location 

3c.033  Tuition at skate park 

3c.034  We must keep all these facilities for the younger people in the Market Drayton area 

3c.035  Wheelchair accessible equipment e.g. swing  & roundabout 

3c.036  Why should play areas be just for tots? Why can't we have an adult area with exercise apparatus? It 

might also be popular with teenagers and stop them vandalising infants play areas. 

3c.037  Youth club completely underutilised.  Wonderful facility - not advertised. 

 

Sports facilities at schools in Market Drayton 

3d.001  3g or 4g sports pitches are common at many schools. Its very disappointing that The Grove does not 

have one. I am sure it could be its on profit centre when costs are covered. 

3d.002  Access  

3d.003  Advertise what's on more 

3d.004  All weather AstroTurf hockey at the grove school. 

3d.005  All weather football/hockey pitch at Grove School 
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3d.006  All weather football/hockey pitch at the grove 

3d.007  All weather hockey pitch 

3d.008  All weather sports facilities. Better access needed to Greenfields as road full of holes, no footpath for 

children to walk safely, no lighting to get to Greenfields safely walking for evening training in winter, no 

lighting in car park. This is why I wouldn't let my children do tennis coaching as a female I am not 

prepared to take them to winter lessons in the dark in such a remote location.  

3d.009  An AstroTurf facility would provide a sports legacy for all. 

3d.010  Appalling - the only secondary school without proper facilities - but this is an ongoing saga 

3d.011  Astroturf pitch 

3d.012  Availability for primary & secondary 

3d.013  Better access at weekends & holidays 

3d.014  Better football pitches for youth 

3d.015  Children not in ~Drayton schools 

3d.016  Could these or are they available for public use during evenings/weekends/holidays 

3d.017  Designated football areas at the primary schools 

3d.018  Facilitate e/054 supervision disciplines and health 

3d.019  Fully developed sports centre with access for all including flood lit pitches for all year usage. 

3d.020  Grove school has potential for expansion of sports facilities 

3d.021  Gymnastics 

3d.022  Hockey pitch at Grove. 

3d.023  I think there enough areas 

3d.024  Joint use 'all weather' hockey/sports pitch 

3d.025  Maximise the use of The Grove generators. The grounds should be opened to the public. 

3d.026  Mini assault courses  

3d.027  More after school clubs 

3d.028  More availability 

3d.029  More needed- indoor tennis 

3d.030  More public access allowed outside of school hours 

3d.031  Need for an all-weather pitch, preferably hockey so league matches can be played 

3d.032  Need more opportunity/facilities for older people - football, exercise, gym 

3d.033  Need to ensure all schools have, or have access to, good sports facilities 

3d.034  Needs an all-weather floodlit running track 

3d.035  Open for more community use 

3d.036  Open in the evenings/weekends 

3d.037  Open to public more often 

3d.038  Our children go to the small village schools 

3d.039  Public access to the sports fields out of school hours. This common practice in Australia. 

3d.040  Running track (permanent)   

3d.041  Running Track in Grove School open to public with changing facilities 

3d.042  Schools should be main focus 

3d.043  Should be locally accessible  

3d.044  Tartan track at Grove 

3d.045  The needs of the town and school should be co-ordinated e.g. Hockey pitch at Grove School 

3d.046  The town desperately needs an outdoor flooded AstroTurf for everyone to use 

3d.047  Use school fields more using local publicity 

3d.048  We badly need an Astroturf pitch at the Grove, mainly for hockey but preferably dual purpose for 

football as well. 

3d.049  We must keep all these facilities for the younger people in the Market Drayton area 

3d.050  We need a 21st Century Sports Hall at The Grove. The current facilities are old, and the sports hall too 

small - other towns have much newer and better facilities - we should not have to drive out of town to 

access them.  

3d.051  Winter, M.D. Bowling club summer 
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Q4a. What do think about the following types of healthcare provision in Market Drayton? 

Comments 

 

Medical Services 

 Q4. Medical 

Services 

Q4a Medical Services 

4a.001  Good A high quality service, longer opening hours would be helpful 

4a.002  Good Always found satisfactory though you might have to wait a week for an appointment 

with the doctor you would like 

4a.003  Good An excellent facility but everyone seems over stretched which creates a feeling of not 

wanting to be a burden 

4a.004  Good Appointments too long 

4a.005  Good Better disabled access for disabled/lighting floor/reduced height counters 

4a.006  Good Brilliant medical centre and wonderful staff 

4a.007  Good BUT we need more because the waiting list for appointments is TOO long 

4a.008  Good Doctors & receptionists are excellent 

4a.009  Good Don not want extended hours opening 

4a.010  Good Excellent 

4a.011  Good Excellent medical centre, but very busy and understaffed. 

4a.012  Good Excellent. 

4a.013  Good Friendly, efficient and overworked 

4a.014  Good Good once you manage to get an appointment 

4a.015  Good Great Medical Services 

4a.016  Good Health Centre over-stretched, hard to get appointments sometimes & hard to get 

through by phone 

4a.017  Good I am happy with my GP service provided by Ashley surgery, good extended days, and 

support for children (lunchtime sessions) 

4a.018  Good Longer opening hours 

4a.019  Good Market Drayton Health centre is excellent 

4a.020  Good Needs longer out of hours 

4a.021  Good Our family have never had a problem 

4a.022  Good Speak to people properly and you will be well looked after 

4a.023  Good The Medical Centre appears to be well staffed, efficiently run and is an asset to the 

town. 

4a.024  Good Think medical centre is good, was initially concerned by large size, but it works 

efficiently and good facilities. 

4a.025  Good Very difficult to get an appointment - remove people from list that miss several 

appointments 

4a.026  Good Very difficult to get to see a preferred doctor 

4a.027  Good Very good caring 

4a.028  Good Would like to have more resources/funding available locally but in the present 

climate the MD Health Centre does a sterling job! 

4a.029  Satisfactory Always full 

4a.030  Satisfactory Appointments? 

4a.031  Satisfactory Can be better 

4a.032  Satisfactory Can take a long time to get an appt. with specific GP 

4a.033  Satisfactory Drop in sessions could be provided, would be helpful to working people 

4a.034  Satisfactory Evening weekend service needed. I struggle to get appointments due to working in 

Shrewsbury. 

4a.035  Satisfactory Extremely hard to get an appointment to see a doctor 

4a.036  Satisfactory Fully booked - mostly 

4a.037  Satisfactory Hard to get a non-urgent appointment. 

4a.038  Satisfactory I can't wait for weeks to get the doctor I am registered with 
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4a.039  Satisfactory I do not use this service very often but when I have I've found it satisfactory  

4a.040  Satisfactory Long-time waiting for appointments if you want to see a particular doctor. 

4a.041  Satisfactory Medical care good but access to appointments difficult 

4a.042  Satisfactory Medical care good but access to appointments difficult 

4a.043  Satisfactory Medical care good but access to appointments difficult 

4a.044  Satisfactory Mostly good but the need to see your doctor within a few days is often not possible. 

4a.045  Satisfactory Need more doctors 

4a.046  Satisfactory Need quicker access for appointments 

4a.047  Satisfactory Need to be able to get appointments sooner 

4a.048  Satisfactory Need to be able to get appointments sooner. 

4a.049  Satisfactory Need to get the appointment system sorted out. 

4a.050  Satisfactory New doctors arrive, so no idea who to see 

4a.051  Satisfactory No complaints with Drs and nurses but service is over stretched and appointments 

too few to get. Why keep building more houses in town? Not enough to cover the 

one here already! 

4a.052  Satisfactory Not that easy to get an appointment, usually have to book a month in advance!! 

4a.053  Satisfactory Overloaded. Service is good once you are seen. 3 Weeks wait 

4a.054  Satisfactory Should work a basic shift pattern - everyone else does! 

4a.055  Satisfactory Waiting times too long 

4a.056  Satisfactory Would like to be able to see Doctor of choice in a week. 

4a.057  Needs improving 1. Very little feedback   2. Delays in seeing doctors of choice. 

4a.058  Needs improving 3 weeks to wait for appointments is excessive. (Current experience - booked 9/11 

appt. 30/11. 

4a.059  Needs improving A 3 week wait for a non-urgent appointment is not acceptable  

4a.060  Needs improving A long wait for an appointment to see a doctor - sometimes over a week 

4a.061  Needs improving Almost impossible to see a doctor of your choice when to need to. 

4a.062  Needs improving Always difficult to get an appointment with one doctor 

4a.063  Needs improving Appointments should be more available 

4a.064  Needs improving Appointments very late, is taking nearly a month to have my contraceptive removed. 

Unhappy 

4a.065  Needs improving As a newcomer - North west surgeries start at 7.30am. Fobbed off a lot/ avoid going! 

Would like to CHOOSE my doctor* 

4a.066  Needs improving Attempts to cope with change and budgets failing 

4a.067  Needs improving Can be difficult to get a timely appointment 

4a.068  Needs improving Can never get an appointment 

4a.069  Needs improving Can never get an appointment when needed. If you try to get a same day 

appointment it is impossible to get an appointment with a doctor and you get a 

triage nurse instead. In the past this had caused several appointments with my 

daughter who had a throat infection as she was provided the incorrect medication 

initially which dragged on the illness into 2 weeks.  Also once turned up at the 

medical centre with my daughter covered in rashes. I was asked to go home to 

phone up to get an appointment. Unbelievable!  

4a.070  Needs improving Can never get into the doctors 

4a.071  Needs improving Can't easily get an appointment with GP of your own choice. 

4a.072  Needs improving Can't get appointments 

4a.073  Needs improving Can't get appointments 

4a.074  Needs improving Can't get doctors’ appointments 

4a.075  Needs improving Could do with 1 doctor having open surgery 

4a.076  Needs improving Demoralised bus to underfunding and government diktats (junior Drs especially)  

4a.077  Needs improving Difficult getting more urgent appointments 

4a.078  Needs improving Difficult to get an appointment when required 

4a.079  Needs improving Difficult to get appointments and then asked to check to make sure referrals have 

been sent 

4a.080  Needs improving Difficulty in getting an appointment (and I have cancer!!) 
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4a.081  Needs improving Do not use Market Drayton Health Centre but hear very poor reports 

4a.082  Needs improving Doctors don't listen to patients they just think about £ or just ignore patient needs 

4a.083  Needs improving Ever tried to get an appointment. 

4a.084  Needs improving GP waiting times too long. GP practice too big - 2nd practice need. 

4a.085  Needs improving I am registered at Hodnet Medical Centre, but an elderly friend (92) always seems to 

have difficulty seeing a doctor at MD Med. Centre when he feels unwell. 

Appointments are only available several days away. 

4a.086  Needs improving I can only ever see locum doctor 

4a.087  Needs improving It's so hard to get an appointment 

4a.088  Needs improving LESS waiting times 

4a.089  Needs improving Long waiting times 

4a.090  Needs improving Longer opening hours 

4a.091  Needs improving Longer opening hours  

4a.092  Needs improving Main problem waiting times 

4a.093  Needs improving Medical practice has 2 - 3 very good Dr's but you can't get an appointment with 

them so you’re left with very inexperienced doctors. No community support for out 

of hours assistance 

4a.094  Needs improving More funds for more doctors so you can get an appointment when you need one 

4a.095  Needs improving Needs longer opening hours for working people to be seen 

4a.096  Needs improving Needs to expand number of doctors, types of clinics and opening hours for us that 

work or change the way the appointment system works so that when you are ill you 

can get to see the doctor of your choice at the time.t system 

4a.097  Needs improving Never get to see the same doctor twice and appointments are at least two weeks in 

advance 

4a.098  Needs improving No ataxia medical knowledge. Children/adults die with it. No help. 

4a.099  Needs improving No weekend/evening cover 

4a.100  Needs improving Not enough  

4a.101  Needs improving Not having to travel out to hospital unnecessarily   

4a.102  Needs improving Not having to wait for weeks to see a doctor 

4a.103  Needs improving Patient list too large 

4a.104  Needs improving Problems seem to be due largely to issues within the wider health economy.  Aware 

that Practice is beginning to tackle difficulties.  Significant issues with transport for 

hospital appointments. 

4a.105  Needs improving Quicker appointments 

4a.106  Needs improving Quicker appointments. 

4a.107  Needs improving Receptionist "playing god" over you needing appointment if you can get it 

4a.108  Needs improving Ridiculous address should be town centre 

4a.109  Needs improving Rude receptionists who act way above their pay roll and GPs who actually care, more 

in the mould of named doctor 

4a.110  Needs improving Saturday/Late night appointments 

4a.111  Needs improving Services at Ashley Surgery are very inefficient and waste a lot of time. Some services 

are very limited 

4a.112  Needs improving Severe and unacceptable delays in obtaining GP appointments 

4a.113  Needs improving Some of the 'services' at the Doctors are very poor - they need to extend opening 

hours and NOT close at lunchtime 

4a.114  Needs improving Specific issues of waiting list for over 2 weeks for an appointment. Not acceptable. 

4a.115  Needs improving Takes too long to get an appointment 

4a.116  Needs improving Takes too long to get an appointment. Doctors more concerned with money than 

health care. 

4a.117  Needs improving Terrible service, appointments take far too long, non-medical staff ask for health 

details, not open lunchtimes & weekends 

4a.118  Needs improving The last 2 appointments I have had to make I have had to wait 2 weeks for a standard 

appointment. This is unacceptable and I am currently looking at other practices in the 

area to swap to. 
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4a.119  Needs improving The practice is ruled by inefficient managers who act like gods as to whether you 

actually get to see a doctor 

4a.120  Needs improving Time between making an appointment and actual date too long 

4a.121  Needs improving To long waiting for appointments. 

4a.122  Needs improving Too long a wait to see a specific doctor 

4a.123  Needs improving Too long to get suitable appointment. Otherwise ok. 

4a.124  Needs improving Too long to wait for appointments 

4a.125  Needs improving Too many phone calls for appointment service, poor 

4a.126  Needs improving Too many residents for the surgery to cope with at surgery needs improving to cope 

4a.127  Needs improving Unacceptable delay for appointments why no service on Saturday? 

4a.128  Needs improving Very hard to get a doctor’s appointment. 

4a.129  Needs improving Very inefficient and wastes a lot of time at Ashley. Need to go to other places for 

treatments. 

4a.130  Needs improving Waiting 3 weeks at a time to see a doctor is ridiculous. 

4a.131  Needs improving Waiting time for appointments 

4a.132  Needs improving Waiting time to see the doctor 

4a.133  Needs improving Waiting time too long for appointments. 

4a.134  Needs improving Waiting times for appointments can be too long 

4a.135  Needs improving Waiting times for appointments is too long 

4a.136  Needs improving Waiting times for appointments too long. Many admin problems 

4a.137  Needs improving Waiting times for appointments with doctors is appalling. You need an appointment 

when you are ill, not a week later! 

4a.138  Needs improving Waiting times for doctors' appointments should be shorter 

4a.139  Needs improving Waiting times for routine appointments at Drayton Medical Practice are too long.  7 - 

10 days for a routine appointment is far too long and suggests that the service does 

not have enough staff. 

4a.140  Needs improving Waiting times too long to see usual doctor 

4a.141  Needs improving Walk in clinic also Saturday opening 

4a.142  Needs improving Walk in surgery, evening surgery 

4a.143  Needs improving We have a number of vet surgeries, A 2nd surgery competition 

4a.144  Needs improving We need a small A and E to prevent long trips to other towns 

4a.145  Needs improving We need a small A and E to prevent long trips to other towns 

4a.146  Needs improving We need a small A and E to prevent long trips to other towns 

4a.147  Needs improving We need more GP surgeries 

4a.148  Needs improving We use Hodnet medical centre which is very good, but an elderly friend has 

enormous difficulty getting and appointment at Drayton. 

4a.149  Needs improving We wait too long to see a GP or a nurse 

4a.150  Needs improving Why take half an hour to have a phone call answered. Why not a walk-in surgery. 

4a.151  Needs improving Would like to see a doctor a lot earlier than a fortnight of your choice 

4a.152  Needs improving X-ray would be good, reinstate cottage hospital 

4a.153  Needs improving You need at least 1 weeks’ notice to be ill!! 

4a.154   Looks good 

4a.155   Medical practice is in Hodnet 

4a.156   My GP is in Audlem 

4a.157   Our GP is in Newport 

4a.158   Use Hodnet 

 

Dental Services 

 Q4 Dental 

Services 

Q4a Dental Services 

4b.001  Good Caring and efficient 

4b.002  Good Expensive 

4b.003  Good Go to private. Excellent. 
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4b.004  Good My dentist is very good but I do not know about the provision of NHS dentists in 

Market Drayton 

4b.005  Good No problems 

4b.006  Good Not enough NHS 

4b.007  Good Not much in the way of NHS provision 

4b.008  Good Only 'good' as we have managed to register with NHS dentist 

4b.009  Good Seem good 

4b.010  Needs improving 2 years on a waiting list and still no sign of being taken on as a NHS patient.  Yet 

Whitchurch and Newport have spaces which suggests that Market Drayton doesn't 

have the necessary funding from the Dept. of Health or local dentists are more 

interested in taking on private patients. 

4b.011  Needs improving Are there any NHS dental facilities? 

4b.012  Needs improving Cannot get NHS treatment 

4b.013  Needs improving Could be much improved 

4b.014  Needs improving Couldn’t find an NHS dentist with spaces for new patients 

4b.015  Needs improving Desperately need NHS dentist. 

4b.016  Needs improving Difficult to get an appointment when required 

4b.017  Needs improving Difficult to get an NHS dentist 

4b.018  Needs improving Difficult to get NHS care, dentists want private patients not NHS. 

4b.019  Needs improving Do we have on other than private 

4b.020  Needs improving Ever tried to get an appointment. 

4b.021  Needs improving Far too expensive 

4b.022  Needs improving For NHS patients. 

4b.023  Needs improving Had to go privately NHS far too prolonged 

4b.024  Needs improving Hardly any NHS 

4b.025  Needs improving Have to use a dentist in Newport 

4b.026  Needs improving I can afford to pay privately (I am very fortunate in that regard) but many cannot and I 

believe NHS spaces are a rarity - this must change! 

4b.027  Needs improving I go to Shrewsbury for NHS. 

4b.028  Needs improving I have to travel to Crewe for NHS care. 

4b.029  Needs improving I have to travel to stoke for my NHS dental care, as no available services closer. 

4b.030  Needs improving I have to travel to Stoke per dental treatment & my daughter to Shrewsbury 

4b.031  Needs improving Impossible to get NHS treatment in Drayton - we have to go to Shrewsbury 

4b.032  Needs improving IN desperate need of more NHS dentists 

4b.033  Needs improving Insufficient clinics to accommodate population NHS 

4b.034  Needs improving It is impossible to get into a NHS dentist in Market Drayton!   

4b.035  Needs improving It seems impossible to get a NHS dentist 

4b.036  Needs improving Limited choice especially for NHS patients 

4b.037  Needs improving More access of accepting NHS patients 

4b.038  Needs improving More dental practices required to reduce waiting times 

4b.039  Needs improving More dentists needed 

4b.040  Needs improving More for people on low funds. NHS 

4b.041  Needs improving More National Health dentists 

4b.042  Needs improving More NHS dentists 

4b.043  Needs improving More NHS dentists required 

4b.044  Needs improving More NHS dentists. I had to wait 2 years 

4b.045  Needs improving More NHS places for adults 

4b.046  Needs improving More NHS provision 

4b.047  Needs improving More NHS provision 

4b.048  Needs improving More NHS services 

4b.049  Needs improving More NHS spaces needed! 

4b.050  Needs improving More provision for NHS dentists. 

4b.051  Needs improving Moved here 41/2 years ago and cannot get to see a national health dentist 
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4b.052  Needs improving Moved here in 2014 and cannot get registered at an NHS dentist 

4b.053  Needs improving My (private) dentist is in Nantwich, couldn't find one here when I looked on NHS 

website. See recently there are a few more listed now, but this diverts spending away 

from Market Drayton shops as when I go I will also go shopping in Nantwich 

4b.054  Needs improving Need more information 

4b.055  Needs improving Need more NHS dentists in Market Drayton 

4b.056  Needs improving Need more NHS dentists in town who take adults who receive  NHS services  and 

children without fee paying adults   

4b.057  Needs improving Need more NHS dentists! 

4b.058  Needs improving Need more NHS dentists.  

4b.059  Needs improving Need more NHS dentists. Can't afford some private treatments 

4b.060  Needs improving Need NHS dentist 

4b.061  Needs improving Need quality improvement NHS access 

4b.062  Needs improving Needs more dentists 

4b.063  Needs improving NHS access needed 

4b.064  Needs improving NHS dentist required 

4b.065  Needs improving NHS dentists 

4b.066  Needs improving NHS is impossible 

4b.067  Needs improving No NHS 

4b.068  Needs improving No NHS 

4b.069  Needs improving No NHS spaces 

4b.070  Needs improving No NS 

4b.071  Needs improving Not able to get a NHS dentist. 

4b.072  Needs improving Not enough  

4b.073  Needs improving Not enough dentists 

4b.074  Needs improving Not enough NHS dentists 

4b.075  Needs improving Not enough NHS places 

4b.076  Needs improving Not enough NHS places available 

4b.077  Needs improving Not enough NHS places available 

4b.078  Needs improving Not enough NHS provision 

4b.079  Needs improving Over a year wait to register 

4b.080  Needs improving Poor NHS coverage 

4b.081  Needs improving Should be more NHS dentists available 

4b.082  Needs improving St Mary's practice rated as poor 

4b.083  Needs improving There are no orthodontic in Market Drayton 

4b.084  Needs improving They do so much and no more 

4b.085  Needs improving Very poor NHS service. We now pay to go to a good private dentist. 

4b.086  Needs improving We need more dentists for adult NHS 

4b.087  Needs improving We need more NHS dentists practice with population explosion. 

4b.088  Needs improving We need more NHS dentists. We have to travel to Nantwich for an NHS dentist.  

4b.089  Needs improving We've been waiting over 12 months to get onto a NHS dentist. 

4b.090  Needs improving When we moved to the area we could not find a National Health dentist in the town 

and are now registered with one in Wellington. 

4b.091  Satisfactory Can be better 

4b.092  Satisfactory Can take a long time to get an appt. with specific dentist 

4b.093  Satisfactory Getting better 

4b.094  Satisfactory Good service, but now have to wait longer for appointments. 

4b.095  Satisfactory If you can find NHS one taking new patients 

4b.096  Satisfactory More NHS Dentists. 

4b.097  Satisfactory More NHS places would be good 

4b.098  Satisfactory Pay private for dental services 

4b.099  Satisfactory Should be more NHS dentists 

4b.100  Satisfactory Very hard to get on NHS list 
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4b.101  Satisfactory Would like to have more NHS dentist 

4b.102   Dental practice is in Telford 

4b.103   Dentist in Shrewsbury 

4b.104   Don't know my dentist is in Trent Vale - Stoke 

4b.105   Don't know, we have to go to Wellington 

4b.106   Don’t use them, attend at Whitchurch 

4b.107   Have to go out of town to get a NHS dentist 

4b.108   I have been NHS for 65 years & now cannot get one. 

4b.109   I have no knowledge or need for these so cannot comment 

4b.110   I use private dentist 

4b.111   My dentist is in Madeley 

4b.112   New to the area 

4b.113   No experience yet 

4b.114   Not needed 

4b.115   Use Newport 

4b.116   Use out of town 

4b.117   We do not use dental facilities in Drayton 

 

Chiropody Services 

 Q4. Chiropody 

Services 

Q4a. Chiropody Services 

4c.001  Good No problems 

4c.002  Good Not enough NHS 

4c.003  Needs improving As a diabetic I found that National Health chiropody services available to me 

were very limited compared to those where we lived previously. 

4c.004  Needs improving Daughter had a very long painful wait for an appointment 

4c.005  Needs improving Go private 

4c.006  Needs improving Need more information 

4c.007  Needs improving Need more NHS 

4c.008  Needs improving Needs to open on Saturdays. 

4c.009  Needs improving No NHS 

4c.010  Needs improving Not a lot of choice in town 

4c.011  Needs improving Took ages to get an appt. so ended up going private 

4c.012  Satisfactory Can be better 

4c.013  Satisfactory Cannot comment - as I have no experience - so have marked as satisfactory 

4c.014  Satisfactory Looks like there are enough, but again I do not know about NHS services.  

4c.015  Satisfactory More awareness 

4c.016  Satisfactory Never used 

4c.017  Satisfactory Private provision is more accessible. NHS ok (ish)  

4c.018   Good 

4c.019   I have no knowledge or need for these so cannot comment 

 

Chiropractor Services 

 Q4. Chiropractor 

Services 

Q4a. Chiropractor Services 

4d.001  Needs improving Are there any NHS ones? 

4d.002  Needs improving Did not know we had one always had to go private 

4d.003  Needs improving long waiting times 12 weeks +  

4d.004  Needs improving More NHS services 

4d.005  Needs improving Need more NHS 

4d.006  Needs improving waiting time for treatment too long 
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4d.007  Satisfactory Can be better 

4d.008  Satisfactory Cannot comment - as I have no experience - so have marked as 

satifactory 

4d.009  Satisfactory Expensive 

4d.010  Satisfactory More awareness 

4d.011  Satisfactory Never used 

4d.012  Satisfactory Seems to be enough 

4d.013   Osteopathy service very good 

4d.014   Too many scooters, they are a danger 

4d.015   Use out of town 

 

Mobility services 

 Q4. Mobility 

Services 

Q4a. Mobility Services 

4e.001  Good Terrific services when I need a special bed. 

4e.002  Needs improving Don't know haven't had to use them yet. 

4e.003  Needs improving More information about what is available 

4e.004  Needs improving Need walkers, crutches etc available on the NHS 

4e.005  Needs improving Not enough 

4e.006  

Needs improving 

Nothing availabale when needed except from red Cross in Whitchurch  Hard to find 

out about it 

4e.007  Needs improving Only available if you have the money to pay for it 

4e.008  Needs improving Shop mobility as Shrewsbury, Telford 

4e.009  Needs improving Surfaces needs auditing due to unlevel 

4e.010  Needs improving There is one? 

4e.011  Needs improving What mobility services???? 

4e.012  Satisfactory Cannot comment - as I have no experience - so have marked as satifactory 

 

Homecare Services 

 Q4. Mobility 

Services 

Q4a. Mobility Services 

4f.001  Needs improving Don't know haven't had to use them yet. 

4f.002  Needs improving Have not the knowledge Ataxia. Ataxia have specialised hospitals which person sent straight 

away North Staffs have no knowledge children die/adult/they go blind overnight on web 

Ataxia UK 

4f.003  Needs improving More NHS services at a higher standard 

4f.004  Needs improving More providers 

4f.005  Needs improving Never good enough 

4f.006  Needs improving Not enough 

4f.007  Needs improving Not enough carers 

4f.008  Needs improving Not enough time allocated to each person 

4f.009  Needs improving Not enough time allocated to each person 

4f.010  Needs improving Training standards for care staff with some companies fall below good 

4f.011  Needs improving Under resourced 

4f.012  Needs improving Very limited 

4f.013  Satisfactory But improvements needed for young women members of staff to be more caring and 

aware of older people’s needs 

4f.014  Satisfactory Cannot comment - as I have no experience - so have marked as satisfactory 

4f.015  Satisfactory Not used 

4f.016  Satisfactory Salopian/DHC/Direct Health, RADIS  some good some not 

4f.017  Satisfactory We must keep this service in Market Drayton. Not having to go elsewhere 
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Other 

 Q4. Other Q4. Other 

Services - 

Please 

specify 

Q4a. Comment 

4g.001  Good Breastfeeding 

support 

More support for breastfeeding mums, e.g. Breastfeeding cafes and 

infant feeding teams. 

4g.002  Good Hearing  Very good  

4g.003  Good Physiotherapy  Very good 

4g.004  Good Pharmacy Pharmacy - excellent services 

4g.005  Good Physiotherapy   

4g.006  Good  Free disabled parking in town car parks please 

4g.007  Good  Optometry - always forgotten 

4g.008  Needs improving  Care of the elderly 

4g.009  Needs improving  Health visitors need to be visiting more often, especially those with 

young children on low income 

4g.010  Needs improving  Raven House should be acquired as a community asset and as an 

interim measure parking by able bodied council staff in disabled 

spaces should be a disciplinary offence. 

4g.011  Needs improving  Where I live there are none of the above local facilities - more and 

more houses built but NO facilities or transport! 

4g.012  Needs improving  Access to hospitals need to be improved, suitable transport 

available to get to Telford or Shrewsbury. 

4g.013  Needs improving  Healthcare only offered to confirmed British citizens 

4g.014  Needs improving  Market Drayton needs an improved and more centralised 

Ambulance Station, staffed by professional clinicians, NOT 

community first aid volunteers. 

4g.015  Needs improving  Mental health support 

4g.016  Needs improving  Physiotherapy - Why is this so difficult to get into? 

4g.017  Needs improving  Preventative medicine 

4g.018  Needs improving  Some or all these services should occupy the medical practice and 

Raven House 

4g.019  Satisfactory  More access of accepting NHS patients 

4g.020    Better transport services/ voluntary drivers etc. for shopping , 

appointments 

4g.021    Only just moved into area, found it extremely easy and efficient to 

register and use.  

4g.022    Other than medical centre and dentistry I do not have enough 

experience of the other services to make a judgement 

4g.023    Population is increasing way beyond current capacity with 

proposed houses going up everywhere 

4g.024    The actual services provided are good however the problem is an 

issue with appointment times and often the situation has 

deteriorated by the time appointment is held  

4g.025    Way too long to get a routine appointment with specific GP, even 

over 80's who are supposed to have their own GP.  Appointments 

can be be more that 3 or 4 weeks away.  Sometimes GP's are so 

booked up that future dates haven't even been released. 

4g.026    Need 'walk in' surgery - perhaps once a week 

4g.027    Need 'walk in' surgery - perhaps once a week 

4g.028    Need 'walk in' surgery - perhaps once a week 

4g.029    Overall services not bad but doctors. 

4g.030    Physiotherapy services would be good 

4g.031    Re dentist. The only NHS dentist has a closed list (refuses to let me 

go on waiting list) so I have to go 25 miles to my old one! 
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4g.032    Would be good to have more supporting services e.g. acupuncture, 

chiropody on medical centre site. Use its potential! 

 

5. Would you support the sale of part or the whole of the Greenfields sports site in order to 

provide enhanced sports facilities elsewhere, (e.g. on Betton Road or at Longford Turning), 

to be accessed without crossing the A53 Market Drayton bypass. Add any comments 

here... 

 

 Q5.  Q5a. Add any comments here... 

5.001  No 1. Just improve the access road 2. Use the old 'Buildbase' site. 

5.002  No Already very very good 

5.003  No As once Greenfields sites start to be sold, then it is a down ward slope, and we would end 

up losing too many greenfield sites. 

5.004  No Betton Rd unsuitable for expansion 

5.005  No Betton Rd. would need drainage by its appearance. 

5.006  No Definitely not, needs to be kept & facilities improved 

5.007  No Definitely no. If these facilities are taken out of the town it hugely discriminates against 

children or families who do not drive. They would not be able to use anything. This would 

also have a knock on effect on other businesses as people go into town after 

football/tennis to use cafe's or bars. 

5.008  No Definitely would NOT support sale of Greenfields. 

5.009  No Development of this site is pretty silly it is fairly waterlogged and the un-adopted road is 

potholed - why no requirement to adopt - charge to developer when existing estate 

planned.     Men’s shed tennis football walking. Football are family jewels and should be 

registered as community assets to protect from development.  Sell to clubs on site at 

present not speculative prices. 

5.010  No Efforts should be made to keep facilities within the local bus route  

5.011  No Enhance what we already have! 

5.012  No Especially if the site were to be used for more housing. Off should be retained. 

5.013  No Facilities need to be in town for safety reasons so that children can walk there easily 

5.014  No Further facilities need to be in addition to 

5.015  No Greenfield is an excellent facility and is in a good central position 

5.016  No Greenfields already provides this easy access!  What kind of a question is that? Turning 

and Betton Rd. would both have to be on the other side of the A53 as there is no room on 

either road this side of the bypass. 

5.017  No Greenfields has been built up over the years and is situated in a good area within the 

town, there is also more space there to include an all-weather football pitch 

5.018  No Greenfields is a better site, well situated and sale for housing is not needed - no shortage 

of housing sites. 

5.019  No Greenfields is an asset. 

5.020  No Greenfields is better located than other sites considered for access from the town. It just 

needs redevelopment. 

5.021  No Greenfields is very well used and established it is also handy for all. 

5.022  No Greenfields is within walking distance of the town. On the bypass you would have to use 

the vehicles. 

5.023  No Greenfields sports site is in the ideal position why change?  Longford Turning and Betton 

Road are more out of the way. 

5.024  No Greenfields works well - leave it alone! 

5.025  No Greenfields works well. It is pie in the sky to think of providing enhanced facilities no 

money - also everyone can walk to Greenfields. 

5.026  No Hugely under hectarage for current population let alone increasing population.  

Greenfields site needs expanding - close to town centre, flat land good quality. Much land 
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off by pass is prone to flooding. Sports council directories 'like for like or better' if facilities 

to ultimately more. 

5.027  No I don't think Belton road or Longford Turning is good idea. I think it would be dangerous 

for children to get to them on their own. It would put some children off going. 

5.028  No In the 70s when our son was playing football pitches were very difficult to find. Greenfields 

is a very well established site and should be kept. A lot of time and money has been given 

to get it as good as it is. 

5.029  No It is ideal where it is now 

5.030  No It would be a huge shame for Greenfield to be all or partly sold after all the hard work put 

into developing what is already there! Seems silly and a waste of money to move it!  

5.031  No Leave green fields alone 

5.032  No Market Drayton needs a park 

5.033  No Money would only get wasted 

5.034  No More investment needed to improve facilities 

5.035  No Need more information to really make an informed decision. 

5.036  No Needs to be as close to the town centre as possible. Parents need to be able to know their 

children can walk, cycle safely in close proximity to their homes. 

5.037  No New facilities need planning and complete building before asset stripping.  The way 

questions are asked here in survey are biased. 

5.038  No NIMBY 

5.039  No No because it’s current location is good and it provides a broad spectrum of facilities in 

one area. 

5.040  No Not sure 

5.041  No Nothing wrong with Greenfields 

5.042  No Once playing fields are lost they tend not to be improved elsewhere. 

5.043  No People living adjacent to Greenfields knew about it when they moved in. It should not be 

'foisted' onto other parts of the town. 'Enhance' the current site. 

5.044  No Selling part of green fields is narrow minded and not caring for the future! 

5.045  No Sports and open space should always be retained unless part of a redevelopment that 

includes greater amenity and sports facilities. 

5.046  No the 2 proposed areas don't offer sufficient additional space to compensate for the loss of 

Greenfields 

5.047  No The 2 proposed areas don't offer sufficient additional space to compensate for the loss of 

Greenfields 

5.048  No The emphasis of any future development should be based on established access to town 

facilities. 

5.049  No The facilities are more accessible in the town 

5.050  No The more wide spread the facilities, the more people can access particularly for children 

allowing access without the need for the use of a car. 

5.051  No The sale of Greenfields would only encourage building of houses and, given current policy, 

it is likely that such houses would add extra burden to existing facilities such as medical 

provision without any additional infrastructure being provided. There is an emerging 

imbalance between the provision of infrastructure facilities, including medical provision 

and the as yet absent cottage hospital.  In short, you can't just build houses without 

building the other things the people who live in those houses will actually need. 

5.052  No This area would just become a sea of housing. Housing needs to be broken up with more 

green spaces 

5.053  No We have enough new building schemes in the town without building on the Greenfields 

5.054  No What is the guarantee of better facilities for young people. Greenfields is easily accessible 

independently unlike Maurice Chand Centre. 

5.055  No Why do we need more sports facilities at Longford Turning with the attendant problems it 

would create re. Parking etc.? 

5.056  No Why not improve what is there already rather than more services 

5.057  No Why spend money to acquire this when there is already a facility at Greenfields that could 

be improved at a fraction of the cost of creating a new one. 
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5.058  No Why would we want to move from Greenfields? It's an excellent centre for sport and 

accessible 

5.059  No opinion Access to and from the site is difficult (when they were younger my children played tennis 

there.  But it's no use moving sports facilities for ease of access and then building a 

housing estate with the same problems. 

5.060  No opinion Accessibility important. 

5.061  No opinion Any location that would be a good location for a multi-complex site. 

5.062  No opinion Didn’t realise where the Greenfields sports site was until just. 

5.063  No opinion Do not use sports facilities 

5.064  No opinion I do not know enough about the proposals to comment e.g. what the improvements 

would be. To move away from the town centre would need a strong justification. 

5.065  No opinion Only and only if facilities are improved and none are lost 

5.066  No opinion Would depend on the detail of the proposal 

5.067  Yes A centre similar to that of Prees that could support football, hockey, rugby, tennis & even 

cricket would become self-funding through time.  Ideally 2 4g pitches for kids’ 

development & adult exercise would be used very regularly in my opinion. 

5.068  Yes As listed, we need combined sports facilities at, e.g. the Grove - an AstroTurf pitch for 

both hockey and soccer. 

5.069  Yes As long as all current clubs at greenfield are catered for on one site 

5.070  Yes As long as enhanced tennis facilities are provided and all sports clubs are consulted 

5.071  Yes As long as new sports facilities were provided locally 

5.072  Yes As long as the right thing and area for the town without worrying on how to access it. 

5.073  Yes Betton Road yes, Longford Turning no.  Betton Road could link with Grove School and 

both be central and ease of access - unlike Maurice Chandler 

5.074  Yes But enhanced tennis facilities should be provided and all sports clubs should be consulted 

with 

5.075  Yes But enhanced tennis facilities should be provided and all sports clubs should be consulted 

with. 

5.076  Yes But not if it means more social housing. There's hardly anywhere in Market Drayton where 

you can get away from it.  Every time anything is sold off it always means more housing - 

Market Drayton facilities are not big enough to cope with more. 

5.077  Yes But only if the new facilities are protected before the Greenfields site is closed and a 

sports centre is included in the plans. 

5.078  Yes Great idea 

5.079  Yes I also support access crossing the A53 

5.080  Yes I would agree to this, but, only if the new facilities would be built first and that the sale of 

Greenfields covers the full cost of the new facilities. 

5.081  Yes I would only support a partial sale of the site not the whole site. 

5.082  Yes I would, but it would be better not to sacrifice any pitches on Greenfields.    For me , the 

URGENT need is for high quality indoor facilities (with a hall big enough for all activities - 

the Grove hall is dated and too small), PLUS a multiuse AstroTurf to accommodate both 

hockey and football.  In an ideal world, 2-4 outside 5-a-side pitches in addition to the 

above would be great.   I believe better sports facilities will attract more people to the 

town as well as giving Drayton people the facilities they deserve. We have some great 

sports clubs, particularly football, rugby and cricket and we need good facilities to 

encourage participation and to nurture Drayton talent 

5.083  Yes If new facilities done first and number of pitches was same or greater 

5.084  Yes If that is what participants of green fields want 

5.085  Yes If the enhance sports facilities were appropriate. for the town's needs 

5.086  Yes Look at other areas 

5.087  Yes Market Drayton need to enhance its sport facilities. It is very important for health and 

fitness 

5.088  Yes More facilities for youth/teenagers 

5.089  Yes Need more sports facilities for our younger community 
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5.090  Yes Needs development to accommodate increasing population business interest and 

additional people into community 

5.091  Yes Not for housing 

5.092  Yes ONLY if enhanced provided as above! 

5.093  Yes Only if improvement on existing 

5.094  Yes Parking and access to parking. Sometimes there are dozens of cars arriving and leaving at 

same time 

5.095  Yes Part sale only to provide more facilities 

5.096  Yes Provided the access to new proposed sites is considered with due regard for residents 

5.097  Yes Provided the redevelopment occurred prior to, or in tandem with, the sale of Greenfields. 

5.098  Yes Providing it was replaced with improved facilities within the town. 

5.099  Yes Providing tennis facilities are provided 

5.100  Yes Put funds into the Grove school. Maximise the use of that valuable asset fence it and 

develop it. 

5.101  Yes quality is out of date 

5.102  Yes Respondent has crossed out 'or the whole' from the question 

5.103  Yes Something is required to encourage older children to leave play parks alone. 

5.104  Yes Space needs to be adequate to cover all requirements including changing /rest areas 

5.105  Yes Strongly agree 

5.106  Yes The committee of Market Drayton Tennis Club support the sale of part or the whole of 

Greenfields as long as enhanced tennis facilities are provided that the tennis club and all 

other sports clubs are consulted every step of the way    Comment  Q1 commented 

"(Market Drayton Tennis Club)" next to 'Sports Clubs' 

5.107  Yes The sports clubs have to leave the past behind & move forward. Hockey lacks facilities & 

all weather football for youngsters 

5.108  Yes The town is growing & needs more sports provision for all ages to be able to participate 

5.109  Yes Yes - but enhanced tennis facilities should be provided and the tennis club and all other 

sports clubs should be consulted at early/inception stage and every step of the way 

5.110  Yes Yes as long as an improved/enhanced facility was provided which catered for ALL sports 

currently at Greenfields and more. Sports clubs should be consulted re. Wish lists, early on 

in the process and throughout. 

5.111  Yes Yes but only if the new facilities is built first and is better than current facilities 

5.112  Yes Yes it would be better for access, better club house etc., also indoor or all weather pitch. 

Better parking could be provided 

5.113  Yes Yes! If there was a better/equal replacement 

5.114  Yes Yes, but the facilities need to improve or be enhanced. The Tennis Club and other clubs 

appreciate if they are kept informed and consulted throughout the process and of any 

plans as it will no doubt impact on our facilities and its future. 

5.115  Yes Yes, IF better facilities are required! 

5.116   As long as it's not a 'cheap' job like Safeway/swimming pool.... 

5.117   Definitely not sale of whole site, perhaps sale of part of it. 

5.118   Depends on type of facilities, an extra slide or swing is not enough 

5.119   If this means that even more housing is built on the Greenfields site without extra 

provision for schools, doctors etc. then I do not agree.  But enhanced facilities at 

Greenfields would be a good idea. 

5.120   It depends what "enhanced sports facilities" are then I would make a decision on support 

5.121   It would depend on what was going to be developed on the site - i.e. housing 

/supermarket /industry etc. 

5.122   Not familiar with this area 

5.123   Not if this area is already in use by other clubs etc. 

5.124   Not sure that 'enhanced' sports facilities would actually equate/replace what would be 

best. 

5.125   Not sure what is meant by this question.  If it means selling it for housing or a 

supermarket... then no. 
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5.126   The more sports facilities the better, keep people in the town instead of having to go 

elsewhere. 

5.127   Where?? 

 

Q7. If you have answered Yes to the above question, what transport difficulties do you have 

getting around Market Drayton?  Against Q6. Presently do you have any transport 

difficulties getting around any part of Market Drayton? 

 

 Q6.  Q7. If you have answered Yes to the above question, what transport difficulties do 

you have getting around Market Drayton? 

7.001  Yes Bollards between Main Street and Queen Street prevent pushchairs getting through  - 

Parking hard with 2 children - no parent and baby spaces so regularly get blocked in as 

can't get child car seat back in until cars return 

7.002  Yes 1. Congestion can be a problem 2. Parking on a Wednesday can be very difficult 

7.003  Yes 2 blackspots, both due to parked cars restricting main road to one way at a time    1. 

Shrewsbury Road from Victoria Road exit to close to Methodist chapel.  2. Newcastle Road 

from mini roundabout close to Asda to Great Hales St. (Bus stop outside council flats 

allows some 2 way flow but only partially resolves situation. 

7.004  Yes A lack of 'wide' disabled parking so you don't have to get into a wheelchair (driver) in the 

line of traffic e.g. outside Boots, outside P.O. 

7.005  Yes Access to local bus services from Red Barn Road Abbots Gate.  The development was built 

with no thought for the elderly or disabled being able to get a bus. 

7.006  Yes Alexandra road to and up to Adderley road before the bridge over the old railway line. 

This road is in bad condition and needs resurfacing. In winter it also needs gritting 

especially early before 6.00am as it becomes a skate park of vehicles. 

7.007  Yes Although the authorities don't seem to understand, the greatest negative aspect to the 

improved success of Drayton is the car parking hassle.  Two factors:  1 Nowhere enough 

parking places 2 Parking fees It’s not the cost of parking - it's finding the right coinage - 

locking and unlocking the car 4 times - in the rain/snow and wind. Put a couple of quid on 

the rates for everyone and make it free. O.K. you don't use a car - but I don't use the 

Library. 

7.008  Yes As a bike is my only personal form of transport the state of the roads are appalling tipping 

a shovel full of black ramming is not a repair. It's purely cosmetic. Thank goodness for the 

town circular Bus- Long may it last.  

7.009  Yes As parents of twins, many pavements too narrow, in particular hill down to leisure centre. 

7.010  Yes Audlum Road closed 

7.011  Yes Bus service along the A529 is catch 22   Not used because does not get passengers 

because it is not suitable to get people to work and back.  Use of school buses as service 

buses, once routing was ignored by drivers. I.e. you flagged them down. They did not 

stop, advertise, enforce.  Come back 'Blakey' on the buses still is fortune. 

7.012  Yes Bus service to & from Norton -in-Hales 

7.013  Yes Bus timetables have been cut making it very difficult to get to different villages etc.  The 

direct route loss to Telford was such a bad move for the town 

7.014  Yes Buses do not run on Sundays.  Improvement of bus timetables especially Market Drayton 

to Wellington needs to be every hour Mon - Sat. 

7.015  Yes Cycling - need more cycle paths 

7.016  Yes Difficulty parking near pedestrianised area makes my access difficult 

7.017  Yes Disabled parking 

7.018  Yes Do not drive 2hr bus service from Stoke on Tern 

7.019  Yes Getting from Norten to Market Drayton with no buses, no car, and on benefits means £8 

per way in 2 taxis is too much and walking for 1hr 45 mins with a 1 year old is out of the 

question. 
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7.020  Yes Great Hales Street needs to be one way along the entire length of it, or the walls need to 

be re-built on the residential side and the footpaths on the school side re- sited on the 

other side of the Grove school wall which also needs knocking down and rebuilding or 

replacing by a fence. 

7.021  Yes I am not quite answering the same question.  My own problem is getting to Crewe railway 

station. No bus service to Crewe at all. Taxis are horrendously expensive for this journey. 

7.022  Yes I am not sure if this is relevant to this question ... but I really think there should be buses 

to Drayton from Chipnall, Hales, Doley, Soudley & Cheswardine. If only 3 or 4 a day. Also I 

would love the train service to return - Drayton to Stoke & Drayton to Crewe maybe.... 

(Then you could change trains..) and get to loads of places - easily - from Drayton 

7.023  Yes I am registered disabled. I cannot use the local bus service as it doesn't come near my 

home and I can't walk up the hill to where it does stop (1/4 mile) if I lived alone I couldn't 

go out. 

7.024  Yes I cannot use the town service bus to get to the Maer Lane Medical centre, without going 2 

times around the top end of town first, and I would be on the bus for around 55 minutes.  

Why can't the bus do alternate runs, Dalelands, Rowan Road, like it did in the beginning. 

We pay the same taxes as the top end of town, but only get one bus an hour. 

7.025  Yes I can't get to Market Drayton without a car as there is no bus service 

7.026  Yes I normally drive, without a car it would be a long walk up Wordsworth drive and 

Buntingsdale road to catch a bus on the main road. Dalelands gets a bus service; with the 

rates that we pay a mini-bus a couple of times a day even for a school run would help. We 

have no railway station and a very poor Sunday bus service. I can't walk far and to be able 

to park in the town easily would help. 

7.027  Yes I think there should be more service for just outside Drayton for people to use who need 

it. 

7.028  Yes If I need to take a parcel to the post office. I will NOT use the post office car park 

7.029  Yes If you have to go to doctors or Morrisons you would have to have a taxi as no bus service 

from where I live, or walk from the bus rank 

7.030  Yes It has become increasingly difficult to walk around the town centre because of the 

number of 'A' boards and other street clutter.   Driving around the town is much easier 

then walking and the solution is simple. 

7.031  Yes It is very difficult not having a train station in the town  

7.032  Yes Lack of buses and taxis on Sundays 

7.033  Yes Lack of pavements and too narrow for wheelchair/mobility scooter users in some areas. 

Some pavements in poor condition. Insufficient dropped kerbs for wheelchair/mobility 

scooter 

7.034  Yes Limited bus services 

7.035  Yes Links to other towns /railway stations are appalling.  

7.036  Yes Living in Lockley Wood, there are little or no transport links to Market Drayton. If you do 

not have a car you have to walk 

7.037  Yes Local bus service does not take in sheltered housing 

7.038  Yes More bus services, as taxi's overcharge to and from Ashley to Market Drayton, or Market 

Drayton to Newcastle Town centre. 

7.039  Yes my husband uses a wheelchair full time and the pavements are terrible  people parking on 

the pavements you have to go on the road to get round. Pavements dug up by 

contractors not replace correctly so causing difficulty to get round.    

7.040  Yes Need more ramps to get in and out of shops, cafes etc. (wheelchair use) 

7.041  Yes Need to rely on family to get to doctors  Live close enough to walk to town centre when 

well 

7.042  Yes Need to rely on family to get to doctors  Live close enough to walk to town centre when 

well 

7.043  Yes Need to rely on family to get to doctors  Live close enough to walk to town centre when 

well 

7.044  Yes No 51 bus service anymore 

7.045  Yes No bus service at Abbotts gate 

7.046  Yes No bus service form Knighton (to anywhere) 
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7.047  Yes No bus service in Longslow Road/Abbots Gate. 

7.048  Yes No bus service other than schools, but a bus pass! 

7.049  Yes No bus service to Morrisons door  No bus service to Health Centre in Maer Lane  Should 

be priority for elderly 

7.050  Yes No buses into town via our estate, have to walk a long way to nearest bus stop. 

7.051  Yes No Car. Can't walk very far due to illnesses. Stones. Bladder. Diabetes - very high blood 

sugar. Serious prostate problems. 

7.052  Yes No local bus service - totally reliant on a car. 

7.053  Yes No public transport into town therefore rarely go into town 

7.054  Yes No regular buses from Adderley 

7.055  Yes No rural connections or options to travel to town from TF9 3RN if my car is out of service. 

If it was regular and cheap I would use this service daily 

7.056  Yes No transport from where I live!  Some footpaths put in from Pipe Gate BUT to use them 

you have to cross the road many times! As a disabled person this is more dangerous than 

walking at the side of the road. 

7.057  Yes None provided except once or twice per week no public services use own car. 

7.058  Yes Not reliable or disabled friendly bus service    Comment  Q8 "Wheelchair users to be 

considered" 

7.059  Yes Nothing after about 6.0.clock in the evening. 

7.060  Yes Own vehicle 

7.061  Yes Parking 

7.062  Yes Parking close to shops as I have two children under 4. 

7.063  Yes Parking in Stafford Street opposite the bus stop creates a huge bottleneck at peak times. 

7.064  Yes Parking is not easy. I am waiting for a blue badge - in the meantime it is difficult. It seems 

it is not possible to use the local shops - not that there are many of them. 

7.065  Yes Parking on Great Hales Street 

7.066  Yes Parking own car 

7.067  Yes Parking:- There are not enough short term free spaces. There are now two pedestrian 

crossings within 50 yds. of one another by Festival Centre?? 

7.068  Yes PLEASE improve bus transport from Audlem - Market Drayton One service on a 

Wednesday is totally inadequate. We have a regular service to Whitchurch BUT impossible 

to get to Market Drayton     

7.069  Yes Poor bus route especially late evening/night 

7.070  Yes Public transport in and out of Drayton is not frequent enough. Makes it difficult to get 

work especially with no work available in town. 

7.071  Yes Returning to Drayton after eye drops etc. in Shrewsbury etc. 

7.072  Yes Rush hour times  N - S bus services esp. to Telford 

7.073  Yes Some of the main road are in need of repair 

7.074  Yes Some roads too congested with parked cars; need free parking for disabled badge 

holders; too much dog mess on paths; paths and roads in poor condition with trip 

hazards; some paths too narrow resulting in pedestrians walking on roads. 

7.075  Yes The burgage is a nightmare. Cars parked on pavements and both sides of the road.    

There should be a very cheap car park for working people in Drayton. 

7.076  Yes The local bus service does a good job however pleas review the accessibility of the Health 

Centre /GP surgery to the local bus stops - can it be routed nearer  

7.077  Yes The local bus service to come along Adderley Road/ at the top of Hampton Drive - Milton 

Drive 

7.078  Yes The Market Drayton town bus does not come down/around Hampton Drive area so you 

have to walk to & from town with shopping to this estate 

7.079  Yes The Morrison junction and getting to the doctors needs to be improved there is always 

congestion there. 

7.080  Yes The one-way street between the Peacocks shop & @37 café is always busy and the one-

way street heading from Red Lion to Grove School is at peak times impassable. There isn't 

a safe way for pedestrians to cross the A53 bypass: If I needed to get from the town to the 

Gingerbread Man pub or the estate behind I'd have to cross the A53 at the dangerous 
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roundabout and risk my life. I've done this before with my toddler sister and it was 

terrifying, surely some provision could be provided... a subway or footbridge wouldn't be 

hard. The A53 can also get particularly busy and it has often been noted that the road 

should be dualled to allow for the lorry traffic to get to Müller and allow cars to bypass 

the town safely. If the town wants to expand, and particularly as the new industrial estate 

has been opened opposite the Longford Turning roundabout, it'd be necessary to dual 

the carriageway to allow for the extra traffic.   

7.081  Yes The parked cars opposite Raven Court has made an accident very likely.  Road rage is now 

a daily problem.  Take three foot off the pavement to create a chance for two way traffic.  

It's a common 'moan' in the pubs about how difficult it is to get closer to the town and 

Asda. 

7.082  Yes The present circular bus route covers most general areas but might be improved by 

extension to include upper Newcastle Road. And for more infirm residents a stop between 

Prospect and Morrisons/Medical Centre 

7.083  Yes The town circular bus route needs to include other areas not just the outer areas. 

7.084  Yes There is no bus route through Audlem village. 

7.085  Yes There is no transport for children attending The Grove from the other side of town.  

Children should not have to leave home at 7.30 am to get to school unaccompanied. 

7.086  Yes Too much congestion, too many speeders and rude drivers when driving own vehicle. 

Motorists not observing the code when pedestrians are about to use zebra crossings. 

Incorrect procedures when taking 3rd exit at roundabouts 

7.087  Yes Town centre parking is hit or miss for a quick shop, and Wednesdays are manic 

7.088  Yes Traffic flow in town centre is ridiculous -   Cheshire Street/Shropshire street/St Hales 

Street. The current system was predicated on completion of the ring road! We seemed to 

lose the ring road while the council was asleep. What a mess. 

7.089  Yes Trying to find free parking when I am working as its too much to pay every day of the 

week in the pay and display car parks. 

7.090  Yes Very poor pavements making journey in wheelchair impossible. Prospect road very bad. 

Cars parking on pavement outside infant school and green Plam area. 

7.091  Yes Walking into town with a pushchair can be difficult and dangerous as pavements can be 

narrow or non-existent. This is walking from Summerhill gardens towards the town past 

the swimming baths and the brewery.  

7.092  Yes We need a train station as I can barely get OUT of Market Drayton.  

7.093  Yes We need MORE BUSES, e.g.   1.Direct to Shrewsbury Hospital    2. To Newport Many local 

children go to school in Newport, but there is no service - I would like to shop there.   

7.094  Yes Well, I was never a fan of the one way system and still dislike it.  I also dislike paying for 

short term parking - 20 minutes should be free 

7.095  No Although I have a car and can get about I have a good many elderly neighbours who no 

longer drive and have to rely on neighbours or taxis to get about. 

7.096  No Better bus service from canal moorings into town. 

7.097  No Bus access difficult for elderly with mobility problems, infrequent buses to peripheral 

areas 

7.098  No Bus service good taxis good especially Dawn's 

7.099  No Bus service has no signage/timetables or proper stops. Just seems to be very random 

7.100  No Bus service is poor at Ternhill and does not serve the retirement Park on Warrand Road. 

One every 2 hours! 

7.101  No Buses to get out of Drayton are horrendous. Need more buses to Newport, Whitchurch & 

Wellington/Telford 

7.102  No Examination of locations of OAPs possible relocation to move to suitable and attractive 

locations with the provision of suitable transport to town centre and other local 

attractions 

7.103  No I live in Norton in Haley. No buses into Drayton 

7.104  No I'm fortunate I have a car - others who don't won't find it so easy 

7.105  No It is NOT getting AROUND Market Drayton, it is getting TO Market Drayton. We have one 

bus on a Weds. Which you have to ring to book a seat. Taxis cost £16 there & back home. 

I do not drive. I have to use the health centre often for certain things health wise 
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7.106  No Late night buses - when coming from Festival Drayton 

7.107  No No difficulty in Market Drayton as have electric bike - but better public transport to larger 

towns is needed for those who are unable to drive e.g. Whitchurch, Telford. Service to 

Telford to the Princess Royal Hospital is abysmal. 

7.108  No Only when the one way streets are closed. It was a nightmare when Stafford Street and 

High St were closed 

7.109  No Public transport is so poor we always drive everywhere like most people we know. 

7.110  No Some pavements are very dangerous e.g. Methodist Church to Goosefields on right hand 

side (Shrewsbury road.) 

7.111  No The town service buses need changing.  They run too late at night and start too early. No 

one on the buses at these early and late times. The route needs extending. Up to 

Longford turning roundabout to serve houses there as a lot of elderly and young families 

with children, Also down to Millfield drive and Grove Gardens would be a good idea. Even 

if they did a trial 6 months. Perhaps once an hour to cover extended route. 

7.112  No Transport to Market Drayton from Wistanswick 

7.113   At present we are able to get around most places. However car parking is not always 

adequate, and as we are unable to walk any distance, particularly carrying shopping bags 

e.g. we find the walk from Tower car park to, say, the banks or WH Smiths, Wilkos etc. Too 

demanding.  For the future, if we are not able to drive then we would be stuck out in the 

'sticks' 3 miles from town centre. 

7.114   I drive. No bus near me 

7.115   I would like to point out the zebra crossing by the festival centre is dangerous. I have seen 

a handful of near misses where somebody has been pulling out of the car park and nearly 

ran over a pedestrian crossing the road. Also opposite Peacocks the bend there is awful 

for pedestrians - maybe a crossing there?! 

7.116   Loggerheads badly needs full transport. Teenagers cannot access part time jobs on 

weekends to help their studies whilst getting back at late evening is bad too.  NO 

transport through to Eccleshall/Stafford Newport 

7.117   Need own car to enable shopping 

7.118   Put parking bays back outside the Leek Building like there was years ago! 

7.119   No bus service to access Drayton from Hinstock. 

7.120   Should not pay for disabled parking 

 

Q8. In the case of new developments, should consideration be given to building footpaths, 

cycleways and wildlife corridors as part of the design?  Additional comments 

 

8.001  A nice to have but not a priority  

8.002  And also no leeway for lack of affordable housing - build the council houses lost to right-to-buy bad 

not allowed to be replaced - thanks   

8.003  Cycleways - Because these lessen the rights of cyclists to be on the road 

8.004  Especially for children 

8.005  Especially for children 

8.006  Especially for children 

8.007  Essential in design and layout 

8.008  Keep pavements useable 

8.009  So long as they are not on the pavement.  

Q9. Presently what forms of transport do you typically use on the public roads within 

Market Drayton? Additional comments 

 

9.001  Need public even if it’s only every 2 hrs for Shrewsbury and Castle Hanley 

9.002  No public transport 
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9.003  Public transport -  none available 

9.004  Taxi - 'Monthly’, ‘Occasionally’ and ‘Never’  and Family members care -‘Occasionally’  

9.005  Taxi - 'Monthly’, ‘Occasionally’ and ‘Never’  and Family members care -‘Occasionally’  

9.006  Taxi - 'Monthly’, ‘Occasionally’ and ‘Never’  and Family members care -‘  

9.007  There is no bus service to Hinstock. If there was I would use it in preference to own 

transport. 

9.008  Would use public transport if the local bus came round Abbots Gate estate 

 

Q10. What is your experience of the following local service provision? 

 

10.001  Berrisford Close 

10.002  Depends on network 

10.003  Only get 0.2mb. Hopeless!! 

10.004  Poor is not strong enough comment!! 

10.005  Terrible Broadband speed 

10.006  Where I live its good but not when I am in town centre 

 

Q11. If more allotments were available would you rent one? 

 

11.001  But it is an excellent idea, I use my garden 

11.002  Have large garden 

11.003  Have own large garden   

11.004  I don't need an allotment due to a large garden, however I do know town centre gardens are smaller 

and they would appreciate the opportunity and I believe there is a waiting list 

11.005  I have one now 

11.006  If I were fit! 

11.007  Maybe 

11.008  Maybe 

11.009  No but only because I/we are too old 

11.010  No I have a large garden 

11.011  OAP 

11.012  Too incapacitated to work allotment 

11.013  Too old 

11.014  Would not personally rent one but think more allotments good idea 

11.015  Would not personally rent one but think more allotments good idea 

11.016  Would not personally rent one but think more allotments good idea 

 

Q12. Please list any green spaces in Market Drayton which you think should be protected. 

 

12.001  All 

12.002  All 

12.003  All 

12.004  ALL 

12.005  All 

12.006  All 

12.007  All 
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12.008  All 

12.009  All 

12.010  All 

12.011  All 

12.012  All 

12.013  All 

12.014  All 

12.015  All allotment areas  Town Park 

12.016  All allotment sites we already have. 

12.017  All allotments   Betton Road  All schools sports areas  Greenfields 

12.018  All allotments  All existing green spaces  

12.019  All areas used by children at play 

12.020  ALL current green spaces but especially parks, gardens, allotments and the canal area... north and south 

of the bridges. 

12.021  All existing green spaces should be protected 

12.022  All existing spaces 

12.023  All footpaths & bridleways. 

12.024  All green belt 

12.025  All green belt on edges of town. All parks & play areas. Walkmill Nature reserve 

12.026  All green public places e.g. parks, playing fields. But not fields! 

12.027  All green spaces - Attractive for area - good to attract residents - basis of living in area  Amenity space 

adds town attraction 

12.028  All green spaces need protection particularly if more building (houses especially) takes place 

12.029  All green spaces should be preserved 

12.030  All green spaces should be protected 

12.031  All green spaces should be protected. 

12.032  All green spaces that sit amongst houses should be protected.  

12.033  All green spaces within Market Drayton should be protected! 

12.034  All green spaces. 

12.035  All greenbelt. There is NO housing problem but only an immigration problem 

12.036  All of them 

12.037  All of them 

12.038  All of them 

12.039  All of them 

12.040  ALL OF THEM 

12.041  All of them 

12.042  All of them 

12.043  All of them 

12.044  All of them 

12.045  All of them - especially parks 

12.046  All of them - Greenfields, Newtown (adjacent to swimming pool, old school (behind Frogmere road) 

playing areas, squash club, Grove school 

12.047  All of them for future generations. 

12.048  All of 'them' in Market Drayton 

12.049  All of them! 

12.050  All of them! 

12.051  All of them. 

12.052  All of them. 

12.053  All of them. It is a rural town, so you have a responsibility to protect that. 

12.054  All of them. We shouldn't have any more development of any green spaces 

12.055  All parks (recreational ground). 

12.056  All parks should be protected, all woodlands should be protected and trees should be planted 
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12.057  All present parks and recreation grounds. Fields adjacent to the River Tern. Nature reserve near the 

sewage works. 

12.058  All recreational areas/parks 

12.059  All should be protected 

12.060  All should be protected 

12.061  All should be protected! Or loose the character of Market Drayton! 

12.062  All spaces 

12.063  All spaces already identified  

12.064  All sport fields i.e. Greenfields 

12.065  All that are at present all need protection 

12.066  All the green space should be protected. As a former city dweller find the green spaces in close 

proximity to the developed areas very refreshing. There is no need to develop any of the green spaces, 

as there appears to be lots of under developed/utilised land and buildings that could be developed to 

provide additional housing or commercial development. 

12.067  All the green spaces in the town should be protected 

12.068  All unless a reliable/ researched reason for change 

12.069  ALL- use brown field sites for development 

12.070  All! 

12.071  All. 

12.072  All. Climate change, obesity of the population, green spaces are vital. 

12.073  Alongside Market Drayton swimming centre Sandy Lane area (back of golf course) 

12.074  All green space should be protected- use only brown sites! 

12.075  Any established conservation areas.  Green spaces that have been designated as conservation land or 

SSSI within town boundaries should be potected. 

12.076  ANY green space should be preserved.  Build on brown field. 

12.077  Any school playing fields  Greenfields 

12.078  Any that supports wildlife. 

12.079  Anywhere with substantial wildlife such as walkmill meadows. Anywhere with nice walking/cycling 

routes & decent playground areas. 

12.080  Are there any in Market Drayton? all on the edges/outskirts 

12.081  Area surrounding Rush Lane 

12.082  Areas around the canal area could be enhanced & provide excellent walks & cycle tracks. 

12.083  Areas near the river. 

12.084  As many as possible     

12.085  Betton Road  Fairfields 

12.086  Bottom Lane - for pedestrians & dog walkers (off Buntingsdale Rd)  - Parkland adjacent swimming 

baths 

12.087  Bottom Lane and the picnic area by the baths 

12.088  Broomfield. Active campaign to purchase protected and redistribute as a community asset. 

12.089  Buntingsdale 

12.090  Buntingsdale area, Bottom Lane, Walkmill meadows. 

12.091  Buntingsdale ground.  Greenfields sports ground.  Town park. 

12.092  Buntingsdale park and play area. There are no others nearby apart from farm land. 

12.093  Buntingsdale Park, Walkmill Meadow and Town Park 

12.094  Buntingsdale Rec, Greenfields, Betton Lane & surrounding paths & walkways 

12.095  Buntingsdale Recreation Area  Walkmill Meadows and Bottom lane  Town Park  Canal Tow Path  

Fairfields Recreation Ground  Oakfields Drive playing field 

12.096  Buntingsdale Recreational Ground  Walkmill Meadows 

12.097  Buntingsdale Road 

12.098  Buntingsdale Road park  Market Drayton town park 

12.099  Buntingsdale Road park and allotments 

12.100  Buntingsdale Road recreation field 

12.101  Buntingsdale,. 

12.102  Canal side  Walkmill 
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12.103  Cricket ground  Town Park  By swimming pool 

12.104  Current parks/allotments and green areas in town should be left, but areas on outskirts build on and 

ensure green areas/trees are left. 

12.105  Every green space in the Market Drayton town boundary. 

12.106  Everything outside the A53 by-pass. There has already been too much encroachment. Before we know 

it we will need another by-pass (just what happened in Shrewsbury) 

12.107  Existing recreational grounds  Tern Valley  Belt of trees behind Lime Grove/Sherwood Crescent backing 

on to new industrial estate 

12.108  Field around the swimming pool, all places where there are children’s play areas Little Drayton play park 

Market Drayton Park,   Fairfields play area. 

12.109  Field opposite Longford turning all the way down to the river Tern 

12.110  Fields along Greenfields Lane  We need public recreation area at the Greenfields side of Market Drayton 

12.111  Fields along Greenfields Lane  We need public recreation area at the Greenfields side of Market Drayton 

12.112  Fields along Walkmill road all fields along Tern Valley, Bunting Dale recreation field, town park, Tern 

valley below Millers form Bunting Dale and water board 

12.113  Green area at entrance to Milton Drive 

12.114  Green Fields 

12.115  Green fields 

12.116  Green space around the canal as I like going for walks down there and it is very peaceful 

12.117  Greenfield Playing fields - handy for all in town & very well used. Town Park 

12.118  Greenfields 

12.119  Greenfields 

12.120  Greenfields 

12.121  Greenfields 

12.122  Greenfields  Dutton Close 

12.123  Greenfields Lane   

12.124  Greenfields play area 

12.125  Greenfields sports facility 

12.126  Greenfields sports fields  All school fields  M.D. town park 

12.127  Greenfields sports ground  Buntingsdale recreation ground  Town Park 

12.128  Greenfields sports ground should never be sold/built on, this is an integral part of the local community. 

Hundreds of families use this facility every week. 

12.129  Greenfields sports site.  Town park.  Buntingsdale Recreation Ground. 

12.130  Greenfields UNLESS a new improved centre were built. 

12.131  Greenfields. Town Park.  

12.132  I think the parks advert promotes a relaxing area. Standing room only for relaxation. Read a book 

standing up. Take a photo of the seat.  The park is terrible. It has only one chair and one flower bed but 

the seat is nowhere near the flowers. Get the schools to make the flower beds and raise money for 

seats. Thus to get an artistic/ healthy recreation and respect for their own efforts. 

12.133  Little Drayton recreation ground 

12.134  Little Drayton recreational ground  Any school playing fields 

12.135  Longslow Road Park  Down by the baths 

12.136  Lower Grove Site, Longlands playing fields,Greenfields ,Little Drayton play area ,Buntingdales recreation 

ground, Grove school field, Walkmill nature reserve, Newtown Park ( across bridge from swimming 

baths car park). 

12.137  Muller end of town/ Brookfields/ Longford 

12.138  Muller fields  Buntingsdale  Around the river Tern (Tern valley) 

12.139  Nature reserve  *Sandy Lane  *Rush Lane  * Buntingsdale  *school fields  *Greenfields Lane  *along the 

river *Park land  *cemetery + church yard  *picnic area  *play areas  *along the canal  *area around Ford 

Hall Farm 

12.140  Nature reserve at walkmill requires major improvements and face lift to attract more people are 

12.141  New town/swimming pool area near the river Tern  The Tern valley 

12.142  No green spaces should be sacrificed  

12.143  Not local enough to town to give an opinion 
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12.144  Not sure of all locations 

12.145  Only seen - swimming pool area 

12.146  Park 

12.147  Parks.  Nature Reserve. 

12.148  Parks/woods/sport pitches 

12.149  Paths improved to give pedestrian access to Tern river. 

12.150  Pheonix bank  & land adjacent to Walkmill Road + River Tern embankment in same locale and other 

significant landmarks within the current MD boundary 

12.151  Picnic area by swimming centre 

12.152  Picnic area. 

12.153  Public parks 

12.154  River Bank Area.   Town Park Swimming Pool  Greenfields. 

12.155  Rush lane 

12.156  Rush Lane 

12.157  Rush Lane 

12.158  Rush lane     

12.159  Rush Lane bridle path. 

12.160  Rush Lane/Croftway 

12.161  Sewage works  Buntingsdale walking area 

12.162  Shropshire Union Canal and tow path.  All perimeters to the South & West sides of the town 

12.163  Swimming baths.  Other side of the A53 shopping Müller to build, the town should stay one side of the 

A53. 

12.164  Swimming pool area. Greenfields. Buntingsdale park. 

12.165  Tern valley 

12.166  Tern Valley 

12.167  Tern valley  "Green Hill" above Walkmill road  grassy areas along the bypass   

12.168  Tern Valley Fields surrounding Walkmill Road. 

12.169  Tern Valley  Walkmill  New walks created around industrial units off Sherwood Crescent  Area around 

swimming pool  Buntingsdale recreation ground 

12.170  Tern valley, school playing fields 

12.171  Tern Valley. 

12.172  Ternvalley 

12.173  The area along the river.  

12.174  The area around the fish farm (Stafford street)  The area around Ford Hall farm  The area from Walkmill 

to A53 by the river 

12.175  The area off Buntingsdale road where the public footpath goes to the river. The actual public footpath 

ends and people walk the path by the river even though it is not public land. I think that the actual 

public footpath here should be extended. 

12.176  The areas on the boundaries of the bypass so that the outer areas are left as countryside and not 

developed from agricultural land 

12.177  The Canals Views, Buntingsdale Road Park's field 

12.178  The cricket field on Betton Rd 

12.179  The green spaces around the Muller development needs to be protected 

12.180  The Grove school playing fields  Recreation ground opposite Christ Church  Recreation ground in 

Betton Road  All green space on the other side of A53 bypass 

12.181  The Grove School, Town Park. 

12.182  The natural green space Conservation Area land and adjoining green space bordering Walkmill Road, 

sometimes referred to as Banky Field & Orchard Field. The land overlooked by The Mount at the head 

of Love Lane is included within the Conservation Area. The immediacy of the rural area is an important 

characteristic of the Market Drayton Conservation Areas demonstrated by the drama of the 

combination of distant views & townscape around Love Lane and Mount Lane steps.  

12.183  The nature place near the skate park down on Newport Rd. 

12.184  The old railway line 
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12.185  The old wildlife area by walkmill which has been completely neglected and abandoned by local 

councillors and Severn Trent 

12.186  The park 

12.187  The park  Tene valley  The canal 

12.188  The park by swim pool 

12.189  The park in town centre 

12.190  The parks  

12.191  The steep sloping site on Walkmill Road referred to as SHLAA site MD022 under SamDev proposals 

plus the adjacent green space in the Conservation area.  

12.192  The Tern Valley from Walkmill Meadows to Fordhall Farm.  This is a natural corridor which improves the 

natural environment or the town - a big asset.  Policy statement should be made that no development 

will be allowed. 

12.193  The Tern Valley should be left as green spaces and never built on, especially in Walkmill Road 

12.194  The Town Park  Buntingsdale Recreation Ground  Greenfields sports area 

12.195  The Town Park, Manor Gardens  Buntingsdale Recreation Ground 

12.196  The wildlife area near walkmill which has been neglected and abandoned by local councillors and 

Severn Trent 

12.197  Three acres in Waterside drive Town Park  Betton road cricket etc. ground  I'd like to see the war 

memorial area at the junction of Cheshire St and Queen St become a friendly usable sitting area on the 

park side of the library. 

12.198  Town park 

12.199  Town park 

12.200  Town park 

12.201  Town park 

12.202  Town park  A53 corridor  Grove school playing fields 

12.203  Town park  Area by the swimming pool  Green spaces by the 'bus station'  Area in front of the library  

Car park near old post office 

12.204  Town Park  Area near the swimming pool  Little Drayton recreation ground 

12.205  Town park Buntingsdale Field. 

12.206  Town park  Butingsdale road recreation ground (Little Drayton) 

12.207  Town park  Canal area 

12.208  Town park  Greenfields  School playing fields   Buntingsdale recreational ground  Westland road 

recreational ground    

12.209  Town Park  land by swimming pools 

12.210  Town park Railway cutting restored where possible. 

12.211  Town park  River and canal side areas 

12.212  Town Park & Buntingsdale Park & allotments. 

12.213  Town park and playgrounds 

12.214  Town park and recreation grounds but in favour of housing development on the Drayton side of the 

bypass.  To be recreation areas with any housing development. No development on the other side of 

the bypass 

12.215  Town park in centre of town 

12.216  Town park Walkmill Road  Picnic space  Bottom Lane 

12.217  Town park, all of them! 

12.218  Town Park, Buntingsdale Forest, the woodland area beside Salisbury hill  

12.219  Town Park, Buntingsdale Rec, sports ground, schools sports grounds including extended grove - canal 

side paths and walk ways etc. 

12.220  Town park, Buntingsdale recreation ground, Grove playing fields 

12.221  Town park, Buntingsdale Recreational Ground, Footpath alongside Tern Business Park (Muller) 

12.222  Town Park, Buntingsdale Road park and ground, green space Hampton Drive/ Stuart Way, cricket field 

12.223  Town park, swimming pool fields, all designated children's play areas. Tern Valley 

12.224  Town park, Tern Valley, Pell Wall, Walkman Road. In fact all green spaces 

12.225  Town park. 

12.226  Town park. Greenfields sports fields Buntingdale road play area. 
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12.227  Town Park. Such a pity the old Railway Line was not retained 

12.228  Very few left within the town 

12.229  Walk by the river. If it is still there. I have not been able to walk that far for a long time 

12.230  Walkmill and Tern valley 

12.231  Walkmill Meadows 

12.232  Walkmill meadows  Duckow Valley 

12.233  Walkmill Meadows  Town Park 

12.234  Walkmill Meadows  Town Park  Buntinsdale Park  Swimming baths field  Fields down Tern Fisheries  

Grove Field  Cricket club - Betton Road 

12.235  Walkmill Meadows definitely needs protecting and requires a lot of work doing, especially near the 

Bottom Lane end wear there's been an attempt at a boardwalk, and the bit that's been built is fantastic, 

but it stops short of a very muddy patch where water frequently flows on and so the path is very 

marshy. Also there's a section of Walkmill Meadows on the other side of the Tern that has been 

forgotten, it needs a lot of attention but with a bit of work would look beautiful and definitely attract 

people to the area. Moreover at the end of Bottom Lane, at the junction with Buntingsdale Road, 

there's an idyllic forested area that is often frequented by walkers, it contains a beautiful confluence, 

this is an area the town could monopolise. If this area was protected, a visitor centre could be set up 

and it would bring a lot of business & tourism to the town. Just think how successful the Shropshire 

Hills centre has been... 

12.236  Walkmill Meadows, Walkmill Marsh, Fordhall Farm 

12.237  Walkmill meadows, Walkmill marsh, swimming pool area, canal side, Tain park, school playgrounds, 

cemetery, hedges around parks 

12.238  Walkmill Meadows. Town parks.  Remaining part of old dismantled railway 

12.239  Walkmill reserve 

12.240  Walkmill, Longslow (too late now I suppose!)  Bottom Lane/Rush Lane 

12.241  Waterside Drive, Berrisford road, Town park, Betton Road and sports area. 

12.242  Where are they? 

12.243  Wooded area behind Sherwood Crescent and now commercial park before miller, and the grass fields 

with walk through. 

12.244  Woodlands and park between Sherwood Cres. & Mullers 
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Q14. If you have expressed concern about any of the above please comment in the box below against Q13. With respect to this future 

housing development in Market Drayton have you concerns about any of the following? 

 

 Impact on 

views of the 

entrances 

and exits  

Houses 

fitting in 

visually  

Pressure on 

existing 

parking 

Access 

problems 

traffic & 

congestion 

Pressure on 

community 

services & 

facilities 

Pressure on 

infrastructure 

(roads, water, 

etc.) 

Comment 

14.001   Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me  (Comment 'neutral'  written against first and last option)  I would hate for Drayton to be 

littered with 1000's of ugly new builds - with no space or front gardens all crammed 

together -- also I don't want lovely quiet low population Drayton to end up like a busy 

town - with traffic congestion & over population --- and it would put pressure on local 

services - & spoil our little town. But a few 100 - maybe up to 500 - is ok - spacious with 

big gardens/garage. (for rent pref.) 

14.002  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me 1. Little parking as it is already 2. More people would mean more Drs/nurses etc.  3. 

Potholes don't get sorted now let alone more damage caused by more traffic! 

14.003  Concerns 

me 

 Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me 1. What looked bright and inviting is fast becoming blocked by private house building 2. 

Most new home buildings look more like prison windows 3. Not enough parking areas 4. 

Too much traffic and lack of enough parking disrupt access to many smaller shops 5. 

Expanding population is stretching these to the limit  6.Extra traffic is helping to 

crack/erode roads, too many potholes and badly drained 

14.004  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me A general worry about increased population not being matched by services/infrastructure. 

14.005  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me A sympathetic approach. Not bung up and worry afterwards 

14.006  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Additional housing should only be considered when services are improved i.e. 

Doctors/parking 

14.007  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All above should be assessed prior to giving consent for new housing    Comment   Q15 

"A balanced mix of all the above taking into account local needs"  Q17 "We already do 

maintain green spaces that we do not own!" 

14.008  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All above should be assessed prior to giving consent for new housing    Comment  Q15 "A 

balanced mix of all the above taking into account local needs"  Q17 "We already do 

maintain green space that we do not own!" 

14.009  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All my concerns need improving. 
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 Impact on 

views of the 

entrances 

and exits  

Houses 

fitting in 

visually  

Pressure on 

existing 

parking 

Access 

problems 

traffic & 

congestion 

Pressure on 

community 

services & 

facilities 

Pressure on 

infrastructure 

(roads, water, 

etc.) 

Comment 

14.010  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All need to be considered carefully - especially as park barely adequate often Traffic and 

related problem on main path. 

14.011  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All of the above concern me because nobody gives consideration to them! 

14.012  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All of the above should be an integral part of planning. 

14.013  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All of these require careful assessment 

14.014  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All proposed new housing should be varied in terms of design to avoid monotony. Roads 

to access new building should be carefully tied in to existing road network.  Serious 

concerns ref: healthcare provision: currently overstretched and health centre apparently 

unable to recruit GPs. 

14.015  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me ALL should be carefully assessed for safety/overpopulation/scenic. It is RURAL area with 

pleasant canals & timber aged building with history 

14.016  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me All the above questions would make a difference to Market Drayton & would need serious 

consideration. 

14.017  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Am particularly worried about pressure on medical provision as the medical centre 

already seems to be working to capacity & it can take too long to see a doctor 

14.018  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me An expanding population needs more services, we can't stop that happening. 

14.019  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Any development needs to fit in with the existing infrastructure and environment.  More 

family housing needs increased support in community facilities and education 

14.020  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Any expansion and increased population should be done sympathetically and make MD a 

better place to live NOT make it worse. 

14.021  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Any extra housing would naturally put pressure on existing services and this should be 

considered in the planning detail. 

14.022  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Any further developments being planned should take into account the impact on all of 

the above points. 

14.023  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Any new developments should not use existing access routes to/from/through other 

housing estates - they should have their own vehicular access. Pedestrian access routes 

would be beneficial though. 

14.024  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Any new housing over 50units should be permitted only if there is a substantial monetary 

contribution to infrastructure 
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14.025  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Appearance of the town and housing should be appealing.  Public won't visit town if 

traffic is a problem  Infrastructure should be up to date and suitable for the future 

14.026  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me As a pedestrian I am fed up with having to get off pavements to get around cars that are 

parked on them, preventing my safety in certain areas as you have to step onto busy 

roads. 

14.027  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me As noted previously in this survey, the problem is that at the moment none of the above 

"concerns" are adequately balanced with the number of houses being proposed or built.  

There is further an inadequate element of social housing, which should not be segregated 

in little ghettos but should instead be mixed in with the other housing being built to 

create a more cohesive and balanced community.  This includes mixing in provision for 

houses suitable for family occupation, single adult occupation and the elderly, rather than 

giving those groups apart.  A healthy community needs provision for people of all ages 

and should facilitate the mingling of those people as well as supporting appropriate 

medical needs for all ages and allowing older members of the community to remain living 

independently for as long as possible. 

14.028  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Before any planning permission is given, all above points should be carefully weighed. 

14.029  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Building more houses will invite more people which will put pressure on services such as 

the doctors practice 

14.030  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me But not if it means more social housing. There's hardly anywhere in Market Drayton where 

you can get away from it.  Every time anything is sold off it always means more housing - 

Market Drayton facilities are not big enough to cope with more. 

14.031  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Can existing facilities cope with expanding population?  

14.032  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Can Market Drayton, a delightful little town, support any more housing? Do we really 

need it? 

14.033  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Can we continue building in Market Drayton and still service the increase with the present 

'services' - 'sewers' - 'schooling' - medical needs' 

14.034  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Car parking at Poynton House Dental practice is very difficult, sometimes impossible 
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14.035  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Car parking is sometimes a problem 

14.036  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Community services and facilities not able to cope with new development i.e. school, 

doctors 

14.037  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Current facilities with Market Drayton are sufficient for the current population but there 

would be too much strain on the town with an increase. I would only support an increase 

in building on brownfield sites and not green spaces, but I do not think there is enough of 

these in the area to increase housing & facilities substantially 

14.038  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Dental & Medical care. 

14.039  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Depending on the amount of houses built. Small amounts are ok if huge amounts it puts 

pressure on healthcare, schools etc. 

14.040  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Design/design/design Will future generations thank us for what we have done to our own 

immediate environment. Holistic approach required and open mind and imagination-time 

for change 

14.041  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Development is a good thing, but should not be at the expense of current residents. 

14.042  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Development of new housing estates - i.e. North of bypass should be reflected with 

improvements and enlargement of health facilities and transport needs with improved 

bus services to Telford, Whitchurch and Shrewsbury. 

14.043  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Development should be high quality and look good. Town centre to benefit from new 

housing needs additional (free) parking 

14.044  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Developments on Shrewsbury Road for example have made things difficult 

14.045  Concerns 

me 

 Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me Developments will always happen, but developers never care about the effect on local 

society (as highlighted above). We still have services installed by the Victorians and these 

costs of updating are never borne by the developer. 

14.046      Concerns me Concerns me Difficult to get doctors’ appointments now  Drains struggle to cope now in certain parts 

for the town   

14.047  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Difficulties getting appointments at Health Centre now - increased population would 

further this problem.  Building controls should keep a check on the impact of new housing 
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14.048  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Dislike appearance of roof mounted solar panels  - consider medical centre would be 

under pressure in event of significant housing development 

14.049    Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me  Doctors- Difficult to get appointment always. 

14.050  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Doctor’s surgery would not be able to cope with increased numbers unless more doctors 

could be recruited (very hard at the moment).   Schools would not be able to cope with 

increased numbers without more buildings  Community services and facilities would need 

to expand  Market Drayton would become grid locked unless the new population worked 

out of town which would not benefit the town very much. 

14.051  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Doctors surgery/NHS dentist/school provision  already stretched 

14.052  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Doctor’s waiting list!!!! 

14.053      Concerns me Concerns me Doctors, schools etc. are already struggling to keep up with current numbers.  Roads are 

in a bad state throughout the town and not sure sewage etc. can cope with more users 

14.054  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Doctors, schools, sewage etc. 

14.055  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does the infrastructure have the capacity for extra houses e.g. sewerage, storm waters etc. 

14.056  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Drainage needs looking at 

14.057  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Drainage needs looking at 

14.058  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Drainage needs looking at 

14.059  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Drayton has grown rapidly over the last decade or two. Medical centres are heavily 

overloaded and town centre parking is a nightmare at peak times - See Q7 
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14.060  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Due to the increase of people in this area, roads need improving, parking, access to and 

from Drayton. When houses are built the roads never change to allow for this. Also 

community services etc. have great pressure due to increase of populations (immigration) 

14.061  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Entrance to a town should achieve a standard, and the present character of Market 

Drayton be preserved in future development.  Pressures on parking, services and 

infrastructure do increase especially at certain times and should be reviewed. 

14.062  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Entrances and exits to and from the town should be marked, perhaps as at Whitchurch, 

and without any sponsorship or reliance on gingerbread-type marketing  There is already 

pressure on infrastructure and more housing would affect power/roads/water and 

drainage  Pressure on health centre, schools etc. will inevitably lead to longer waiting 

times and perhaps to inadequate numbers of school places 

14.063  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Entrances need to look cared for and so do roadsides.   Waiting time for Drs and nurses is 

a fortnight and over.  Worried infrastructure will not take extra housing or has not been 

updated. 

14.064  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Entrances to Market Drayton are not very attractive.  Parking should be free. 

14.065  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Existing pressure is high. Our present infrastructure cannot possibly cope without a huge 

improvement 

14.066  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

  Concerns me Concerns me Extending property's 

14.067  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Extra homes equals added pressure to the health centre and dentist etc.  Parking in town 

will be congested also 

14.068  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Extra houses and residents will obviously put a strain on facilities in particular Health 

services and employment. 

14.069  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Far too many permissions to build being granted before infrastructure is improved and 

without any increase in facilities/shops/leisure/parking for local residents 

14.070  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Finding a parking space with disabled places is poor, there's not enough disabled spaces 

as it is. More vehicles on these already tired roads will cost more in road repairs every 

year. 

14.071  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me First impressions are most important. The view that visitors get must be a clean, tidy, well 

maintained town.  Daffodil planting over past few years provides great welcome in spring.  

More attention needed for rest of year.  The number of advertising signs at islands and 

trading estates is detrimental. They need to be removed. 

14.072  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Free parking should be re-introduced to increase both traffic flow and small business 

growth within the hub of the town. 
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14.073  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Frogmore road can do with a zebra crossing due to cars not stopping with the people 

crossing the road 

14.074  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Full consideration of all of the above should be taken into account with regard to all new 

housing developments 

14.075  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

 Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Further housing needs to be sympathetic and fitting in. Especially any infilling in the town 

centre. 

14.076  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Future development is always a concern. I do not have enough information that any of 

the above problems have been satisfactorily addressed 

14.077  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Future development must always consider the impact on existing services surely? 

14.078  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Future development of any size must consider the impact on existing infrastructure 

14.079  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Future housing should take into account the infrastructure of the town 

14.080  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me General concerns only. Needs planning so that services are not overburdened or 

stretched. 

14.081  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

GPs, dentists, school places need to be increased according to increase in population.  

14.082  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Greenfields lane not suitable for development - Hampton drive could not deal with the 

traffic - traffic parking on modern estates in MD v bad anyway.  Medical facilities 

stretched now.  Council have not even adopted roads on Hampton drive/Stuart way etc .... 

yet! 

14.083  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me High density housing quickly becomes unsightly & parking is a real issue leading to 

increased risk to traffic & pedestrians The medical services are over stretched and there 

are pressures on schools - come on - get real. We are big enough! 

14.084  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

House must be in Keeping with their surroundings near and in the town centre. Parking is 

a real problem at the moment. A lot more needs to be provided now, let alone, new 

housing. 

14.085  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Houses are being built without parking. A lot of homes now have 2 cars needing to be 

parked and have to be on the road. There is great pressure on the health service in town 

and on the sewage system. 
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14.086  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Houses look better in the community when they are fairly uniform. Parking on the side of 

the road is usually done poorly and creates traffic build up and looks terrible. The library is 

important, but over-used by children watching videos and younger people on Facebook 

14.087   Concerns 

me 

  Concerns me Concerns me Houses need to be built which suit the existing style of the town. We need additional 

community services if more housing is coming - take Audlem as an example, they have 

superb community events  

14.088  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Houses need to fit the environment and new estates need green spaces/parks. Roads 

need to be properly planned with enough parking areas for 2 cars min per house 

14.089  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Houses tend to get built with no concern for parking access to an already over-stretched 

doctors, schools! 

14.090  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Housing development should be sympathetic, not mini boxes that are cheap and nasty.  

Nowhere enough parking. To have to walk from the bus station car park is too far for 

older people.  The roads at peak periods are way overcrowded.  The medical centre car 

park is being used as extra parking on market days.  The main roads were built for 

stagecoaches not HGVs. 

14.091  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Housing development should not eat up the green space 

14.092  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Housing expansion would require more GP facilities 

14.093  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Housing should be in keeping.  Parking is difficult already.  Traffic is often an issue 

Doctors are already very busy apparently.  Roads around Loggerheads are particularly 

bad. 

14.094  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Housing should be located to services and economy so planned for community access - 

schools - policing security recreation - amenity - suitable walking routs - screening and 

privacy. 

14.095  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am all for improving the town but do so with care for all the surroundings and facilities 

should be improved as well. 

14.096  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am aware of the need for integrated planning i.e. also considering school provision, 

drainage/sewage etc. 

14.097  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am concerned about all the housing developments given planning permission in the 

small villages 

14.098  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am concerned about the access and road increase in traffic to Longlsow Road infant 

school. There needs to be a think about use of some of the Town Park, or the road of 

Manor Gardens, for off road parking/pick up from school, and through traffic, one way, to 
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the ring road at Frogmore Road. There could be a roundabout there, at the junction, and 

traffic calming measures! 

14.099  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am concerned about the new housing which has been permitted on green land near 

Tyrley Locks/4 alls pub. Because of increased traffic, overspill from town eventually 

housing all the way out to Umstock??  Spoils the countryside. 

14.100  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am concerned that properties in the town centre are empty yet homes may be built on 

the fringes of the town.  Retail outlets should be concentrated in Cheshire Street near car 

parks and redundant retail units converted to housing or offices.  This would improve the 

atmosphere of the town and make it seem busy and alive 

14.101  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I am not against further housing, but we need to check the above, also health and 

education first. 

14.102  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

I am sure that all of the above need work on them. However since I am virtually house 

bound I am not aware of the current circumstances 

14.103  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I don't know how able the pipes and sewer are at coping with new homes, but it concerns 

me that builders come in and build homes at a profit then leave the locals who lived here 

suddenly have to find the money to improve these services.  The homes on the by-pass all 

look the same - builders can make homes in Lawley Telford (Ironstone) which look a bit 

more varied than the ones along the by-pass.  I don't quite get how there is not work, 

especially full-time long lasting work so where will people word to pay for these new 

houses - the roads buses and cars will begin to wear out services - I would like to see a 

serious consideration for re-opening the railway from MD to Telford and Crewe, that 

would help. 

14.104  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I don't think the infrastructure will be able to cope with much more. Also doctors and 

dental practices it’s hard enough to get appointments, If we keep getting hundreds more 

people to live here they will never cope. Neither would the sewage or water. 

14.105  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I don't want more housing but importantly housing e.g. bungalows for private sector 

there is enough social housing 

14.106  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

I feel tall apartment blocks would be inappropriate as they would not blend in with rest of 

the buildings. Pressure on the medical practice and schools should be considered. 

14.107  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I have a cynical view of the proposed developments. It seems like the Market Drayton TC 

and their control of any proposed developments is always over-ridden by the powers that 

be at NSDC - we don't ever seem to get the financial or social benefits we are promised. 

Doctors/Healthcare professionals, Schools and community services do a fabulous job (in 

the financial climate) but extra burdens will put enormous strain on them - they will not 
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be able to support the increased demand. We also don't want to lose the character of our 

lovely sleepy little market town! 

14.108  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I think that an increase in housing could cause real problems on the community services, 

as they are already overstretched as they are 

14.109  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me I would be concerned about development that is not sympathetic with the surroundings. 

There are too many small developments where developers/house builders are only 

interested in making profit then moving on without due regard to sustainability. 

14.110  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I would not support any further development due to the above. The Government/councils 

need to consider the availability of empty houses needing development and the number 

of buy to let properties nationally before building more houses.  Current housing stock is 

built with insufficient internal and external space. 

14.111  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me If all of the above were talked and considered by developers in Drayton it would be ideal. 

14.112  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me If further developments take place please ensure all of the above is considered.  Lots of 

houses with no shops/public transport, health facilities, etc. in rural areas is hopeless and 

does not help to develop rural communities, just creates "commute" areas to towns! 

14.113  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Ill thought out ideas can ruin lives.  Well thought out ideas, well implemented can make a 

great town. 

14.114  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me I'm all for new shops and businesses in Market Drayton but I don't think that the little 

town of Market Drayton could cope with an influx of more residence, too much pressure 

on doctors, schools, dentists etc. 

14.115  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Impact on schools and medical services needs to be dealt with before further building 

14.116  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Inadequate infrastructure 

14.117   Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Increase in population requires commensurate increase in parking provision, community 

services and general infrastructure. 

14.118  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Increased housing will boost population and all of the above will need to withstand this. 

14.119  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Increased pressure on GP services  Difficulties in recruiting GPs to help meet population 

increase in town due to national shortages  Loss of countryside and green spaces to 

housing developments 

14.120  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Increasing population will always have a detrimental effect on services and access 
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14.121  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Infrastructure must be improved in line with new housing development 

14.122  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Infrastructure needs to be in place before building Design of housing needs to be modern 

and not the same old bland designs we currently see. Green spaces, transport and road 

etc. doctors surgeries and soon need improving firstly 

14.123  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Infrastructure should be upgraded/put in place as part of a housing development project, 

also any development will impact on the community’s services so these should be 

reviewed at least annually and have the adequate funds to upgrade when required. 

14.124  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Infrastructure will not cope with more houses, needs massive updating at present not 

enough spaces in schools for existing children. 

14.125  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Innovation happens and I think i would give the presumption that yes should be the 

answer. 

14.126  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Instead of housing why not concentrate on more shops - a different variety etc. Cater for 

the amount of houses that are here already! 

14.127  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Insufficient doctors/ pressure on sewerage system/ youth facilities/ 

14.128  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me It already takes over a week to see a GP unless it is classed as an emergency.  No NHS 

dentists available  Parking can be difficult particularly on market day 

14.129  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me It is common knowledge that the town's streets are very busy, we're a 21st century town 

living (coping) with 19th century infrastructure, there's only so much the road network can 

take before it needs modernising. I'm an outsider to the town, coming from a city, I've 

lived here 3 years and the first thing I noticed is how busy & convoluted the road network 

is. Moreover, the bypass is full of lorries and is often very busy & unsafe, the roads in the 

town doesn't fare much better. 

14.130  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

It is important to maintain the character of the town centre and its immediate area 

without denying residents necessary improvements. Local needs must be considered first 

14.131  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

It is not realistic to expect homes in Drayton (particularly family homes) to restrict 

themselves to one or two cars. This is a rural area so imposing urban planning guidelines 

does not work and simply causes more parking problems. 

14.132  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me It is very sad to see permission has been granted to build on green belt land. 

14.133  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me It is vitally important that the infrastructure, facilities and services are expanded to meet 

any major increases in town population due to building programmes. It is also important 
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that the initial impression on entering/ exiting the town is a good positive impression and 

not a negative one. 

14.134  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me It's already a problem for all these.  Try getting a doctor’s appointment in under 1 week. 

14.135  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Just not sure where would be a suitable development site for housing?! We have beautiful 

country side and i fear that this will be ruined. 

14.136  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Keen to maintain and enhance the historic sites and buildings in the town.  Hope that any 

new developments are small in nature i.e. spread the new sites as opposed to one huge 

estate.  Consider the design and construction materials used in any new development ie 

refer to the vernacular architecture of the area.  Consider the skyline impact. Tall pitched 

rooves amongst low rise bungalows is NOT good. 

14.137  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Keep the town attractive, & protect green space 

14.138  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Lack of consideration for existing home owners. 

14.139  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Lack of Drs re APPOINTMENTS. Lack of school places. The town’s infrastructure is already 

over stretched! Why keep building more and more houses?   Drs and school issues NEED 

to be sorted out NOW!! 

14.140  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Limited parking already especially on Market Day - limited supermarket choice too & 

empty shop premises. 

14.141  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Limited parking spaces 

14.142  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Limited short term free parking in town centre. If unable to park likely to shop elsewhere. 

A53 can have congestion issues School places are a concern. 

14.143  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Local services need funding increases in line with new buildings 

14.144  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Many roads around housing estates in shocking state of disrepair and potholes 

14.145   Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me  Market Drayton has a sufficient development to make it a comfortable town for people to 

live in- particularly for the aged- further "pressures" will simply spoil the town.  
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14.146  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Market Drayton is a pretty town, it would be even more agreeable to the eye, if, the 

people who owned the buildings in the centre of town, kept them in good order. Parking 

is a problem on market day and at weekends, Access to new builds has not been thought 

out properly, there are some very dangerous access problems in the offing, We need 

more community services now and in the future, All infrastructure needs updating to cope 

with the impending housing developments. 

14.147  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Market Drayton will not be able to cope with any more development. It is already getting 

a lot of pressure. It is a unique place. Please do not spoil it. 

14.148  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Market Drayton, whilst it is hardly "Chocolate Box" pretty is never the less an attractive 

little town and any future development should not detract from that. 

14.149  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Medical - sewage - schools need to grow with housing 

14.150  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Medical / dental services need to be upgraded in line with any more developments. 

14.151   Concerns 

me 

  Concerns me  Medical services already struggling to give appointments 

14.152  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Medical services over-stretched 

14.153  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Mole holes more people will definitely have an impact on all of the above. 

14.154  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me More houses brings more cars, parking in Drayton on a busy day (Wed and Sat) is poor 

anyway, ask anyone who lives down the Burgage and Smithfield road. 

14.155  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

More housing is needed and what has been provided so far adds to the town in many 

ways. Compared to most of the many other towns I travel to Market Drayton does not 

have a traffic congestion problem.  Extra funding would need to be found for medical/ 

education provision.  Larger population would lead to an ever more vibrant town. 

14.156  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me More thought should be given to new builds in small area i.e. peoples back garden when 

there is no real need for them the parking on some of the small roads is not good now 

and letting new builds appear were access is difficult is not common sense  especially for 

the people who have to live with the problem. 

14.157  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Mostly concerned about the last 2 for schools, doctors etc. and the dreadful condition of 

our roads, especially Tern View which is like a cobbled road due to too much patching 

14.158  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Moved here because of too rapid expansion of previous address, and inherent problems it 

caused. 
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14.159  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Muller bridge - eyesore! 

14.160  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me My concerns are Drayton has too many one way streets and big lorries block them up and 

when the streets are closed it's a nightmare Adderly Road? 

14.161  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

My main concern is traffic & parking management.   I don't think M.D. has a particular 

character to preserve but I wouldn't like to see high rise flats put in either. But modern 

buildings like those by Festival Drayton work well. 

14.162  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me My mother has been resident in Market Drayton for 10 years and the traffic has increased 

significantly in that time.  She is 85 and still mobile, but is becoming increasingly 

concerned about going out on her own due to the volume of traffic and finds that road 

noise is starting to be a concern at home.  I am also facing problems getting out of her 

drive onto the road more and more these days due to increased traffic density.  There also 

seems to be much more pressure on the Market Drayton surgery which have always 

provided excellent health care, but we worry this will diminish if more housing is built. 

14.163  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me My view is, another car park is wanted taking cars off the shopping St. No parking in 

Cheshire St. 

14.164  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Need another supermarket 

14.165  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Need facilities e.g. Shops to improve in line with increased population. 

14.166  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Needs thoughtful planning to avoid problems 

14.167  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Never enough parking space with new developments so people clog up roads and 

pavements.  Doctors and schools already under a huge amount of pressure. 

14.168  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me New houses and developments = more cars = more hazards round schools = angry 

neighbours near to schools 

14.169  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me New houses only have parking for one car!  Our roads were not made for so much traffic.  

Our schools are at full capacity.  Our doc's surgery can't cope 
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14.170  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

New houses should be given architectural treatment to suit their environment and street 

scene - they should not be a collection of brick 'boxes'. Where possible only brown sites 

and infill sites should be used. 

14.171  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Newport road - Phoenix bank particularly beautiful 

14.172  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

No comments needed - self explanatory 

14.173  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me No parking facilities on Shropshire street causing blockages by a certain restaurant which 

will eventually cause a accident also the pressure on sewerage facilities 

14.174  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me No services or infrastructure grow at the same rate as the Market Drayton area e.g. there 

is no free parking the roads are the same as 40 years ago 

14.175  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Not a problem at the moment but could be in the future. 

14.176  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Not enough capacity in local schools and medical centre. 

14.177  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Not enough parking on new estates, especially the 3 storey properties with a footprint 

very small 

14.178  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Obviously with increased housing there is an impact on all services  

14.179  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me On general principle these are matters that I think should concern one about any 

developments 

14.180  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me On street/ pavement parking has become the norm due to police not enforcing the law.  

Doctors/ schools are at capacity now.  Roads are worn out pot holed etc. Pavement bad 

often.  

14.181  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

  Only one entrance to Drayton does not pass through or beside industrial development - 

does this encourage people to come to live here? 

14.182  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Only one health centre. Ambulances already stretching 
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14.183  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Our GP services, already very full 

14.184  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Our roads are a disgrace now, so more building, more road usage, we have to think more, 

keep what we have not build more of any houses, until we get it right!!! 

14.185  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Over development would be a concern 

14.186  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Parking - issue with on-street parking of cars particularly in Stafford Street opposite the 

flats.  Pressure on doctor's surgery - already heavily used. 

14.187  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Parking by the town hall is always busy, but don’t know about other car parks. My gym 

can often get very busy. Traffic around the town may be affected at peak times.  

14.188  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Parking for residents in town centre areas has always been an issue however the 

difficulties created by vehicles being parked for long periods in side streets i.e. The 

Burgage have definitely increased since car park charges were implemented.  More 

properties will only increase this issue, OR remove car park charges - you'll never notice 

parking issues then!! 

14.189  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking for the town is terrible.  To encourage shoppers, to encourage visitors and thus 

generate interest and wealth in the community parking for the town needs to be 

accessible and FREE. 

14.190  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking hard enough with disabled wheelchair dependent. Congestion due to increase in 

volume of cars hard enough getting doctor’s appointment now without adding more 

people 

14.191  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking in Longslow Road near the infant school frequently obstructs access to our 

property and those of our neighbours 

14.192  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking in Market Drayton is often difficult unless you want to pay. Joining MD (on from 

Mullers) with Tern Hill makes sense to me. There is a major road, open space & minimal 

impact on existing housing & infrastructure. 

14.193  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking in some areas is a problem, infrastructure and services cannot cope 

14.194  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking in some side roads is now at capacity e.g. Victoria Road, Longslow Road, difficult 

for emergency vehicles to access. 

14.195  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking is a big concern  Pressure on schools and doctors 
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14.196  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking is a problem. I use M.D. rarely as I have to pay using the post office is extortion 

14.197  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking is already restricted and adding to the population would increase those problems. 

It is difficult to get a doctor's appointment now. Roads into the town are too narrow to 

increase the traffic further. Parking in Stafford Street and Shropshire Street causes traffic 

queues. 

14.198  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking is an issue particularly by Longslow Road Infants School and Alexander Road 

school, nightmare sometimes as no-one uses the car parks, they don't want to pay. I think 

if new properties are built, they should have sufficient off road parking for more than one 

car. A large majority of households have more than one car so make the developers build 

appropriate houses (2/3 bedrooms with parking for at least two cars). Are 4 bed executive 

houses the way forward, probably not? Doctors, children support services all need 

increasing, currently difficult to use as its generally tough to get a doctor’s appointment 

within 48 hours so increasing the local population will cause further problems, it needs 

addressing. 

14.199  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking is an issue.  More people living in Market Drayton and facilities not meeting the 

needs of community. 

14.200  Concerns 

me 

 Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking on roads 

14.201  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Parking terrible 

14.202  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Parking....parking.....parking.....Lack of parking is paramount. New dwellings should not be 

allowed without adequate parking spaces.  More all day parking needed for workers in 

the town. Knock down the tatty looking car showroom or whatever it is, next to 

ASDA.....big area for parking there.  Sort out the land at the end of Great Hales St. next to 

'Musicland' and make a car park. Land bought for the inner ring road that never was...use 

for parking.  Possible parking behind Barbers auction rooms in Maer Lane.   

14.203  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Planning ahead for medical facilities and community services is an issue  

14.204  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Planning approval in and around Market Drayton will impact already stretched services, in 

particular medical centre, community support, out of hours provision, sports facilities 
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14.205  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me  Planning permission is usually granted with little thought of surrounding properties and 

quite often is not in keeping. 

14.206  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Pressure on community services and facilities' above - Respondent has marked 'concerns 

me' box with three ticks.  Schools and medical services are full due to the amount of 

people who live in Market Drayton.  Look at these services before building more houses. 

14.207  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Pressure on community services is mitigated by providing increased capacity as part of 

the planning provision 

14.208  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Pressure on education services & particularly the Health Centre. We need another doctor's 

practise so we can CHOOSE. 

14.209  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Pressure on existing medical services would be increased if more houses are built in 

Market Drayton 

14.210  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Pressure on existing parking - houses built backing fronting onto existing estates where 

occupants will use latter as overflow  Impacts onto views entrances/exits Market Drayton - 

we should look at ensuring Market Drayton looks welcoming, not like a dormitory town 

with no soul 

14.211  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Pressure on local services including NHS, ambulance & police. Local schools and road 

network 

14.212  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

Pressure on Medical Centre with more new patients coming.  Junction getting out of 

Morrisons needs improvement.  No pavement on one side of Alderley Rd. Over old 

railway bridge. 

14.213  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Pressure on medical services and schools  Parking for Festival Drayton 

14.214  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Pressure on schools and medical services as both are important 

14.215  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Public transport - Poor.  Access to local hospitals for non-drivers.  Not enough rooms to 

hire for events.  Not enough nursery provision. 

14.216  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Recently moved to area as love the surroundings and views.  Commute far for work so 

disruption of route would have big impact 

14.217  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Roads already become congested and residential parking is already limited 
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14.218  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Roads already in bad state so extra traffic due to future housing would not be welcome 

14.219  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Roads are in a poor state of repair particularly on estates.  Existing parking prices when 

parking for up to 1 hour are expensive on the centre near parks  

14.220  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Schools   Doctors 

14.221  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Schools are overcrowded - impact of Dr's surgery appointments - dental services - 

nothing for young people to do - lots of empty houses and shops may be turned into 

housing before building new ones. 

14.222  Concerns 

me 

 Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me School's not enough  Doctors too busy already - takes 1 month for an appointment, 

speaks for itself 

14.223  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Self-explanatory 

14.224  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Services - such as medical are already under pressure 

14.225  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Services, infrastructure, roads, schools etc. etc. need to be sorted first, not wait until there 

is a problem 

14.226  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Several years ago a high density development of four three-storey apartment blocks was 

proposed to be built on cricket club land. This went to appeal & thankfully was rejected. I 

should not like to see developments like this amongst ordinary houses 

14.227  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Sewage needs upgrading - electricity needs looking at.  Doctors, schools, dentist, cannot 

cope now any more development these need to be addressed first 

14.228  Concerns 

me 

 Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Sewerage system needs overhauling if more and more houses are to be built. 

14.229  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Should not like to see more entrances and exits being a cause to bring more large 

vehicles into the town.   Houses need not to be high rise   Better car parks provided 

14.230  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Since road laid in 1968 (ish) it has deteriorated, it has half-heartedly been patched but 

desperately requires re-surfacing (Melrose Crescent) 

14.231      Concerns me Concerns me Small towns like M. D. can't keep absorbing more & more people without it impacting on 

the existing services i.e. water/sewers - state of some roads, potholes etc. & then, when a 

repair is eventually done, at times it is inferior workmanship which ultimately causes the 

same job to be done again.  Medical services obviously come under pressure which 

effects level of care. 
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14.232  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Smithfield road gets a lot of heavy traffic (tractors, lorry etc.) that could enter Drayton 

through the bypass, but choose to cut through, I can only see this getting worse. 

14.233  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Some houses have no parking facilities and park on the main road (e.g. Shrewsbury Road) 

- road leading directly into town 

14.234  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Some public highways already pose access issues due to residents parking on one side 

leaving space for one vehicle in or out of town. This at times means driver behaviour is an 

issue. Double yellow lines are needed - Newcastle Road (Asda) 

14.235  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Streets around town parking is difficult as people living in areas with no off road parking 

need to park outside their houses, can never access doctors so they must be stretched. A 

lot of roads need resurfacing so that must be too much traffic. Water board at bottom of 

Walkmill Road often backs sewage and smells, must be under streets.  

14.236  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Struggle to get doctor’s appointment and struggle to park especially with no wide parent 

spaces 

14.237  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The 400 house development to the north cannot do anything other than put all of the 

above under pressure 

14.238  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The above all represent features that should be taken into account in all 

planning/development applications as a matter of course. 

14.239  Concerns 

me 

 Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me  The approach to Market Drayton from the south west (Hinstock Road) is perhaps the best 

rural approach to Market Drayton and River Tern and should be protected from 

development expansion 

14.240  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The character of this rural town should be preserved and protected.  Parking is becoming 

difficult, more free parking would help with more relaxed and profitable shopping.  More 

development puts great pressure on medical and educational services. 

14.241  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The facilities are already stretched and the roads are a disgrace 

14.242  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The ginger bread man is a disgrace and should be removed and replaced with  a new and 

more relevant town sign    

14.243  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The government for more housing of the correct type is correct. The planning department 

has failed in past in many areas of Q13.  I have no confidence they will properly address 

Q13 in future. 
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14.244  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The health centre already struggles with the number of people in town as do the schools 

and other local facilities and services without providing better services what's the point in 

encouraging more people to live here? Plus some of the roads are atrocious and need 

fixing badly (excluding the new road surfaces put down recently) 

14.245  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The impact of more traffic, schools, doctors, not able to cope with numbers at present, 

never mind more pressure on them. Will need more schools building, more doctors, 

dentists, cottage hospital re-opened. Car parking in town would be harder 

14.246  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me Concerns me The increase in population a lot of facilities must be considered more deeply, including, 

schools, medical services, and the infrastructure system, such as sewage, water and 

parking for more vehicles. 

14.247  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The infrastructure needs improving first 

14.248      Concerns me  The lack of bus services to outlying places 

14.249  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The market Drayton infrastructure is poor and cannot cope 

14.250  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Does not 

concern me 

The mini roundabouts in town are often gridlock as all access roads are full & priority is 

difficult to establish. 

14.251  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The new developments on Newcastle Road - where are the new owners likely to park - 

seeing as most households seem to have at least two cars. 

14.252  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The obvious problems are those of the state of the roads and with more housing which I 

know is necessary it would probably mean more dog owners and there are enough 

irresponsible ones in the town already 

14.253  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The parking will be a problem also on community services etc., on roads, water etc. 

14.254  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The pressure on community services and facilities needs to keep up with the amount of 

houses that have already been built (too many) 

14.255  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The schools seem stretched at the moment and also our medical facilities 

14.256  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me The services are struggling already 

14.257  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The services we have now cannot cope. So any more is only asking for trouble.  Doctors 

sewage rainwater where is going to go?       

14.258  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The three I've ticked concern people currently living the area - we should not be effected. 

Any future developments should take into account the impact on the area and 

contingencies made.  
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14.259  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The town and local area will lose its character forever if we don't resist! 

14.260  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The town centre is becoming densely populated as pockets of land are sold for housing 

and existing businesses are converted into homes. This impacts on the above. 

14.261  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The town centre needs to be improved and attract more shops. 

14.262  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The town is a small market town and this should be protected. The doctors already can't 

see all patients in good time, an increase in population will make this situation worse.  A 

lot of our roads are narrow, rural lanes not suitable for a large volume of traffic. Widening 

these roads would mean losing the rural aspect of our area. 

14.263  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The town is struggling to cope with all of the above not. Any expansion would cause 

severe problems unless action is taken to improve all of the above. 

14.264  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me The town was a small market town and is starting to lose the character. 

14.265  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me There are many buildings in Drayton which reflect its past as a thriving market town and 

add to its appeal. However there are others in the town centre that are an eyesore e.g. 

The steel clad building next to Lloyds bank. Also infrastructure and amenities should be in 

place before housing development and not the other way around. 

14.266  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me There are not enough jobs in the town and public transport links are poor 

14.267  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me There are only limited facilities in MD, most of which could not be improved to a level 

capable of supporting a vast increase in population without a major total redevelopment 

of the town and its environs.  

14.268  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

There is a lack of suitable affordable family homes.  Some streets like Elm Drive have sever 

parking problems at night time that mean pedestrians have t walk on the road.  Any new 

houses must have adequate parking for the residents to avoid this. 

14.269  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me There is a problem in parking now. You need to pay or walk further. The medical practice 

is already stretched and so are the pharmacies. We think the GP'S should fine non-

attendees 

14.270    Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me Concerns me There is very little town parking 

14.271  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me There seems to be little 'joined up thinking' when new planning applications are being 

considered 
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14.272  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me There should be adequate parking facilities off road 

14.273  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

 Concerns me Concerns me There’s too many empty shops and failing small businesses to support more build. 

Emphasis should be on making this once great market town marketable again. It would 

be amazing if people from out of town actually came to our town to shop and spend 

time, as opposed to us travelling to the likes of Telford, Shrewsbury, Audlum, Nantwich, 

Newcastle. Support businesses, Market Drayton attractive to new business, encouraging 

growth then support new builds. 

14.274  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me These things should concern us all and should be taken into account when planning 

developments anywhere. Plenty of provision should be made for off road parking as most 

households have more than one vehicle and as children are living with parents longer 

these are often 3 or more vehicles at some properties. The medical centre, dentist, library 

etc. will need to be expanded to provide services for all new populations. The roads are 

currently such a mess that attention needs to be given to them to make them fit for 

purpose. 

14.275  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

To attract people, tourists and possibly businesses, a town needs to look inviting and 

welcoming.  Austere, bland buildings with little character are NOT attractive.  

14.276  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me To protect the attractiveness of a small town situated in the Shropshire countryside. If 

spoilt people will decide to move out & live elsewhere, and shops will not be viable. 

14.277   Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Too many cars.  Too many people.   

14.278  Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Too many houses- not enough countryside left. 

14.279  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Too many people now living in town, facilities have not been updated to accommodate 

them all. Less money available to improve them.  

14.280  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me too much housing will spoil the feel of the town 

14.281  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Tower Lawn car parks should be free to reduce on-street parking, on-street parking by the 

Festival Centre and Shrewsbury Road by Shepleys should be removed to increase traffic 

flow. 

14.282  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Town "entrance" statements a good idea Good aesthetic architectural design to 

complement/blend with the vernacular is essential for new housing. Design for future 

heritage. Improvements to infrastructure should accompany developments of 10 plus 

houses. 
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 Impact on 

views of the 

entrances 

and exits  

Houses 

fitting in 

visually  

Pressure on 

existing 

parking 

Access 

problems 

traffic & 

congestion 

Pressure on 

community 

services & 

facilities 

Pressure on 

infrastructure 

(roads, water, 

etc.) 

Comment 

14.283  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Town centre parking Near Abbots Gate is already a 'rat run'. Concerned for children 

walking to school (especially with the decrease in street lighting) 

14.284  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Traffic is a problem joining/leaving A53. Not enough community services for population 

now, let alone more people. Houses for social housing not looked after by tenants, goes 

rough looking far to soon. 

14.285  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Understand the need for expansion but should be carefully considered and tough 

requirements on builders to provide facilities 

14.286  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Unless you approach town via the A529, it is a very unappealing site. The modern builds 

we see around the edges are of varying styles already, again unattractive. Traffic is on the 

increase and getting from the main car park to the shops is becoming more dangerous. 

Community services and facilities are under more pressure, so need more funding. There 

is already effluent in the streets when there is normal rainfall, evidence that drainage 

doesn't cope with the number of existing houses. 

14.287  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me Concerns me Very concerned about the existing services, doctors, police, refuse collection and the 

impact additional homes & residents will make 

14.288  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Very concerned that community services & facilities now do not need to be taken into 

account *before* development goes ahead.  Infrastructure already stretched.  Poor public 

transport puts pressure on parking. 

14.289  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Very concerned that further development will have an impact on medical services ( 

already <illegible>) as schools (can't be many more available places without over-

<illegible> class size) 

14.290  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me We are a small lively town. Too many homes, how do schools and medical centre cope? 

14.291  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me We already seem to be pushed to the limit 

14.292  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me We can't cope with what’s here now 

14.293  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Concerns me We need a long term plan of development to address the awareness of points above and 

maintenance of green spaces. The council should not be influenced by NIMBYS who can 

afford to buy pretty banners to stop building work because it might affect the price of 

their property - moves stress to someone else! 

14.294  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me We seem to be filling in existing spaces to the eventual detriment of the town 
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 Impact on 

views of the 

entrances 

and exits  

Houses 

fitting in 

visually  

Pressure on 

existing 

parking 

Access 

problems 

traffic & 

congestion 

Pressure on 

community 

services & 

facilities 

Pressure on 

infrastructure 

(roads, water, 

etc.) 

Comment 

14.295  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me What affect it will have on doctors, schools, traffic. 

14.296  Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me When new housing estates are built there does not seem to be enough attention given to 

the town facilities i.e. doctors, schools, sewerage, etc. 

14.297  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Does not 

concern me 

Does not 

concern me 

Where residents are forced to park vehicles on the road, there is risk of accidents. 

14.298  Does not 

concern 

me 

Does not 

concern 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Whilst nationally there is a need for more housing, wherever they are built there is an 

inevitable increase of pressure on local services. Therefore needs to be an approach to 

planning and housing development which seeks to keep both aspects in balance. New 

homes and therefore more people, need to be catered for with expanded facilities. 

14.299  Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns 

me 

Concerns me Concerns me Why are houses built before infra structure is considered - schools, medical services are 

vital to any population:- already schools are oversubscribed - it is vital to organize a 

logical order of development. 
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Q15. What type of housing should be built in Market Drayton up to 2026? Additional 

comments 

 

15.001  As long as the infrastructure is also updated 

15.002  But encourage tenants to look after their social housing 

15.003  Flats - Not skyscrapers though 

15.004  Keep starter home sales AWAY from the greedy 'buy to let' people!!! Let people who need them buy 

them!!!  

15.005  Not many executive homes 

15.006  On:  Well-designed houses/flats/bungalows etc." 

15.007  Social housing - there should be minimal social housing, people should be in work and earn a living 

with the exception of disabled people who require assistance and support.  

15.008  Special housing locations to attract financial entrepreneurs and industrialists to invest in the town - care 

needed.  

 

Q16. If you are interested in becoming a future resident in any new development, what 

amenities would you like to form part of that development? (Tick all the boxes that apply) 

Other (please specify) 

 

16.001  A small library / community hub. 

16.002  Ability to park within own property! 

16.003  Access to transport into town 

16.004  Ample parking 

16.005  Area to allow dog to run free 

16.006  Better public transport links 

16.007  Better sports facilities and local transport 

16.008  Character design 

16.009  Communal parking 

16.010  Community centres, central points for gathering 

16.011  community garden 

16.012  Community meeting places 

16.013  Cycle path, recycling facilities. 

16.014  Cycle paths 

16.015  Decent parking - too many new developments are too tightly packed together with insufficient 

parking so the roads become difficult to get around 

16.016  Easy acres to the town, footpaths, cycle lanes and quick bus routes. 

16.017  Enough space for parking 2 cars per house. 

16.018  Footpaths to break up density 

16.019  For the elderly' 

16.020  Having children’s sessions such as boogie babies, jiggle tots, more sessions for children at the library 

such as twice weekly poems and singing, more street entertainment ,better toilets and on other areas 

too 

16.021  Houses have to look attractive and not like a row of boxes. 

16.022  Larger gardens 

16.023  Local convenience i.e. Co-op 

16.024  Local shop 

16.025  Local shops 

16.026  Low speed road layout with off road parking.  Respondent has also written in 'green open space' row 

"with tree planting. 

16.027  More buses please 
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16.028  More car parking than is provided at present. More variety in design and façade, why do they all have 

to look like mock Tudor and so close together 

16.029  Newsagents 

16.030  No building at all. 

16.031  Off road parking, homes for buy to live in not for buy to rent. 

16.032  Open space environment plus views 

16.033  Outdoor gym, gym trails, ping pong tables etc. 

16.034  Parking for more than one car, so that cars are not all on the roads 

16.035  Parking spaces/clear boundaries 

16.036  Parking. Some new development of an executive type 

16.037  Plenty of room between buildings to allow the community to mix and not be isolated 

16.038  Plenty of space to park. Roads not too narrow 

16.039  Plenty parking spaces at the property to keep cars off the road from parking there 

16.040  Public transport, safe walking areas 

16.041  Safe green walkways 

16.042  Safe pavements to walk into town stopping areas in all streets 

16.043  Safe walking paths 

16.044  Safe walking routes to school 

16.045  Small industrial units  

16.046  Speed limits on roads 

16.047  Sufficient parking - wide enough road to allow delivery/rescue services 

16.048  Sustainable energy features including PV, combined heat and power (CHP) and glazing to meet or 

exceed Passivhaus standards.  Housing that is constructed to these high standards would minimise or 

eliminate space heating bills and dramatically reduce the carbon footprint of individuals and the entire 

community. Community garden/allotment/food growing areas including (possibly) space in a 

community greenhouse. 

16.049  Walking/wildlife areas 

16.050  Well-lit and planned walking access 

16.051  Wild life flower with benches on the way 

16.052  Wildlife corridor 

 

Q17. If you have answered yes to any of the above, would you be prepared to contribute to 

their upkeep? Additional comments 

 

17.001  Because unfortunately you can't restrict access and some people will be disrespectful to areas. 

17.002  Depends on cost 

17.003  Fund through ground rent/service charge on new estates  

17.004  I have said yes to this question but not sure whether it refers to monetary upkeep or manual work (as in 

the green areas).    

17.005  It should accounted for. 

17.006  Maybe 

17.007  Only out of council tax 

17.008  Part of LA budget and C/L 

17.009  Presumably the inflated price of housing/rates would suffice 

17.010  Should be covered by council tax 

17.011  Should be funded through community charge, it is not only residents of the estate that use the facilities 

non-residents do too 

17.012  This should be down to the council - it's what we pay our rates for. 

17.013  We already pay for green space!! 
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Q18. What type of housing is needed in Market Drayton for new housing? And Q19. If you 

think there should be affordable housing to rent, who should this be for? 

 

18.001  Affordable home for local people 

18.002  Affordable homes - Yes, if cannot be occupied by Market Drayton people as overflow available 

18.003  Carefully examine affordable homes etc.' 

18.004  For elderly but better class of property 

18.005  Low cost homes for sale - Do not let buy to let people have these! 

18.006  Not for a landlord to make a killing and push low cost houses ever higher. 

18.007  Possibly what is the point to buying 
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Q22. If you have children living with you of primary school age, where do they go to 

school? And Q23. If you have children living with you of secondary school age, 

where do they go to school? 

 

 Q23a. Name or names of secondary schools 

  

 In Market Drayton 

(Grove School) 

Outside Market 

Drayton 

23a.001  Grave school Adams' Grammar 

23a.002  Grove Adams Grammar 

School 

23a.003  Grove Adams' Grammar 

school  

23a.004  Grove Adams Grammer 

Newport 

23a.005  Grove college Burton borough 

23a.006  Grove School Madeley High school 

23a.007  Grove school Manchester University 

23a.008  Grove School Newcastle 

23a.009  Grove School Newcastle-under-

Lyme 

23a.010  Grove school Newport Girl's High 

23a.011  Grove school The Coppice Academy 

23a.012  Grove School Thistley Hough 

Academy 

23a.013  Grove school Thomas Adams 

23a.014  Grove school Thomas Adams Wem 

23a.015  Grove School Thomas Adams Wem 

23a.016  Grove School Thomas adams wem 

23a.017  Grove school Thomas Adams, Wem 

23a.018  Grove School Thomas Adams, Wem 

23a.019  Grove school  Walton Hall academy 

23a.020  The Grove  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Q22a. Name or names of primary schools 

  

 In Market Drayton Outside Market 

Drayton 

22a.001  Adderley Hinstock primary 

school 

22a.002  Hinstock Primary Hodnet 

22a.003  Hugo Meynell Hodnet 

22a.004  Longlands Hodnet 

22a.005  Longslow nursery from 

jan 16 

Hodnet Primary 

School 

22a.006  Market Daryton 

Infants 

Hong Kong 

22a.007  Market Drayton infant 

and nursery school 

Hugo Maynell 

22a.008  Market Drayton Infant 

School 

Hugo Meynell 

22a.009  Market Drayton 

infants 

Hugo Meynell 

Primary school 

22a.010  Market Drayton 

Infants, Market 

Drayton Juniors 

Hugo Meynell 

School 

22a.011  Market Drayton Junior  

22a.012  Market Drayton Junior 

school 

Merryfields 

School 

22a.013  Market Drayton Junior 

School 

Moreton Say 

22a.014  Market Drayton Junior 

school 

Moreton Say 

22a.015  Market Drayton Junior 

School  

Norton in Haies 

22a.016  Market Drayton 

Juniors 

Norton in Hales 

22a.017  Market Drayton 

Juniors  

Packwood Haugh 

22a.018  MD Infants MD juniors Severndale 

Specialist 

Academy 

22a.019  MDJS St Mary's primary 

, Mucklestone 

22a.020  Moreton Say St. Mary's 

Mucklestone 

22a.021  Stoke on Tern St. Peters and 

Pauls Catholic 

school 

22a.022  The Croft Tibberton C of E 

22a.023   Whitehouse 

22a.024   Woore 
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Q26. If No, where do you actually go and where would you go if you had the choice?  

 

 Actual Preferred 

26.001  Any other than Drayton Any other than Drayton 

26.002  Attended Whitchurch a few years ago More local - festival centre 

26.003  Birmingham/Stafford Telford or Shrewsbury or Market Drayton 

26.004  Clive community Hall Closer 

26.005  Courses at Shirehall, Wem etc Council offices in town 

26.006  Crewe and soon to University   

26.007  Crewe, Stafford Market Drayton or Newport 

26.008  Distance Learning and Shrewsbury   

26.009  Do not Telford 

26.010  Don't attend any form of education Options for vocational training within the town 

26.011  Don't go as currently no facilities 

covering what I need 

Local facilities offering practical training ie welding, 

bricklaying, plastering. 

26.012  Ellsmere Market Drayton 

26.013  Facility provided at work.  

26.014  Grove College Stoke-on-Trent Sixth Form College 

26.015  Have to travel by private car out of town  

26.016  Home study or Telford/Shrewsbury 

Birmingham/Wolverhampton 

Shrewsbury 

26.017  I am a statistical programmer, so 

universities with stats departments 

 

26.018  I don't go anywhere at present Market Drayton of course 

26.019  I don't go anywhere because of 

transport issues. 

 

26.020  I went to Cauldon College, Stoke.  

26.021  If I was to attend evening classes would 

have to go to Telford - impossible as I 

don't drive. 

Market Drayton 

26.022  Internet Internet 

26.023  Keele Uni.  

26.024  Keele University  

26.025  Keele, Manchester or Birmingham  

26.026  Keele, Shrewsbury, Open University Local - Grove School 

26.027  London Birmingham 

26.028  London Shrewsbury 

26.029  Manchester Market Drayton 

26.030  More choice at newcastle college  

26.031  N/A Grove 

26.032  Newcaste-under-Lyme Market Drayton 

26.033  Newcastle M. Drayton 

26.034  Newcastle  

26.035  Newcastle college Market Drayton 

26.036  Newcastle under lyme Drayton 

26.037  Newcastle-under-lyme Market Drayton 

26.038  Newcastle-under-Lyme  

26.039  No current training/education  

26.040  none available   

26.041  Nowhere Grove College. Phoned up but were not interested in 

taking me on as a student 
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 Actual Preferred 

26.042  Oawestry;Shrewsbury Drayton 

26.043  Online At the Grove School 

26.044  Online Shrewsbury/Local 

26.045  Online university   

26.046  Open university / home study Open university / home study 

26.047  Oswestry  Shrewsbury 

26.048  Reaseheath College. ? 

26.049  SCAT MD 

26.050  Shrewsbury Grove 

26.051  Shrewsbury Local 

26.052  Shrewsbury Local 

26.053  Shrewsbury Market Drayton 

26.054  Shrewsbury Market Drayton 

26.055  Shrewsbury Market Drayton 

26.056  Shrewsbury Market Drayton 

26.057  Shrewsbury Market Drayton 

26.058  Shrewsbury Market Drayton 

26.059  Shrewsbury Market Drayton, Shrewsbury or Keele 

26.060  Shrewsbury MD 

26.061  Shrewsbury More local please 

26.062  Shrewsbury  

26.063  Shrewsbury  

26.064  Shrewsbury College Arts & Tec locally 

26.065  Shrewsbury College MD 

26.066  Shrewsbury or Telford Market Drayton 

26.067  Shrewsbury/ Stoke on Trent Market Drayton 

26.068  Shrewsbury/Stoke on Trent Market Drayton 

26.069  Shrewsbury/Telford M. Drayton 

26.070  Somerset  Local 

26.071  South Cheshire college  

26.072  Specialist Institutions and open learning 

online courses 

As above 

26.073  Stafford  

26.074  Stafford  

26.075  Staffordshire uni  

26.076  Staffordshire University  

26.077  Staffordshire University  

26.078  Stoke on trent Closer to home 

26.079  Stoke/Hanley Market Drayton 

26.080  Stoke-on-Trent Online and Grove School and Festival Drayton centre. 

26.081  Swansea Landodr 

26.082  TCAT  

26.083  Telford Local 

26.084  Telford Market Drayton 

26.085  Telford  

26.086  Telford and Shrewsbury Market drayton 

26.087  Telford and Wrekin Not fussed 

26.088  Telford College somewhere nearer 

26.089  Telford college of arts and technology The Grove 

26.090  Telford or Crewe Market Drayton 
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 Actual Preferred 

26.091  Telford, Stafford, Shrewsbury, 

Birmingham, Manchester. 

Telford , Shrewsbury or Market Drayton. 

26.092  Telford/Shrewsbury  

26.093  The chance has not been given  

26.094  The Open University The Open University, for "academic" professional 

development, coupled with an enhanced range of 

vocational short courses that would be provided at 

appropriate local venues such as schools or community 

halls et cetera. 

26.095  Through employment in Telford Local (vocational) 

26.096  Various. Arranged through work. Wherever suitable training is taking in place. 

26.097  Walford college Local 

26.098  Warwickshire Anywhere nearer! 

26.099  Wem Wem 

26.100  Whitchurch Market Drayton 

26.101  Whitchurch Market Drayton 

26.102  Whitchurch  

26.103  Wolverhampton open University  

26.104  Wolverhampton, Telford and Alsager. Market Drayton ( We need more adult learning 

opportunities at evening classes) 

26.105   A university 

26.106   Arts college 

26.107   Chester 

26.108   Crewe 

26.109   Grove School 

26.110   Here 

26.111   Market Drayton 

26.112   Market Drayton 

26.113   Oswestry 

26.114   Shrewsbury 

26.115   Shrewsbury/Newcastle 

26.116   Stafford 

26.117   The Grove evening courses/ FDR day courses. 

26.118   I wanted to learn Italian - Closest place was Whitchurch 

and they were full with a waiting list.   

26.119   Yes but I would like more vocational training 

 

Q28. What additional types of festivals, events, markets, cultural opportunities and visitor 

attractions would you like to see in Market Drayton to increase visitor numbers?  

Please note comments in italics have been anonymised. 

28.001  Canal festival could be substantially expanded 

28.002  A celebration of local produce (as in Ludlow)  Demonstrations of vintage farming techniques  Vintage 

vehicle displays & rallies   

28.003  A Centre Parks type venue would be supported nationally. We have the space! 

28.004  A circular horse riding route with accommodation for overnight stops. 

28.005  A cycle run to match the MD10K 

28.006  A fair with a variety of good rides and stalls. Like in Audlem but in Drayton. 

28.007  A festival for children Something linked to the canal (folk festival?) 

28.008  A gingerbread celebration day 
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28.009  A good range exists now - the important factor is to nurture and support them to ensure their 

continued existence. 

28.010  A guided history walk 

28.011  A market on Saturdays 

28.012  A realistic plan to encourage local business here  i.e. affordable rates!!! 

28.013  A really good Christmas market and an improved weekly market 

28.014  A summer food and drink festival with some music.   A combined choir event bringing children and 

adults together singing popular music for the community 

28.015  A walking festival or a canal festival. 

28.016  A well organised carnival 

28.017  All ok that is done 

28.018  All types - the half marathon is a good example, as is the market, the fireworks and the excellent 

sports/recreation facilities in the town. 

28.019  Amore eclectic programme at the Festival Centre. 

28.020  An arts, local food & local crafts festival. 

28.021  Antique Markets - Collectors and Flea Market - Car boot sale  

28.022  Antiques fairs, Auctions, Car boot sales 

28.023  Any 

28.024  Any 

28.025  Any 

28.026  Any 

28.027  Any addition would be a benefit to the town. Would especially like to see more 'good' places to eat and 

art and craft facilities 

28.028  Any event must be well organized, attractive, well publicised - Drayton fest is starting this - the library 

also. Follow their lead. Improve appearance of shop fronts and waste spaces e.g. back of Bargain Booze 

and Chris Fennels. The gardens are brilliant. 

28.029  Any that help boost local business profits. Not corporate like Argos & Costa etc.!!! 

28.030  Anything that furthers local interests and growth 

28.031  Anything... as long as it's well organised and well publicised to bring the visitors in. 

28.032  Art/ craft fair at least quarterly , developing to monthly 

28.033  Arts festival needs more art e.g. painting, photography, drawing etc. and be held in summer months. 

28.034  Attract businesses to fill empty shops! 

28.035  Beef festivals, more music festivals 

28.036  Better advertising of Museum 

28.037  Better farmers markets and outdoor music events  

28.038  Better museum with local history. 

28.039  Boat & Folk Festival  Maybe use the town park for some events 

28.040  Boat festival link to brewery - marina needs improving & marketing 

28.041  But public transport must be improved form Cheshire  

28.042  Canal attractions 

28.043  Canal based 

28.044  Canal boat trips along the canal 

28.045  Canal needs to be promoted further with pedestrians directed from canal to town via Great Hales Street 

rather than Stafford Street/Rowan Road (both drab and poor impression of town to visitors). Great 

Hales Street much more attractive. 

28.046  Car boot or/+ Bric-a-brac/collectors market 

28.047  Car boot sales 

28.048  Carnival 

28.049  Carnival Better shops!! 

28.050  Carnival back 

28.051  Carnival back please 

28.052  Carnival back?  Horse fair?  Maypole dancing on May Day? 

28.053  Carnival parade.  Good Christmas market over a weekend. 

28.054  Carnival, food festivals, spring fairs 
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28.055  Carry on improving the existing ones (no other areas have done i.e. Audlem/Whitchurch). 

28.056  Cheshire street closed to traffic on Saturdays so more stalls can set up 

28.057  Chinese new year celebrated in town with a China town feel. Diwali is important too. 

28.058  Christmas fairs  Nature walks 

28.059  Christmas markets  Expand the Wednesday market 

28.060  Community events create a heart to the area 

28.061  Concentrate on local history and historical tours. be a smaller version of York with street entertainment 

etc. 

28.062  Continental Markets 

28.063  Continuation and improvement of the events that are, or have been, already organised. 

28.064  Corralled regatta to raise funds to improve towpath, Woodlawn cutting on canal boardwalk needed. 

Cycles, doorway, horses unlikely. 

28.065  Craft events and music for older people 

28.066  Craft fairs 

28.067  Craft fairs, food markets, Clive of India celebration. Gingerbread festival plus extras 

28.068  Craft fairs, special events outsourced and bought into town 

28.069  Cycle challenge, duathlon, Market Drayton half marathon, food festival. 

28.070  Develop markets 

28.071  Development of Saturday Market 

28.072  Difficult question the town should look towards Nantwich and Newport for ideas the problem is getting 

local people involved in organising events we need more community spirit.     

28.073  Do not let named individual organise another debacle like the Medieval Festival, shocking and have 

video evidence to prove it. 

28.074  Enhancement and better support of existing 

28.075  Events that emphasise healthy eating and/or exercise  Events that showcase local talents/skills 

28.076  Expand the shops & business in town 

28.077  Extra stalls on a Saturday would be nice 

28.078  Farmers market 

28.079  Farmers market and or/ food fairs. 

28.080  Farmers market regularly  Classical concerts 

28.081  Farmers market, festivals, arts festivals, foreign markets, cycling, walking groups     

28.082  Farmers market. 

28.083  Farmers market. Town carnival 

28.084  Farmers markets 

28.085  Farmers markets, car boot sales, agricultural shows, sports activities  

28.086  Festivals/celebrations incl./Armistice most important  Query return of carnival for hospitals 

28.087  Folk festival. Jazz festival. 

28.088  Folk music festival. Blues music festival. Comment you, non-competitive cycling events. 

28.089  Food fair - Make the most of MD as a 'food'  town - local produce , local firms 

28.090  Food fair. Canal Festival. Countryside and country sports 

28.091  Food fairs *Historical festivals - Damson fair (but run properly!)  *Continental markets  * Dance events 

of different types  *Farmers markets   *Art festival with things for everyone to do  *More music of 

different types 

28.092  Food fairs, craft fairs, specialised markets and a fair (with rides) in the holidays 

28.093  Food Fayres of local produce & Christmas market.  Carnival re-instated 

28.094  Food festival e.g. Nantwich  Town festival e.g. Eccleshall  Not all medieval, more mixed cultural events 

28.095  Food festival similar to what Taste of the Town did 

28.096  Food festival, fairs, events 

28.097  Food festivals, farmers markets as in Whitchurch? 

28.098  Food festivals. 

28.099  Football/cricket fixtures   More concerts/theatre events     

28.100  Free beer day? 

28.101  FREE car parking in Frogmore Rd outside information at festival Drayton of current art exhibitions 
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28.102  Free parking. Bring back the carnival and get the empty house and shops tidied up and put to good use 

by reducing rent and rates. Also charity shop should not be allowed to sell any new product as they get 

an unfair advantage with reduced rent and rate and they don't pay for stock. 

28.103  Free parking. Centre town closure at weekends.  A place to stop over whilst on route to other towns 

28.104  Fundraising  Summer Fair 

28.105  Generally North Shropshire is weak on promoting itself as a holiday/short break location with good 

access to places like Shrewsbury, Chester, the Potteries and parts of N. Wales. Market Drayton is no 

exception to this and it would be good to see it raise its profile in this respect. 

28.106  Good current range, but poorly advertised/promoted outside of immediate town area. 

28.107  Good Market at moment 

28.108  Good Market at moment 

28.109  Good Market at moment 

28.110  Have a look at Whitchurch - well organised & very well supported 

28.111  Having children’s sessions such as boogie babies, jiggle tots, more sessions for children at the library 

such as twice weekly poems and singing, more street entertainment, better toilets and on other areas 

across town. Street entertainment at weekends, book fairs, antique fairs, care boot sales, brass bands, 

more utilisation of Drayton festival centre in the daytime for the above. More mums with pre-school 

children would utilise the centre with daytime fun activities for children. Children’s ride on train events. 

28.112  Historical guided walks 

28.113  History, music festivals, sporting events 

28.114  Hobby show -  this could bring not only people of the town but also outsiders together of all ages  i.e. 

knitting/sewing/golf/football/model railways/family tree etc. 

28.115  I don't think it’s as easy as this. Supporting new ideas. There are a number of music festivals, look at 

how you can grow these year on year. Things like Nantwich food show/ jazz festival weren’t born 

overnight, need to evolve what we have. 

28.116  I think DRAYTON has adequate provision for the above 

28.117  I think that there are sufficient 

28.118  I think the variety is good. 

28.119  I think we already have quite a few. I would like to see all high street shops filled. Maybe Marks and 

Spencer? I am old sorry about writing. 

28.120  I think we have a good variations of events. Very good. 

28.121  I think we have enough - there is already a wide variety 

28.122  I would like to see a bus company to take day trips out , like Jones coach ways and Butters Buses used 

to or week longs trips to the seaside, it would be a great asset  

28.123  If possible, more themed street events i.e. on the High street, pageants etc. 

28.124  Improve cleanliness of footpaths, walkways and open spaces. 

28.125  Improved wharf side facilities on canal - café, shops.  Improved weekly market and with a wider variety 

of stalls  Christmas market/frost fair on swimming baths grounds  Car boot sale on swimming bath 

grounds 

28.126  Improvement in shops 

28.127  Inland waterways festival 

28.128  It's nice to see actual times of events taking place at Christmas lights being turned on in your magazine 

28.129  It’s very important that we promote Market Drayton in all aspects, either on websites, we have a lot of 

history in the area, we should do all we can to set tourism, with festivals or anything else. 

28.130  Jazz, football, rugby and other sports - singing groups 

28.131  Just extend on the ones we have to make them better. 

28.132  Larger museum that is open daily with local history on canals, farming, the area, the people, 

Shropshire’s history etc.    walking festival - something to celebrate the beautiful surrounding 

countryside that we have here    Canal festival? 

28.133  Larger scale events that could attract regional attention I.e. a larger music festival, car shows, 

concerts/live performances, more nightlife  

28.134  Less charity shops/closed shops/bookies 

28.135  Local produce market A carnival like it used to be! 

28.136  Longer profile of canal    

28.137  Maintain and improve what we have. 
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28.138  Make more of gingerbread  Make more of canal  Market group tours to attractions in area 

28.139  Make more of the ones we have 

28.140  Make more use of town park. Create an outdoor stage in the summer months for outdoor theatre 

productions!! 

28.141  Make the museum better advertised and more central in town. 

28.142  Many of the reasons we chose to move here - all very valuable to a community. 

28.143  Market charter day? Perhaps. 

28.144  Market Drayton has a good selection already however more could be done to promote and then 

facilitate these i.e. FREE PARKING 

28.145  Market Drayton is not a tourist attraction stop wasting time and resources trying to pretend it is 

28.146  Market Drayton is not a tourist spot 

28.147  Market research needs to be done to answer the above.  

28.148  Markets on Saturday (Street market) 

28.149  Markets.  If events - then anything - just make it better than the last couple - i.e. the Medieval Event 

was appalling and I was truly embarrassed by taking friends to it. 

28.150  Markets-special occasions, festival events. 10k run days and Rock and Bowl very good for town 

28.151  Maybe a proper cinema & train station reopened & train links re-established - maybe plays put on - & 

and a theatre group started up -  things like Oktoberfest & Winterfest & summer fayres & carnivals etc. 

28.152  More artisan food markets 

28.153  More canal boats. Spaces + a caravan park 

28.154  More cultural events run locally. More enthusiasm encouraged 

28.155  More events centred around the canal, but this would be an issue because of poor parking/no toilets 

and poor access other than by water or pedestrian. 

28.156  More events down by the canal  

28.157  More farmers markets 

28.158  More farmers markets Rejuvenate the Weds market, use to be better. 

28.159  More frequent farmers markets  Craft fairs  Café alongside canal 

28.160  More hotel to attract visitors 

28.161  More like the Christmas lights event. 

28.162  More live music/ theatre events. An annual cycle run. 

28.163  More live performances at Festival Drayton, rather than films/videos.  There should be a designated 

Tourist Information Centre, and a more informative website for visitors 

28.164  More market stalls on Market Drayton, more for the young people to do, so they don’t cause nuisance. 

28.165  More markets 

28.166  More markets focusing on local practises.  Food festivals to showcase local restaurants.  

28.167  More multi-cultural markets & summer carnival 

28.168  More music events of all kinds.  MD already has an excellent annual Rock 'n' Bowl festival for 

contemporary music and the new arts festival has successfully offered music events of several kinds.  

More of this throughout the year, please, to heighten awareness of Drayton within the region and 

beyond. 

28.169  More pop concerts for young  Cycling day shutting off major roads 

28.170  More shops for every age 

28.171  More shows, dog, horse, cars etc. 

28.172  More to promote the history of the town, and to promote the lovely canal walks 

28.173  More up to date films shown at Festival Drayton 

28.174  More use is made of the canal 

28.175  More use made of canal side areas 

28.176  More use of the canal - a park / picnic area would be great by the canal. 

28.177  More used should be made of the canal as a venue for boat rallies. 

28.178  Music and food. 

28.179  Music events indoor and outdoor i.e. a long time ago the swimming baths hosted the Drifters. 

28.180  Music events, Beer festivals, German market festival marathons, etc. 

28.181  Music festivals 
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28.182  Music festivals   Market Days Carnival Day (please bring this back!)  Fairs and fun days  Christmas 

Festivals  (Community spirit) 

28.183  Music festivals  Craft fairs  Brewery tours/open days  Food festivals 

28.184  Music festivals are popular. 

28.185  Music festivals similar to last night of the Proms but taking place outdoors with picnics & fireworks  - 

Possibly make more of Market Drayton’s link with Gingerbread? 

28.186  Music, Arts, Sport, Food 

28.187  Music/ Beer. 

28.188  Musical e.g. folk/jazz 

28.189  New bigger & better museum, gingerbread festival, visitor centre for nature reserves at bottom of 

town, bigger & better tourist information centre, more regular buses (e.g. 164/64), water park, marina 

with visitor centre & shops, new out-of-town shopping district. 

28.190  No additional events just better planned & executed events with more things going on to entertain & 

encourage people to visit 

28.191  No more necessarily, however what we do have should be organised properly and advertised effectively 

and learn from mistakes     

28.192  None additional - just more focus on the ones currently hosted (Look to Whitchurch - Blackberry Fair 

for inspiration) 

28.193  Not too many but well organised and well researched - Damson Fair was a disaster but could have 

been good  Festival of Lights - all day and evening too long - late pm and evening enough - charities 

cannot man stalls and not enough residents to spread out all day - shorter time - more people - more 

"buzz" 

28.194  Now that the re-enactment of the Battle of Blore Hall no longer takes place, there should be some 

other event to commemorate it. 

28.195  Open air concerts/ Bank hol fetes 

28.196  Perhaps a festival of culture - maybe a Gingerbread/Clive festival, to promote a good feeling and 

history about living in Market Drayton 

28.197  Properly organised & publicised will do nicely. 

28.198  Quality as opposed to quantity 

28.199  Restaurant Farmers Market  Need monthly event that is seasonal   Reinvest in carnival 

28.200  Rock & Bowl. 

28.201  Saturday market  More events for adults 

28.202  Saturday market extended 

28.203  Saturday once a month close Cheshire St. for market or events. 

28.204  Show area 

28.205  Similar to Ludlow: food : music 

28.206  Small animal sales at cattle auction & car boot 

28.207  Something needs to be done to stimulate traders back into the town centre. This would then put MD 

back on the map for tourism 

28.208  Steam and vintage rally would be a big attraction as many locals own vintage vehicles  

28.209  Summer carnival- music at summer markets 

28.210  Summer Fete 

28.211  The balance is right at the moment 

28.212  The Drayton Fest and canal basin could be made more attractive to visitors. The bus station needs 

updating, people love a covered area? 

28.213  The festival centre - the latest films out can be out the same time as the big company cinemas 

28.214  The food fair as it was a few years ago. 

28.215  The Medieval festival held in 2015 was appalling and an embarrassment to the town. The previous 

year’s medical event had been good and entertaining so presumably this comes down to who is in 

charge of the organisation.  Events will attract visitors if they appeal to all age groups and there is a lot 

going on. A marina by the canal with canal walks would attract visitors. 

28.216  The ones I have attended have been very poor. Don't go anymore 

28.217  The one's we have need to be better advertised, as you can't attend if don't know about them and 

when we have a festival ask the shops to stay open. 

28.218  The recent arts festival attracted a large number of visitors to the town 
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28.219  The return of the carnival, more open air cultural music festivals which reflect the multi-national 

community in the town.  Baltic style markets 

28.220  The street market is the most important in terms of attracting people from out of town and it needs to 

continue to be encouraged to expand.  Other events more important for those in town but tend not to 

have enough publicity. 

28.221  The town carnival hopefully could be revived with helpful organisation from all organisations in the 

town and surrounding areas. 

28.222  The town has significant but largely untapped tourism potential. E.g. the canal is almost completely 

unexploited. The town would benefit from a land mark development to draw in visitors. A key to 

unlocking this must be the canal.      

28.223  The Wednesday market is very good - could we have a Saturday street market as well? The food market 

(inside) is excellent 

28.224  Things based round the canal. Re open a cafe/restaurant by the canal. 

28.225  This year we have had quite a lot of events well done except for the Damson debacle! 

28.226  Those associated with the prime focus of the town - the canal. 

28.227  To develop our town relationship with the canal, its heritage and its wildlife value 

28.228  Tourist Guides 

28.229  Transport for canal users at peak times to bring them into town 

28.230  Transport vintage trucks buses tractors cars etc. 

28.231  Variation on market themes e.g. specialist markets.  Better quality and more independent shops. 

28.232  Very much enjoyed the damson fayre when it was professionally organised by named individual.  This 

year's event was a disaster, someone needs to be fired.  The arts festival could be expanded and could 

be big attraction, especially with the large number of talented artists and writers in the town. 

28.233  We need more events, more farmers markets, and bring back summer festival carnival. 

28.234  We need to emphasize the area's unique assets e.g. Ford Hall Farm, Ginger bread, Historic Market town 

etc. Canal& boats. 

28.235  We should celebrate the life of Robert Clive! 

28.236  We should invest in marketing, the market should develop farmers markets, canal events arts/cultural 

events 

28.237  Well run events unlike the 'Medieval' disaster 

28.238  Wide variety 

28.239  Would like to see more events like the mediaeval fair (in previous years, not this year’s that was 

embarrassing). More music and arts events. Events like the switching on of the lights given more effort.  

28.240  Xmas market, Carnival day, treasure hunt, Art festivals. 

 

Q30. Is there anything you would like to see in addition to the existing facilities? 

 

30.001  24 hour garage and supermarket. 

30.002  24 hour supermarket 

30.003  A better bus service to/from the town with links to rail transport 

30.004  A better museum or history centre, with eating facilities or talks, film shows on the area, we should sell 

our town.  

30.005  A better selection of restaurants 

30.006  A bigger museum 

30.007  A caravan park + more canal boat spaces 

30.008  A facility akin to the festival Drayton centre but open to local groups, as opposed to being donated or 

indebted who have facilities of their own and are offered under commercial concerns e.g. competition. 

30.009  A good Italian restaurant 

30.010  A good restaurant or bistro would be nice 

30.011  A good restaurant that is not Indian or Chinese 

30.012  A green grocers, a shoe shop, a proper all round toyshop, a material shop (dress making/curtain etc.) 

30.013  A hotel, good quality restaurant 

30.014  A larger Italian restaurant  Mexican restaurant 
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30.015  A McDonalds on the A53 by Tunstall Hall 

30.016  A more "up market" facility e.g. gastro pub, Italian/Thai restaurant  As it is when we want to eat out we 

always go outside Market Drayton unless we want a curry! 

30.017  A more visitor friendly town centre. Remodel the town centre - Cheshire street - into a shared space 

pedestrian friendly area with reduced parking and through traffic. 

30.018  A post office in CENTRE of town 

30.019  A quality restaurant is lacking. 

30.020  A retail park with bigger stored for shopping, a new railway station 

30.021  A small hotel built on the outskirts of town. 

30.022  A small nightclub either in town or nearby for younger people to go to instead of leaving the town and 

travelling 

30.023  A tidying up of certain properties within the town centre. The let us all down! 

30.024  A venue for weddings, a good local restaurant featuring local produce. 

30.025  A waste transfer station. Having to travel to Whitchurch is completely inefficient even when I visit when 

doing shopping. We need a facility close to the town - suggest Burnside Park. 

30.026  Always nice to have a wide variety of shops to attract people - the more the better 

30.027  A hotel carrying a national accreditation / recommendation. 

30.028  Artisan bakery - only Greggs High street butchers - nothing in centre Too many charity shops!  Too 

many hairdressers! 

30.029  Bank 

30.030  Better quality restaurant - posh nosh  Afternoon community/social venue for older people  More B&Bs 

30.031  Better quality restaurant - posh nosh  Afternoon community/social venue for older people  More B&Bs 

30.032  Better quality restaurant - posh nosh  Afternoon community/social venue for older people  More B&Bs 

30.033  Better quality restaurants 

30.034  Better quality shops e.g. clothes shops. High quality food takeaway e.g. delis open on Sundays. 

30.035  Better rent offered to shop keepers 

30.036  Better restaurants 

30.037  Better shopping facilities, currently the town feels very run down.  Children's indoor play area  Cinema   

30.038  Better shops - Poundland etc. Home Bargains 

30.039  Better shops and gym facilities 

30.040  Better standard of eateries within the town. 

30.041  Better standard of restaurants! 

30.042  Bring back Woolworths.... 

30.043  Burger King/ Kentucky fried chicken. 

30.044  Cafes to be open on Sundays for tourists, especially for canal visitors 

30.045  Caribbean, Portuguese, Mexican, Lebanese, African food restaurants 

30.046  Cinema - theatre. Maybe places that do music lessons & courses in writing.. Reading/book clubs 

theatre group.... environmental groups. Astronomer clubs, just more hobby groups. Coffee mornings 

etc. 

30.047  Clothes shops, shoe shops. More restaurants like an Italian, Tapas bar. 

30.048  Clothing shops 

30.049  Comment ' Not enough Child friendly restaurants ' 

30.050  Community workshops facilities where people could service their own cars, build small things for their 

own homes et cetera. 

30.051  Day care facilities for children run by trusted CRB checked staff 

30.052  Decent shops 

30.053  Definitely need more good places to eat. Currently drive to Shrewsbury for this. 

30.054  Different types of restaurants 

30.055  Different types of restaurants e.g. Italian, Spanish, French, and wine bar. 

30.056  English Food Restaurants 

30.057  Free holiday in the sun with a wheelchair & someone to push me. Oops just dreaming again 

30.058  Free parking as in neighbouring local towns and some street lighting (we currently have non after 

11pm) as this discourages people from using these facilities at night. 

30.059  Free Parking, especially for visitors and motorhomes 
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30.060  Gala bingo hall, 24hr store, Burger King or McDonald, as you have to travel out of Market Drayton for 

these facilities I'm sure they would be well used in Market Drayton.  

30.061  Gingerbread and Kings Head and Weatherspoons are Restaurants 

30.062  Gingerbread, Kings Head, Spoons and Tudor House are all pubs, but the only place to go for a home 

cooked style meal, all other restaurants are Chinese of Indian!!!!     

30.063  Gluten free takeaways/restaurants/cafes 

30.064  Good clothes shops, good toy shops, shoe shops 

30.065  Good quality Italian restaurant 

30.066  Good quality restaurant - not just pub food. 

30.067  Greengrocer  Shoe shop  Somewhere to buy adult clothes 

30.068  Higher quality of, and more variety of restaurants eg Italian or French restaurants. 

30.069  I think there is room for at least one better quality restaurant 

30.070  I was disappointed when Costa Coffee arrived in Market Drayton. Independent coffee shops with 

character enhance market towns in my opinion. 

30.071  I would like to see more made of the canal, but using what we already have and adding to it. There is a 

building which I think is residential that would be perfect. We can have more floating market and the 

Talbot Pub would do better trade. Travelling theatre could come to town along the canal. 

30.072  Improved shopping facilities (retail park) 

30.073  In terms of restaurants and shops, there are limited options potentially attracting bigger chains to 

Market Drayton. Would increase foot traffic through the town centre. 

30.074  Indoor leisure facilities   

30.075  Italian restaurant 

30.076  KFC - McDonalds  

30.077  Lack of quality non-ethnic restaurants of good quality 

30.078  larger shops - for clothes  

30.079  Less betting and charity shops. 

30.080  Less charity shops  More unique shops/local small businesses as shops 

30.081  Less charity shops and more new businesses/shops.  Perhaps reducing business rates for the 1st year 

might encourage this. 

30.082  Less charity shops! 

30.083  Less empty shops  Need more affordable shops  Not anymore charity shops 

30.084  Less empty shops - possible rate reduction for small businesses 

30.085  Low cost hotel on edge of town (40 beds) 

30.086  Mac Donalds sad to say 

30.087  Marks & Spencer, Tesco, Waitrose, T K Maxx (clothing), Next (more retail reduce community travelling 

& attract more around borough) 

30.088  Marks and Spencer store with food 

30.089  McDonald's  

30.090  McDonalds or alike  KFC  Nandos 

30.091  McDonalds would be nice and definitely Subway to come back into the town 

30.092  More activities for kids. Soft play. 

30.093  More beer gardens. 

30.094  More better standard restaurants, please! 

30.095  More chain restaurants/pubs. Would love a Pizza Express or equivalent. I like cafes and have tried all in 

Drayton and having young kids was pretty disappointed by the selection. Costa has enticed me back 

into the town centre rather than going to Newport. Go Weatherspoons regularly, and Red Lion. Too 

many old man pubs generally, when i lived in Oxfordshire much more enjoyed the pubs there. Pitty 

there isn't a McDonalds either. 

30.096  More decent restaurants  AND more accommodation for tourists 

30.097  More decent upmarket shops Less empty shops 

30.098  More family friendly, affordable places to eat, a KFC/Mcdonalds/Burger King or pub to rival 

Gingerbread man. 

30.099  More group accommodation    

30.100  More high street clothing shops 
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30.101  More holiday homes to encourage tourists to stay a while not just pass through e.g. Dearnford Park 

(whitchurch) 

30.102  More interesting shops - need - books, clothes  we have too many gift shops electrical/TV 

30.103  More interesting small shops 

30.104  More nightlife facilities, a bowling alley, perhaps a franchise restaurant to attract visitors  

30.105  More options for eating out in the evening with children 

30.106  More public toilets round town 

30.107  More self catering accommodation 

30.108  More shops ie shoe shop, clothing 

30.109  More toilets in the area 

30.110  More upmarket restaurants - an Italian would be ideal as there is nowhere locally that fits that 

requirement 

30.111  More use of canal 

30.112  More variety of restuarants 

30.113  Multiplex cinema, bowling 

30.114  My kids would like a McDonalds! 

30.115  Need good quality restaurant if you want to attract visitors     

30.116  Needs a GOOD QUALITY British restaurant 

30.117  Nice bistro, restaurants 

30.118  Nice Italian restaurant 

30.119  No 

30.120  No 

30.121  No 

30.122  No 

30.123  No big demand in reality  We have Telford, Shrewsbury, S.O.T. Wolverhampton for big purchases plus it 

is a day out 

30.124  No more hairdressers 

30.125  No. Actually quite pleased we don't have a McDonalds or Burger King. 

30.126  No. Only larger skate park. Re-run the youth club 

30.127  Open space environment 

30.128  Out of town motels 

30.129  Pavement seating on SUNNY side of Cheshire Street. NO cars between 10.30 -  3.30? 

30.130  Pizza/fast food outlet 

30.131  Play areas where no alcohol is allowed to be consumed. e.g. indoor play areas such as Gingerbread man 

can drink alcohol in child areas. 

30.132  Poor - takeaways 

30.133  Quality is key best quality 

30.134  Quality restaurants 

30.135  Restaurants  B & B's etc 

30.136  Restaurants of different kinds, not just Indian or Chinese   

30.137  Restoration of Corbet Arms as a hotel/ restaurant. 

30.138  Shoe shop, book shop, decent clothes shop.  Launderette near centre.  Baker & butcher in town centre.   

Fewer betting shops. 

30.139  Shoe shops 

30.140  Shoe shops less charity shops 

30.141  Shoe shops. Lower rents for shops to stay open. 

30.142  Shops that are open every day of the week instead of being closed on weekdays, this can be viewed as 

a prevention to enter the town.Cafe with a childrens play area in the town.Shops, library and tourist 

center being child friendly and welcoming parents to take their children into their toilets when this is 

very much needed due to toilets too far away for little children to walk to. 

30.143  Soft play areas with or without snack facilities. 

30.144  Some decent shops - clothes, quality shoe shops etc 

30.145  Some money spent on improving the look. Some shops a facades look tiredand unattractive. 

30.146  Some more restaurants 
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30.147  Something more for teenagers-cafes open later suitable of 14-18 year olds 

30.148  Specialist shops 

30.149  Ten pin bowling, cinema complex and nightclub 

30.150  The Corbet Arms Inn returned to a lovely old coaching inn. Hardly the place for the post office 

30.151  There are not enough restaurants, chain take aways like pizza hut or hotels.  

30.152  Too many charity shops in Cheshire Street. 

30.153  Too many run down and empty shops.  New businesses open but tend to shut quickly.  The town looks 

run down and therefore people shop elsewhere, it's a downward spiral.  Compared to Newport the 

town looks so down at heel and it could be lovely.   

30.154  Town butchers shop in centre  Bakery without steps making inaccessible  

30.155  Travelodge/Premier Inn style accommodation would be a welcome addition in or near the town. 

30.156  Upper market restaurant 

30.157  Waste not want not... Education on food waste (other waste) recycling reusing  

30.158  Water park, visitor centre for town, visitor centre for walkers, cycleways. Even though it's highly unlikely, 

a train station and train service would bring a massive amount of tourism to the area and encourage a 

lot more people to move, live & work here. The buses are so infrequent & untrustable that getting to & 

leaving the town is a complete nightmare. 

30.159  We could do with more choice of restaurants, there are too many Indian restaurants, if you don't like 

Indian food there is only the Ambrosia. It would be nice to have an Italian, Thai or Mexican choice. 

30.160  We need a MOTEL. We stayed in a local pub while house hunting and it was AWFUL. We need reliable, 

decent accommodation. 

30.161  Well known retail shops 

30.162  Would like to see larger stores in Market Drayton 

30.163  Yes a McDonalds, I've lived in Drayton all my life and worked here (46 years).  2 shops I've always 

thought would help Drayton were Argos and McDonalds. 

30.164  Yes, more gastro pubs, like the Combemere arms. 

30.165  Yes. Good restaurants within walking distance. 

30.166  Youth café offering informal opportunities for advice and motivational talks 

30.167  Youth café or similar for teenagers. 

 

Q31. Do you think it would be good for Market Drayton if a marina was built to the North 

East of the Shropshire Union Canal in the vicinity of Victoria Wharf together with other 

facilities and possibly some housing?   Additional comments 

 

31.001  And a gypsy site as required by legislation and ignored for those many years and shunted onto prime 

land i.e. travellers pitches to match boats and houses and community and affordable. 

31.002  But no housing 

31.003  Definitely no new housing north of A53 

31.004  Don't know where this is 

31.005  It would be good if there was a bus service from canal whether a marina is built or not. Given if it was 

only twice a day there and back. It's quite a walk an may encourage more boaters to shop in Market 

Drayton.  Before we lived here I used to hate that walk there and back to shops. Trying to carry as much 

shopping as possible back to the boat.  No housing though especially social - too much already for a 

small town      

31.006  Marina only, no housing 

31.007  Marina YES! Faculties some! Definitely NO housing  

31.008  No housing 

31.009  No housing 

31.010  Space for a small number of visiting caravans would be good - ride? overwater marina 

31.011  This is an impossible question to answer without more details.  I wouldn't like any green areas to be 

used and if it's the area that I think you mean then it's a lovely peaceful area of the canal and great for 
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walking.  The area, that I believe is called Talbot Wharf, is in desperate need of some TLC.  This was 

quite a vibrant area when the canal business was operating but it's now very depressing and doesn't 

inspire any boating visitors to want to stop and explore the town.  If a marina is planned can it not be in 

this area? 

31.012  We have NB on canal and this would bring more boats 

31.013  With a café 

31.014  Without housing 

31.015  YES - sounds fantastic! 

31.016  Yes if it makes a profit 

31.017  Yes to Canal wharf, no to housing 

31.018  Yes to marina and No to housing 

 

Q35. What would encourage you to do more of your shopping in Market Drayton? Other, 

please specify. 

 

35.001  A bigger purse or a deeper pocket. More home space and a better appetite! 

35.002  A department store! 

35.003  A GOOD shoe shop 

35.004  A pedestrian crossing from the Hippodrome to Cheshire St. 

35.005  A secure park-and-ride facility with a frequent shuttle bus service to the town centre.  This is not so 

much for myself as for others, since I have seen the success of park-and-ride facilities elsewhere. 

35.006  Aldi 

35.007  Another top 5 supermarket in the town 

35.008  Ask Newport town council and traders how they manage to keep the town alive, thriving and busy. 

35.009  Better variety and quality 

35.010  Cafes - None open on Sunday 

35.011  Car parks should have facilities for parent and child. As a grandmother I struggle getting children out 

35.012  Cheaper parking charges.  Why is Whitchurch cheaper to park than Drayton? Both in Shropshire! 

35.013  Cheaper stores closer to my home 

35.014  Child parking spaces 

35.015  Cleaner environment  More seating areas that are appealing to the eye 

35.016  Click and collect with lower spend required, Discount stores e.g. poundland/99p 

35.017  Clothes shops please 

35.018  Clothes shops, Shoe shops, good quality up market shops. 

35.019  Clothing/Shoe shop  Garden centre 

35.020  Currently no free parking in town (just half an hour on street) so this means I do not use the small local 

shops as there is insufficient time to shop as having to pay parking puts the prices up on my purchases. 

35.021  Decent butcher in town centre 

35.022  Decent clothes shops like the one in Shropshire St. that closed some years ago. 

35.023  Depends on which chain stores 

35.024  DIY   Art 

35.025  Endeavour to shop locally at all times  

35.026  Face lift of all empty properties 

35.027  Free car parking 

35.028  Free disabled parking pedestrianise town centre   

35.029  Free easier parking 

35.030  Free parking 

35.031  FREE parking 

35.032  Free parking 

35.033  Free parking 

35.034  Free parking 
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35.035  Free parking 

35.036  Free parking 

35.037  Free parking 

35.038  Free parking 

35.039  Free parking (Newport doesn't charge!)   Shop locally cards - like a loyalty card for residents of M/D 

35.040  Free parking for 30 mins in Queen St. and Frogmore Rd 

35.041  Free parking for longer periods like in Whitchuch, Newport etc. 

35.042  free parking i do all shopping at stores that have free parking 

35.043  Free parking or lower charges 

35.044  Free parking that does not restrict time frames - e.g. Newport 

35.045  Free parking within town centre. 

35.046  Free parking! 

35.047  Free parking! 

35.048  Free parking!  Better quality than some existing shops 

35.049  Free Parking! It's provincial town reliance on parking to shop!!! 

35.050  Free parking, Distinctive specialist shops e.g. Shoe 

35.051  Free parking, I will NOT pay to park here! 

35.052  Free parking, open a Waitrose or Sainsbury's 

35.053  Free parking. 

35.054  Free parking.  This would encourage me to use local services more frequently. 

35.055  Good 'family' shoe shop e.g. Clarks. Large electrical store "Curry’s" 

35.056  Good quality supermarket 

35.057  Good selection of existing shops - shoe shops would be nice 

35.058  Good shoe shop. 

35.059  Good supermarkets, Waitrose, Sainsbury’s, Tesco 

35.060  Good toy shops 

35.061  Green grocer, Butcher in town 

35.062  High quality chain stores 

35.063  High quality chain stores 

35.064  HSBC & Britannia closing means we go into Market Drayton less often. 

35.065  I already do most of my shopping in Market Drayton - shoe shop would be good 

35.066  I already do most of my shopping in Market Drayton. I like to use our local shops 

35.067  I do all my shopping in Market Drayton except for shoes & clothes 

35.068  I do shop in Market Drayton 

35.069  I think there’s a good variety of shops - I don't shop in them as some don't interest me. 

35.070  If I had more money. I am ill & live on E.S.A. at present 

35.071  If there were fewer pubs and a lot less takeaways. 

35.072  Increasing the attractiveness of the town. Floral displays, less litter! 

35.073  It would be nice if we didn't have to pay to park!  The shops are fine/good - but it would be nice to 

have a few more 'main' shops & maybe a McDonalds for example 

35.074  John Lewis  Marks and Spencer  Sainsbury’s  Waitrose 

35.075  Keen pleasant shopkeepers who look as if they want to do business. Better displays. Shopkeepers here 

don't have a clue about customer service, display or actively selling. 

35.076  Larger store with better range of items. 

35.077  Later opening 

35.078  Later opening times, more coffee shops. 

35.079  Less Charity shops! 

35.080  Local exchange trading schemes i.e. A 'Drayton' worth £1 i.e. local currency. 

35.081  M & S (also added this comment next to chain stores option) 

35.082  M & S food store 

35.083  M&S food store, shoe shop, better clothes stores 

35.084  MD needs to adapt. People like going shopping to big out of town facilities, it’s the trend in clothes 

shopping. Electricals has mostly gone online. I use charity shops, cafes/pubs, hair dressers, discount 
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shops, watch battery replacement, dry cleaners. Independent shops is too general, they need to be 

created by passionate people with a great idea, there used to be an "India shop" (fair trade) when I 

lived in Wantage we shopped in a lot. 

35.085  Men's clothing shops like Greenwood 

35.086  Men's clothing. Outdoor clothing. 

35.087  Menswear 

35.088  More free parking increases foot flow & turnover. Shops, cash in community 

35.089  More frequent buses 

35.090  More money 

35.091  More regional produce in shops reflecting town’s character/rural identity. e.g. Provide a space for 

farmers to sell excess produce at cheaper prices - co-operative/seasonal DAILY! We need some local 

grocery shops. 

35.092  Morrison’s and Asda to stop hiking their prices up    commented "less" next to "charity shops" 

35.093  New Look & Next - chain store, charity shops - NO! 

35.094  Next to "Easier Parking" commented "No parking charge!" 

35.095  No COST easier parking 

35.096  No large concerns 

35.097  No need for traffic wardens we need to encourage people not to deter them 

35.098  NO parking charges like other towns in N. Shropshire 

35.099  Nothing would encourage us as we never go anywhere else! 

35.100  One decent sized supermarket. Return to a better market. Nothing to visit Market Drayton for except 

Festival Drayton. 

35.101  Open space environment -better town space 

35.102  Parking charges are crippling the already struggling independent shop keepers - should be at least 

45min free parking before charges 

35.103  Parking charges just to pay attendant 

35.104  PARKING improvements essential. And should be FREE for 60 min period 

35.105  Public transport!! A bus service into Market Drayton 

35.106  Quality clothing shops 

35.107  Restoration of full library services.   Good independent bookshop. 

35.108  Shoe shop 

35.109  Shops selling local produce from farms  *Fruit and Veg  *Electrical  *Music/Books   

35.110  Specialist independent shops 

35.111  Stop parking charges. 

35.112  Suggestion: crèche available for couple of house for shoppers. 

35.113  The market closes too early - it should stay open for business much longer 

35.114  The Parking has got to be better, and the carpark behind the new post office in the High street should 

have the first 30 mins free! 

35.115  Too many charity shop already!! 

35.116  Too many charity shops 

35.117  Too many second hand and budget/value shops. 

35.118  We need to encourage more and a larger range of town centre shops.   Make the bigger chains rent 

smaller shops in the town centre. 

35.119  What we do not need is more supermarkets and chain stores 

 

Q38. How might the markets be improved? 

 

 Wednesday Street Market 

38a.001  A cohesive cover over all stalls and walkways or an indoor site. Fabric / haberdasher stalls, wool, baby 

wears. 

38a.002  A good balance of frivolous and household goods 

38a.003  A variety of stalls that appeal to everyone (teens) 
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38a.004  Affordable 

38a.005  All back in one street 

38a.006  ALL free car parks Wednesday ONLY 

38a.007  All market stall vans to be clear of the street by 9.00am 

38a.008  All stalls under cover. No parked vans. 

38a.009  Although much improved greater range of products would be welcome 

38a.010  Antique stalls, entertainment, second-hand stalls, second-hand book stalls, children’s clothes/items 

stalls, music. 

38a.011  Apparently the rent is high... 

38a.012  Appropriate for town size 

38a.013  As many stalls as there were twenty years ago (that was why I used them) 

38a.014  Attract more stalls 

38a.015  Better advertising 

38a.016  Better advertising and diversity. 

38a.017  Better choice of goods available 

38a.018  Better marketing and quality of goods 

38a.019  Better quality 

38a.020  Better quality 

38a.021  Better quality & range 

38a.022  Better quality & regular stall holders 

38a.023  Better quality and variety of products 

38a.024  Better quality clothes stalls 

38a.025  Better quality goods and more stalls for babies/ kids. 

38a.026  Better quality goods and produce 

38a.027  Better quality items, less clothes more good local foods, veg etc. 

38a.028  Better quality merchandise 

38a.029  Better quality of stalls/goods - less 'tat' 

38a.030  Better quality stalls 

38a.031  Better quality stalls and wider range 

38a.032  Better range - breads, cheeses etc. More food - less tools/plants etc. 

38a.033  Better range of stalls 

38a.034  Better range of stalls and covering for rainy days 

38a.035  Better range of stalls 

38a.036  Better selection of stalls - less repetition of Poundstore tat. 

38a.037  Better stalls - higher quality items 

38a.038  Better stalls, more variation. 

38a.039  Better/free parking 

38a.040  Bigger & more diversity 

38a.041  Boring if you go every week. Needs changing around. 

38a.042  Brill! 

38a.043  Bring in more variety of things for sale 

38a.044  Can never be too many stalls 

38a.045  Charging less rent then more may come? 

38a.046  Close it 

38a.047  Closing a bit later for afternoon shoppers 

38a.048  Continue prices down 

38a.049  Could be improved 

38a.050  Different stalls (visiting) 

38a.051  Don't know, we're working so cannot get to it. 

38a.052  Dreadful. 10 years ago there were wonderful stalls (fabrics, quality clothes) ....just rubbish now. 

38a.053  Easier cheaper parking, or no charge. 

38a.054  Easier parking 

38a.055  Encourage more choice of stalls, make it easier to provide a stall. 
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38a.056  Even more stalls (food e.g. continental)  

38a.057  Expand 

38a.058  Expand stalls to extended streets 

38a.059  Fine 

38a.060  Food stalls, nicer gift stalls 

38a.061  Footwear stalls, more variety 

38a.062  Free parking 

38a.063  Free parking 

38a.064  Free parking 

38a.065  Free parking then I will shop there 

38a.066  Free parking, more parking 

38a.067  Get different stalls in every 2 weeks on a rota system 

38a.068  Get rid of the cheap tacky stuff  

38a.069  Give them back to the traders 

38a.070  Greater range of stalls- offering variety of goods 

38a.071  Greater range of stalls. 

38a.072  Greater variety 

38a.073  Greater variety - fresh food 

38a.074  Greater variety of stall holders. 

38a.075  Greater variety/or farmers market/or antique market. 

38a.076  Has already been significantly improved 

38a.077  Has greatly improved over the last 18 months 

38a.078  Have free parking on Wednesdays 

38a.079  Have less tat stalls 

38a.080  High street fashion from boutique shops 

38a.081  Higher quality goods and less cheap and tacky goods 

38a.082  Hold it in the evening too 

38a.083  I am disabled, so if I can get around pushed in a wheelchair, I would use both markets more often. Alas, 

I cannot do that without a friend 

38a.084  I am usually at work on Wednesdays 

38a.085  I think both markets are good value & items well displayed 

38a.086  I think it has improved very well over the past couple of years and almost always looks attractive. I really 

like the plant stalls.   I can't really suggest any improvements. 

38a.087  I think it is fine at the moment 

38a.088  I think it's quite good, but bigger is always better and will attract more outsiders to come for the day 

38a.089  I work full time 

38a.090  Improve Wednesday parking 

38a.091  Improved variety of stalls 

38a.092  In summer opening for people who work 

38a.093  Include local farmers market 

38a.094  Increased vendors 

38a.095  It has already much improved in the last year 

38a.096  It has been much improved 

38a.097  Just bring them on 

38a.098  Keep all the food stalls in the inside market 

38a.099  Keep cost of renting stalls down 

38a.100  Larger range of stalls 

38a.101  Less of the rubbish sold & more choice of produce. Parking an issue too. 

38a.102  Less 'Tatty' clothes more food. 

38a.103  Let the market traders run it 

38a.104  Limit the number of 'same' stalls 

38a.105  Live entertainment 
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38a.106  Make better use of Queen street and the Square, freeing up the Main Cheshire street for not being the 

street Market any longer, so allowing main shops to develop their offer on such days. 

38a.107  Make it more spread out, too crowded 

38a.108  More artisan food, less cheaper goods 

38a.109  More children’s clothing. 

38a.110  More choice and more local produce. More advertising 

38a.111  More choice of stalls 

38a.112  More choice/fresh veg/local food 

38a.113  More different types of stalls 

38a.114  More diverse stalls 

38a.115  More diversity 

38a.116  More food stalls, greater range of other stalls, encourage higher quality enterprises - many of the 

existing ones are poor quality 

38a.117  More 'gift' stalls 

38a.118  More interesting craft stalls 

38a.119  More local produce 

38a.120  More local produce - less tat. 

38a.121  More local produce, bread, veg, food.  Publicity would help & better parking 

38a.122  More local traders, stalls, variety. 

38a.123  More of different types 

38a.124  More parking for white vans 

38a.125  More parking spaces and free 

38a.126  More range of products, better quality 

38a.127  More seating available for shoppers eg pensioners & NOT for stall holders 

38a.128  More specialist stalls 

38a.129  More stall, different goods more novelty stalls 

38a.130  More stalls 

38a.131  More Stalls 

38a.132  More stalls 

38a.133  More stalls 

38a.134  More stalls 

38a.135  More stalls 

38a.136  More stalls 

38a.137  More stalls 

38a.138  More stalls 

38a.139  More stalls 

38a.140  More stalls 

38a.141  More stalls 

38a.142  More stalls - more choice 

38a.143  More stalls - more space 

38a.144  More stalls & more support from the town 

38a.145  More stalls / variety 

38a.146  More stalls and more variety 

38a.147  More stalls regular pitches 

38a.148  More stalls with unusual items - the current stalls sell a good range but merchandise is simply 'useful' 

38a.149  More stalls, buskers/musical entertainers 

38a.150  More stalls, different variety 

38a.151  More stalls, more variety 

38a.152  More traders and variety 

38a.153  More upmarket stalls 

38a.154  More variety 

38a.155  More variety 

38a.156  More variety 
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38a.157  More variety 

38a.158  More variety 

38a.159  More Variety 

38a.160  More variety 

38a.161  More variety 

38a.162  More variety 

38a.163  More variety - food stalls? 

38a.164  More variety - fresh produce - less tat! 

38a.165  More variety / specialist retailers 

38a.166  More variety and less expensive clothes and accessories. Open a bit later. Please note: our overseas 

visitors and those on canal love visiting the market 

38a.167  More variety and quality and more stalls 

38a.168  More variety of stall. more food stalls  

38a.169  More variety of stalls 

38a.170  More variety of stalls 

38a.171  More variety of stalls 

38a.172  More variety. 

38a.173  Move to better location with more space 

38a.174  Much improved of late - vibrant 

38a.175  Music - bus trips in 

38a.176  Need more range of stalls 

38a.177  Never been due to work, but believe they are thriving 

38a.178  New stalls 

38a.179  No longer easy as I use a walking frame 

38a.180  No need for change as long as variety of outlets continue. 

38a.181  Not so much tat more useful stuff 

38a.182  OK as it is now 

38a.183  Ok but indoor needs filling up. 

38a.184  Only because we rarely use cash - 90% of our purchases are card based.  Encourage more stall holders 

with wider variety of goods. Offer stall holders free Wi-Fi to enable them to offer card payments. No 

butchery or fish because the smell is off putting. We don't use the market for this reason.  Even the 

areas adjacent smell horrendous on a Saturday so we avoid the whole walkway area. 

38a.185  Open for longer in the summer, people know the Market closes early, so they go home too. 

38a.186  Outdated- needs re-vamp. 

38a.187  Park-and-ride facility. 

38a.188  Perhaps have a Saturday market monthly, a lot of people are at work on Wednesdays 

38a.189  Restrict the number of each category of stalls 

38a.190  Some more different stalls. 

38a.191  Some stalls only appear occasionally 

38a.192  Some stalls sell tat 

38a.193  Stalls offering more variety 

38a.194  Stay longer start leaving at 2pm 

38a.195  That traders would turn up each week  

38a.196  The market is perfect, it just needs more advertising for it to get more people here. 

38a.197  There are a few empty stalls - can they be filled? 

38a.198  They are all really good now 

38a.199  They are antiquated nothing for youngsters  

38a.200  They are fine 

38a.201  They are ok 

38a.202  They seem fine to me! 

38a.203  Think they were improved s couple of years ago with uniformity of stalls and a good range of stalls. I 

just don't shop at markets as prefer higher quality goods.  

38a.204  This is improved and worth a visit. Could help by having occasional entertainment. 
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38a.205  To have more stalls every week 

38a.206  To stay open longer 

38a.207  Transport from surrounding villages 

38a.208  Try to attract more skills i.e. free/lower rent 

38a.209  Very good 

38a.210  When they all turn up 

38a.211  Wider range of products as when first taken over recently 

38a.212  Wider range of stalls 

38a.213  Wider range of stalls and better quality 

38a.214  Wider range of stalls. Reduce rents then all the units would be occupied, market would then look more 

inviting. Better publicity at facility 

38a.215  Wider range, better quality 

38a.216  Wider variety of stalls 

38a.217  Wider variety of stores - happy faces 

 

 Saturday Indoor  Market 

38b.001  A few more stalls 

38b.002  A wasted building.  Should be open Mon - Sat. 

38b.003  Affordable 

38b.004  Antique stalls, entertainment, second-hand stalls, second-hand book stalls, children’s clothes/items 

stalls, music. 

38b.005  Apparently the rent is high... 

38b.006  Appropriate for town size 

38b.007  Attract more stalls 

38b.008  Being a little bigger 

38b.009  Better advertising 

38b.010  Better marketing and quality of goods 

38b.011  Better quality 

38b.012  Better quality 

38b.013  Better quality and variety of products 

38b.014  Better quality goods and more stalls for babies/ kids. 

38b.015  Better quality goods and produce 

38b.016  Better quality items, less clothes more good local foods, veg etc 

38b.017  Better range of items 

38b.018  Better range of stalls. More local farm produce.  

38b.019  Better selections/Poor choice at the moment 

38b.020  Better/free parking 

38b.021  Bigger market 

38b.022  Bigger with more outlets 

38b.023  Brill! 

38b.024  Bring in more artisan food sellers and producers, like Nantwich has and more cafe offers.Do not t shut 

up Cheshire Street for odd market special days, but make use of the space under the library etc. 

38b.025  Bring in more variety of things for sale 

38b.026  By encouraging more traders with fair rents and less restrictive conditions of access etc. 

38b.027  Close Cheshire St to increase car free zones!! 

38b.028  Close Cheshire street to traffic 

38b.029  Close it 

38b.030  Continue prices down 

38b.031  Could be extended 

38b.032  Could be improved 

38b.033  Could there be a stall where crafted items by local people were on sale, the equivalent of the cake stall? 

38b.034  Decorate to room, make it more appealing 
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38b.035  Don't know don't go due to work/child commits 

38b.036  Due to space, it is fine at present 

38b.037  Even more stalls (food e.g. continental)  

38b.038  Extended outside in summer 

38b.039  Extended space. 

38b.040  Fill it up 

38b.041  Free parking 

38b.042  Free parking then I will shop there 

38b.043  Free parking, more parking 

38b.044  Free parking... even if it's just for a couple of hours in the morning 

38b.045  Fruit & vegetables locally sourced otherwise already adequate + more local produce 

38b.046  Greater presence from Farmers Markets 

38b.047  Greater range of stalls 

38b.048  Greater variety of stall holders. 

38b.049  Have free parking on Saturdays 

38b.050  Higher quality produce 

38b.051  Higher quality stalls 

38b.052  I think both markets are good value & items well displayed 

38b.053  Increase stalls outside around and about the indoor market 

38b.054  Increased vendors 

38b.055  Is nicer because it's compact, but would like to see a wool stall and fabric stall. 

38b.056  It is a pity people are not able to make any business pay other than those already established 

38b.057  It would be improved if the WI market were to move there, although perhaps it would be difficult to 

staff on a Saturday? 

38b.058  Keep cost of renting stalls down 

38b.059  Keep rents down to ensure all stalls are used. 

38b.060  Knowing opening times/advertisements to encourage usage. not sure of what is available 

38b.061  Larger market  

38b.062  Less of the rubbish sold & more choice of produce. Parking an issue too. 

38b.063  Live entertainment 

38b.064  Make it bigger using streets 

38b.065  More choice of stalls 

38b.066  More artisan food, less cheaper goods 

38b.067  More choice and more local produce. More advertising 

38b.068  More choice/local food 

38b.069  More crafts and gifts 

38b.070  More diverse stalls 

38b.071  More food stalls needed - how about incentives? ( the TV is full of cookery programmes) 

38b.072  More food stalls, greater range of other stalls, encourage higher quality enterprises - many of the 

existing ones are poor quality 

38b.073  More hardware stalls. 

38b.074  More local produce 

38b.075  More local produce - less tat. 

38b.076  More local traders, stalls, variety. 

38b.077  More of a market 

38b.078  More of different types 

38b.079  More outdoor stalls 

38b.080  More parking spaces and free 

38b.081  More range and quality items. 

38b.082  More range of products, better quality 

38b.083  More range of products/more farm shop type products 

38b.084  More sites being used 

38b.085  More specialist stalls 
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38b.086  More speciality foods. Some stalls are replicas of shops in the town already 

38b.087  More stall holders 

38b.088  More stall holders -matching the Wednesday market. 

38b.089  More stall holders, empty premises are a deterrent. 

38b.090  More stalls 

38b.091  More stalls 

38b.092  More stalls 

38b.093  More stalls 

38b.094  More stalls 

38b.095  More stalls 

38b.096  More stalls 

38b.097  More stalls 

38b.098  More stalls 

38b.099  More stalls 

38b.100  More stalls 

38b.101  More stalls 

38b.102  More stalls 

38b.103  More stalls 

38b.104  More stalls 

38b.105  More stalls 

38b.106  More stalls 

38b.107  More stalls 

38b.108  More stalls 

38b.109  More stalls 

38b.110  More stalls 

38b.111  More stalls 

38b.112  More stalls 

38b.113  More stalls 

38b.114  More stalls 

38b.115  More stalls - more choice 

38b.116  More stalls - plants, deli, vegetables and outdoor stalls 

38b.117  More stalls (not food) 

38b.118  More stalls and more variety 

38b.119  More stalls as per wed 

38b.120  More stalls instead of butchers 

38b.121  More stalls paying reduced rents 

38b.122  More stalls regular pitches 

38b.123  More stalls that appeal to everyone and teens. Stay open later for school kids 

38b.124  More stalls, more variety 

38b.125  More stalls, open for longer. 

38b.126  More stores/ open longer. 

38b.127  More traders 

38b.128  More traders and variety 

38b.129  More upmarket stalls 

38b.130  More variety 

38b.131  More variety 

38b.132  More variety 

38b.133  More variety 

38b.134  More variety 

38b.135  More variety 

38b.136  More variety 

38b.137  More variety 

38b.138  More variety 
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38b.139  More variety 

38b.140  More variety of produce 

38b.141  More variety of stall. more food stalls, lower rents 

38b.142  More variety of stalls 

38b.143  More variety/ activities to encourage public tourist 

38b.144  Most stalls are shut. 

38b.145  Need bigger premises for more stalls. 

38b.146  Need more stallholders 

38b.147  Needs more sellers & range yet again - all meat & fish 

38b.148  New building is an improvement 

38b.149  No butchery or fish because the smell is off putting. We don't use the market for this reason.  Even the 

areas adjacent smell horrendous on a Saturday so we avoid the whole walkway area. 

38b.150  Not been! 

38b.151  Not enough on sale. 

38b.152  Not enough stalls 

38b.153  Not enough stalls 

38b.154  not enough stalls and should be open more as it was when they were in the pop in shops  

38b.155  not enough variety 

38b.156  Not large enough 

38b.157  O K 

38b.158  Opening times are restrictive 

38b.159  Pretty good all-round 

38b.160  Proper bread stall 

38b.161  Quality 

38b.162  Reduce rent & rates to fill the stalls 

38b.163  Research viability 

38b.164  Smell is very overpowering so I steer clear of the indoor market 

38b.165  Some more different stalls. 

38b.166  Stalls in Market Drayton, Saturday market are the best. Should get more praise. 

38b.167  They are fine 

38b.168  They are ok 

38b.169  They don't sell anything I want. 

38b.170  They seem fine to me! 

38b.171  Think they were improved s couple of years ago with uniformity of stalls and a good range of stalls. I 

just don't shop at markets as prefer higher quality goods.  

38b.172  This could open longer, people know it closes early, and prepare to travel further afield 

38b.173  To have more stalls every week 

38b.174  To stay open longer 

38b.175  Traders that turn up and stay open 

38b.176  Transport from surrounding villages 

38b.177  Utilise all stalls one way or another 

38b.178  Very good 

38b.179  Very limited, better range of products 

38b.180  When they all turn up 

38b.181  Why not open it all week 

38b.182  Wider range might attract more customers 

38b.183  Wider range of stalls 

38b.184  Winter it's freezing in there 
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Q39. What employment opportunities would you like to see in Market Drayton area? 

 

39.001  1. small start-up businesses - possible internet based with fast delivery - MD is ideal geographically for 

cover to other parts of the country 

39.002  A better variety of small business employing local people. Build small offices and units to encourage 

small business to come here 

39.003  A business that stays open longer than a couple of years, and encourages young people to train for a 

trade, teaches them, work, personal skills 

39.004  A range of opportunities 

39.005  A retail park to attract larger companies and more jobs 

39.006  A wider variety of part-time opportunities for office-based work 

39.007  Agricultural college  (like a feeder to Harvey Adams) 

39.008  All + any, for young people 

39.009  All opportunities are welcome especially for the young people apprenticeships etc. 

39.010  All sectors in order to compete with Newport, Newcastle under Lyme and Shrewsbury 

39.011  An area of small workshops/industrial units available to people starting or growing a small business on 

short term leases 

39.012  Another factory!  Another supermarket what's happened to Sainsburys.  Greater range of "office" style 

jobs. 

39.013  Another major company recruited to the town 

39.014  Any 

39.015  Any 

39.016  Any 

39.017  Any 

39.018  ANY - other than Muller there is not much else - attract any employment is better than none for the 

young "white collar" workers. 

39.019  Any for the young and all ages various jobs, full and part time. 

39.020  Any jobs 

39.021  Any more work for fair pay. 

39.022  Any opportunities would and should be welcomed. 

39.023  Any that brings good full time positions 

39.024  ANY type of job training would help young people without transport 

39.025  Any! 

39.026  Anything 

39.027  Anything for young people.  We need to build a better future full of opportunities for school leavers. If 

you are a graduate you tend to leave Market Drayton. 

39.028  Anything that creates full employment for the people of the area - especially the  young  -  company's 

offering apprenticeships/training etc. 

39.029  Anything that improves employment is good for the town 

39.030  Anything! 

39.031  Anything. 

39.032  Apprentice for under 18's 

39.033  Apprentice opportunities for young people to gain a qualification and practical experience 

39.034  Apprenticeship in Engineering, links with Agricultural college for local farms, Muller factory/Morrisons 

management training. Parks & recreational management, outdoor pursuit’s activities. School trips & 

stay over facilities, Boat building & maintenance. 

39.035  Apprenticeship opportunities for school leavers and ACCESSIBLE work for people in lower income 

brackets without their own transport.  Zero hour contracts provide no security. 

39.036  Apprenticeships IT industry (on the empty industrial estate on Shrewsbury Rd?) 

39.037  Apprenticeships for school leavers. 

39.038  Apprenticeships in technical industries 

39.039  Apprenticeships with trades people, plumbers, electricians, general builders, very difficult to do up 

property in area as shortage of these tradesmen. 
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39.040  As I am retired I have no need of opportunities 

39.041  At 60 years old I have no opinion on this 

39.042  Been here 13 years and nothing has changed within the town 

39.043  Better opportunities for locals not necessarily for outsiders 

39.044  Bigger hotel with restaurant, room and conference centre 

39.045  Boat yard and marina. 

39.046  Businesses growing from established demand for products/services 

39.047  Businesses that employ people from the town.  They do not need to bring taxi loads of zero hours 

workers in.  Give people proper jobs. 

39.048  Can’t see that there are any! 

39.049  Chain restaurants, visitor centre, museum operative, chain shops. 

39.050  Chain store jobs  More restaurants - 

39.051  Employers getting grants or tax refunds to help young people get experience 

39.052  Employment for young people. There are already several places where differing types of businesses can 

go. Please use these. 

39.053  Engineering Services (?) 

39.054  Engineering with apprenticeships 

39.055  Engineering, manufacturing 

39.056  Everything! 

39.057  Factories/food production as the town already established in this area and provides employment to 

many. 

39.058  Finish developing Tern Valley Business Park. We are owners of units on here, actually the first to buy but 

it’s not the success we had hoped for so far. Not much interest, so help the developer and promote it. 

We run our main business from Wrexham Industrial Estate and use our new premises in Market Drayton 

for storage. Would have preferred it all on one site but it was impossible to fund as the land at Tern 

Valley was only available to buy on leasehold basis so we were not able to self-build a suitable building 

as the banks won't lend on this basis, they have no security.  Not an ideal situation but we are dealing 

with the split site as best we can. 

39.059  Flexible jobs for people like me who want to work but find it hard to get a job that allows me flexibility 

to be available to care for disabled relative, but only when needed 

39.060  Food processing. Market gardens. 

39.061  For younger age group 

39.062  From what I observe there is a need for a range of jobs across various skill levels, however as generally 

those with "higher" skills earn more and therefore can travel greater distances a town like Drayton 

needs to encourage more jobs for unskilled people, especially the young. 

39.063  Hi tech skilled jobs e.g. IT or Engineering 

39.064  Higher skill levels / design & technology 

39.065  Hotel and service industries  Electronic and computer repair production  IT companies, small units 

39.066  I am retired but I would encourage any new business or industry for our young 

39.067  I think that employment opportunities are ok at the moment 

39.068  I think the days of mass employment are over. The established employers are now trying to reduce 

costs, easiest way is by reducing man power the bigger the company the more robotic engineering is 

used or foreign agency workers employed. 

39.069  If Tern Valley units all eventually occupied, this will help. There appears to be a shortage of 

administration/clerical jobs in town. 

39.070  If there were better shops, chain stores do seem to be the ones that attract people to stay here and 

shop rather go to another bigger town, these would create more jobs, this would then have a knock on 

effect for everything-more people to live here, more houses needed, more shops, more jobs etc. etc. 

39.071  If we had more larger stores it would help employment in town 

39.072  Incentives for new small businesses which have potential for growth 

39.073  Increased educational facilities to motivate employees and employers  

39.074  Industries that would attract apprenticeships in any field.  Need to attract young people into work. 

39.075  IT company. 

39.076  IT industries 
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39.077  Jobs available going to local people 

39.078  Jobs for graduates. We have good schools, providing pupils with excellent opportunities to go to 

university. It's sad that they then have to leave the area to seek employment. 

39.079  Jobs for the straight out of school kids who need them. Apprenticeships?  

39.080  Jobs for younger people. 

39.081  Just more jobs 

39.082  Just more of them - especially at entry level for young people with limited experience 

39.083  Larger companies to be encouraged to come to the area 

39.084  Light industry and office and clinical work. 

39.085  Local jobs for local people not cheap labour due to immigration 

39.086  Lot more apprentice opportunities in all walks 

39.087  Low skill jobs for young people 

39.088  Manufacturing 

39.089  Manufacturing - automotive  - Retail  - clothes 

39.090  Manufacturing - industrial - High skilled research & development. 

39.091  Manufacturing opportunities 

39.092  Manufacturing/skilled production  Outdoor activities centre 

39.093  Maybe work for older people in 45-65 range. More difficult for them than young people. 

39.094  MD needs to focus on its strengths. I am a statistical programmer/project manager, but am home 

based. Most offices are M4 corridor/South East. You will never get silicon valley here. Strengths of MD 

are quite centrally located for business which want to serve the midlands/NW, low relative cost of rents. 

Agriculture collages, vet centre, Joules brewery, Muller, Pork Farms. Grow the high paid jobs in these 

industries i.e. food scientists, engineers for production lines/automation, etc. I used to work as a 

statistician in a pharmaceutical manufacturing site which was a well-paid job, could imagine similar 

demand for analysts/ Lean six sigma consultants at Muller.  

39.095  Mechanical/industrial sites 

39.096  Mixed use of outlier sites like Paydays - similar to Lightfoot in Ironbridge - also contaminated land 

opposite and on to Turn Hill - old lorry yard/house/paddock. 4 Acres.  A community asset - register 

apply to land at Edmond. 

39.097  More 

39.098  More 

39.099  MORE 

39.100  More apprenticeships 

39.101  More apprenticeships & training available, more walking jobs (e.g. flyer deliveries, paper rounds, home 

care services)  Care work for people with no experience, better hours 

39.102  More apprenticeships offered to young people    

39.103  More big companies coming to town, better transport routes 

39.104  More big employers like Muller 

39.105  More competition for Morrison’s as their prices are high, in veg not very good quality. 

39.106  More construction works 

39.107  More diverse retail outlets, larger offices e.g. call centres, more businesses opening (but please no more 

cafes/coffee shops!) 

39.108  More employment for low skilled workers to offer chances to be employed. On the job training 

schemes for younger people. Back to work schemes for long term unemployed, more volunteering 

opportunities locally. 

39.109  More factories and businesses that will employ people on full week contracts, not part-time, zero hours 

and not through agencies 

39.110  More factories if possible inn Drayton 

39.111  More factories or packaging companies 

39.112  More for locals, people who live here - not more people from out of area. 

39.113  More for the younger people 

39.114  More for those with practical skills such as jobs on the land    Comment  Q36 "Due to work 

commitments"   

39.115  More for young people 
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39.116  More full time jobs are needed. 30 Hours plus 

39.117  More full time opportunities for school leavers and apprenticeships. 

39.118  More help for young people 

39.119  More help given to local engineering and business that might need young adult apprentices. They do 

not have enough money to buy cars, motorbikes or even pass test to train elsewhere. 

39.120  More high tech/digital development 

39.121  More in tourism/visitor economy  More in education  More in technology e.g. allied to 

food/agriculture/engineering 

39.122  More industry more apprenticeships 

39.123  More investment in business opportunities to create new jobs 

39.124  More IT based companies  More small businesses 

39.125  More job opportunities for local people and young people’s apprenticeships. 

39.126  More job opportunities with possible promotions 

39.127  More jobs 

39.128  More jobs (even if work experience role) for younger people and roles for retired people that want time 

occupying, change of scene 

39.129  More jobs for local people 

39.130  More jobs for the youngsters   

39.131  More jobs for young people 16-21 and young people with learning difficulties and disabilities.  

Apprenticeships, traineeships. Not enough support for local school leavers within the town. 

39.132  More jobs going to local young people (our own) 

39.133  More leisure facilities will inevitably lead to more jobs. 

39.134  More manufacturing 

39.135  More manufacturing companies 

39.136  More manufacturing units to encourage apprenticeships 

39.137  More manufacturing/agri-related businesses More apprenticeships for young people. 

39.138  More media and creative industry opportunities as town seems to lack these.  

39.139  More mini start up units.   Pop up shops using empty shops 

39.140  More nursing for mental health opportunities. 

39.141  More of any sort, but particularly those that offer the younger generation career progression 

39.142  More office type employment opportunities.  

39.143  More opportunities for the young, with better pay hours, hence a bigger cinema, bingo hall and 

Mcdonald or Burger King or even Chiquttos and Frankie And Bennys would give jobs for people. 

39.144  More opportunities for the younger generations coming up 

39.145  More opportunities for young people also more apprenticeships 

39.146  More opportunities for young workers. 

39.147  More opportunity for local people with the larger employers as opposed to bringing in migrants from 

overseas.  

39.148  More retail 

39.149  More retail businesses 

39.150  More rural employment or commercial NOT industrial.   Retired here for peaceful countryside so 

biased!  Do not want further large sites like Muller 

39.151  More skilled jobs with higher pay 

39.152  More small businesses No more factories, Muller and Palethorpes is enough.  Small local hotel or Bed & 

Breakfast to work at  A canal side B&B, hotel or restaurant 

39.153  More small enterprises to offer goods and services to local people. Veg boxes for example *Keep things 

small, we do not need more factories. 

39.154  More that the older people in Drayton could be involved in. For example some adverts to show people 

around the town and its sights - listed say at Tourist Information or estate agents? 

39.155  More training available for school leavers in basic trade skills - plumbing, carpentry, electrics, etc. One 

of big problems is finding someone competent who is able to do any of these jobs. I always have to 

bring in tradesmen from outside the area. 

39.156  More vary 

39.157  More! 
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39.158  National companies coming to the town. 

39.159  NOT more food factories! 

39.160  Not sure ... maybe more schemes/apprenticeships for the young 

39.161  Opening of more business's 

39.162  Opportunities for volunteering with qualifications 

39.163  Opportunities for young people, e.g. apprenticeships and traineeships. Liaisons between two, schools 

and chamber of commerce to support work experience for young people and promote jobs 

opportunities.     

39.164  Paid apprenticeships/training in industrial/trade/professional firms. 

39.165  Part time or job share for parents with small/school are children 

39.166  Part time skilled work to use the skills of semi-retired or people taking time out to raise families 

39.167  Part-time office based work 

39.168  Pharmacies, banks, supermarkets 

39.169  Places for young people to advance with time served and training. 

39.170  Professional jobs for educated people 

39.171  Provision of super-fast broadband to enable home working and technology firms to locate in the area. 

There also appears to be some scope for additional light industrial/manufacturing 

39.172  Rates are too high for starting up businesses 

39.173  Retail opportunities for the self-developing artisan business's 

39.174  Sainsbury's supermarket  Expansion of Muller Dairy 

39.175  School leavers / apprenticeships.  Graduate recruitment.  Skilled labour. 

39.176  Semi-skilled manual work for young men. 

39.177  Skilled employment with opportunities to further careers. 

39.178  Skilled labour offering apprenticeship opportunities Engineering IT  Joinery  'Traditional' skills  

Construction, through land prices now precluded most smaller builders (sadly). 

39.179  Small and medium enterprises. 

39.180  Small artisan shared workshops with shared facilities. Rents etc. 

39.181  Small business creation 

39.182  small business units 

39.183  Small factories 

39.184  Small shops and restaurant type jobs for young people 

39.185  Small single units - manufacturing 

39.186  Small to medium size business, that offered training or apprenticeships more traditionally working with 

work, metal etc. 

39.187  Small units for start-ups  large mass employer 

39.188  Small, affordable start-up units for self-employed small traders and craftsmen.  The council could 

provide facilities for visitors to use in connection with business activities, such as a "visitor's computer 

room" which could be as simple as a room with desks and good, free Wi-Fi Internet access.  This would 

allow visitors of all kinds, but obviously especially useful to small start-up businesses wanting to visit 

the town to meet a potential client or simply to pause on a journey and keep up-to-date with emails et 

cetera.  In addition, there could be a warehouse type building providing spaces for craftsmen to 

demonstrate their skills or for training of tradesmen in niche activities such as thatching, brick-laying 

with lime mortar et cetera. 

39.189  Smaller factory units (smaller that Palethorpes and Muller) giving work to local people A training facility 

to prepare our young people for a trade. There is nothing for them here. 

39.190  Special skills in engineering and manufacture - high tech development all with associated 

apprenticeships. 

39.191  Specialised clinics children/adults complex issues 

39.192  Specialist manufacturing: steriolithography: 3-D printing: associated software  niche market: fluid 

control systems design/manufacture  software systems : programming : manufacture: robotics  

Incoming existing small/medium companies to move in (60 - 200 people) by offering new build 

factory/office units @ advantageous costs 

39.193  The new site by Muller's to be up and running to create new jobs 
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39.194  This is not relevant to myself, but if we are to encourage the development of the town then in general 

there needs to be more employment available to discourage people living and working away from 

Market Drayton 

39.195  Too many charity shops taking up rental space that could provide more employment 

39.196  Too much reliance on the food producers. 

39.197  Trades - Blacksmiths, animal husbandry.  Cheese making, country wines, (damson.)  Restoring & 

repairing canal boats.  Dressmaking & tailoring.  Horticulture, vegetable growing.  Computer repairs.   

39.198  Training for any job/training units 

39.199  Variety - big firms can mean big problem starter units good for long term benefits  Food processing - 

possibility of training courses etc.  Boatyard (maintenance 

39.200  We are losing skills such as joinery, brick layers, electricians so apprenticeship schemes need to be built 

into plans. 

39.201  White collar 

39.202  Wider variety 

39.203  Work with training for people with no further education qualifications 

39.204  Young person’s given more work 

 

Q43. If you are aware of any potential sites for new business and employment in Market 

Drayton please give details here.  

 

43.001  All empty shops in Market Drayton town centre 

43.002  All the empty properties. 

43.003  Along A53 

43.004  Already been identified - see SAMDEV 

43.005  Any empty shop or business to be re-fitted including outside, shrubs, flowers etc. 

43.006  Any of the plethora of vacant shops. Remove the overabundance of betting shops. 

43.007  Business park ready next to muller  Newtown/Walkmill road  Pellwall fields  Field on Newcastle road by 

A53! 

43.008  Care home - the population ageing & we need to make provision. 

43.009  Charity shops  Closed pubs - Corbett, etc. 

43.010  Children’s large café and play centre,  

43.011  Crèche in one of the empty premises in town for shoppers to leave their children while they shop/go to 

the dentist/have their hair done, etc. 

43.012  Empty shop premises. 

43.013  Empty shops 

43.014  Farmers Market from local businesses 

43.015  Greater use of industrial estates that exist now. 

43.016  Griffiths & Simpsons,   Corn Merchants, Shropshire & West Midlands Transport Co.  Great Hales St. 

43.017  Having a retail park at Tern Hill would be good 

43.018  Health and wellbeing, exercise, yoga, relaxation, nutrition 

43.019  I am looking for a bathroom fitter and struggling to find one locally, so better support for local skilled 

workers with training and advertising once they are skilled. 

43.020  I'm sure on the Shrewsbury road, just before the Muller factory there is unused land, which can be built 

on available. 

43.021  It needs to be close to the main town else the main shops, market will suffer like certain other towns. 

With shortage of money with a large majority of people you can only spend so much. More risk of 

boarded shops if stretched out. 

43.022  Land next to Hales Saw Mills.  Tern valley Business park. 

43.023  Lazy Days  And opposite Turn Hill  Storey Petrol 

43.024  Many empty shops in town, the council should be encouraging businesses small and large to come 

here by  incentives with low rent/rates . Better to have low amounts of money coming in than no 

amount. If businesses had low bills for a couple of years until they were established it would encourage 
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them to come here, then when they are established they can pay full rents/rates = more revenue 

coming into the town 

43.025  No sites outside the bypass - there are already enough at Adderley Road and by Mullers within the 

boundaries. Leave the green spaces of the countryside areas. 

43.026  Not in Rush Lane area unless it were for small industrial units - no housing. 

43.027  Old Shibden House? Smithfield Road/ Strafford street. 

43.028  On the Tern Mill Road? 

43.029  Our planners should be aware of this important factor 

43.030  Please no more industrial estates!! Why do we have to have our countryside ruined so that people from 

all over Shropshire, Staffordshire and Cheshire can come here to work? 

43.031  Plenty of empty shops get them filled 

43.032  Plenty of room in the town, empty shops.  Larger area's available at Longford Business Park. 

43.033  Site next to Mulers 

43.034  Site next to Muller, loads of space for retail/units and only one business using it 

43.035  Tern Hill railway station 

43.036  The empty industrial estate on Shrewsbury Rd. 

43.037  The land next to pale thorpes 

43.038  The northern side of the A53 would be a perfect place; it's out-of-town so there's no noise or visual 

pollution and it would have brilliant transport links with the A53. 

43.039  The old Griffith & Simpson Garage site at the top of Pheonix Bank The Corbet Arms Hotel, area behind 

Bargain Booze.  Garage Area next to ASDA as it needs a complete revamp.  Area behind the 

Hippodrome. 

43.040  The old post office  The old BT/telephone exchange by Dairy Close/Smithfield Road 

43.041  Top of Phoenix Bank where old petrol station was 

43.042  Utilize main access roads. A53 for instance but selected industry 

43.043  Victoria - Sych Farms - potential tourism and mixed use 

43.044  Victoria Wharf 

43.045  We wish to extensively refurb our business which would provide employment opportunities. 

43.046  What a waste of land by Muller. You could boost people coming into the town if you had a bowling 

alley/cinema. food place, shops 

43.047  Where the old post office was and relocate the post office sorting area. Behind the Corbet post office, 

and the grounds behind Weatherspoon’s and the hand car wash ground.  

43.048  Would have to be developed in the empty buildings at present. Maybe the old tan yard? 

43.049  Fill empty shops 

43.050  Fill empty shops 

43.051  Fill empty shops 

43.052  Higher quality pubs cafes and restaurants only 

43.053  U3A' for tourism and leisure  

43.054  Too small catchment area. Competition from chains & internet too fierce 

 

Q44. If you have any other comments to make which are not covered in this survey please 

use the space below. 

 

44.001  1) Bus timetables at bus station and other bus stops exceedingly poor   Times should be displayed at all 

stops - it's disgraceful!  And inconvenient  2) Visit to town park with small children did not show it to be a 

"hidden gem" dirty and ill equipped! Just a dog exercise facility!   

 1) Excellent Westherspoons in Market Drayton!  2) Main concern - please improve transport for Audlem - 

because only Whitchurch and Nantwich are serviced by buses, Market Drayton misses out on trade! 

44.002  1. A large supermarket on the outer limits of town does not help the town hub - this has been proven of 

the UK  2. Possibly more specialist shops - aided by rent reduction plus more special 'cafe' type 

development might help 3. Parking restrictions have been shown to harm the hub economy - free street 
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parking and the re-design back to parking in the square and less walkway pavements could increase 

activity 

44.003  1. Market Drayton and its inhabitants need to celebrate the town and its achievements more and criticise 

it less.  2. The town needs to tidy up some of its areas e.g. the signs at the entrance to Greenfields/Bert 

Smith way are very unattractive and off putting.  3.  Develop the concept of / Gateways  town to help 

market Market Drayton! 

44.004  1. Visual impact to visitors to town: before we lived here we were impressed by the floral gingerbread 

man near the roundabout - now it is unkempt.  2. The park - it's just an open space. It needs landscaping, 

somewhere to go, something to look at, trees, bushes.  3. The shops - too many tatty shops. A good 

quality clothes shop or shoe shop would help.  4. The shops are too spread out - the ones at the end of 

Stafford Street or Shropshire Street would be better sited nearer the main area. 

44.005  A marina would bring in the tourists 

44.006  A million was spent on the Grammar school -then it was demolished - what it COULD have been used for 

now 

44.007  Although I personally do not need it, I believe there is a greater need for better public transport. I believe 

there are no buses running on a Sunday and also that it is very difficult to get to places like Whitchurch 

and Newport. 

44.008  Amenity park area next to the Tern valley business park. The grounds maintenance people (contracted to 

Shropshire council) who cut the grass, seem to be UNAWARE that the amenity park continues the other 

side of the large holly hedge. It is now very overgrown & wild! The amenity park is used by dog walkers 

& children out with their parents * The wooded areas around the Tern valley business park are not being 

managed. Ash die back is evident 

44.009  Apathy and lack of decent transport network has killed this town. Shops open & close within a few 

months -service is poor, window displays ditto and there is a poor attitude towards customer service & 

care.( Reminds me at times of Russia ) There are some exceptions - Fennels for example offers an 

excellent service - but mainly staff are unhelpful, unwelcoming or don't give a toss whether you buy 

anything or not. 

44.010  As with most UK towns, town centre plagued by empty shops and disproportionate excess of charity 

shops.  Future planning should seek to condense the town centre - smaller but better quality and higher 

percentage of shop occupancy. Convert current extremities of retail area to domestic use as leases end / 

units offered for sale: Stafford Street already partially achieved and this should continue.  Canal side 

massively undersold - could be utilised to greater effect, and 'town trail' could be considered directing 

canal pedestrian traffic round best aspects Drayton has to offer.  Recession/austerity should not be used 

as an excuse to cut budgets to sports facilities. An unfit population is an expensive one! 

44.011  Attached letter highlighting concerns about the verbal public triage system in the Drayton medical 

practice.  

44.012  Attractive signage posts for local amenities e.g. Swimming pool, Church, Museum, Library etc.  Move 

museum into old magistrates court and include archives/research facilities 

44.013  Being an ex-employer in Market Drayton. I would like to say it's time to get real. Modern retail has 

changed a shoe shop, dress shop, men's wear, would have to run different ranges, sizes, carry on a lot of 

surplus stock can't be done. Local councils to blame, rates far too high. Planning consent far too rigid, 

and the whole integrity of the town destroyed e.g. the Corbet Arms Hotel the most synonymous place 

now a post office whilst the old post office stands idle. 

44.014  Better attitude for people who have small children, i needed to utilise the toilet for my 3 year old in the 

tourism information centre and the staff member was very negative about this despite it being a council 

owned place and she was a supposedly professional. Completely put me off using the town. 

44.015  Bus routes need improving - i.e. Buses to Crewe in order to covert with Railway station.  

44.016  Bus service is dreadful. No way to get in/out of M/Drayton at times.  Provide a bus link to trains 24 hour 

service.   

44.017  Business Survey - I have a dormant company at present due to children under full time school age and 

poor economy. Looking to restart business possibly September 2016 onwards.  

44.018  By the canal have a sign to say what is in Market Drayton because it might encourage tourists as many 

people pass through on canal boats.  Tourism, build a small hotel or a bed & breakfast for visitors to stay  

Make the Market more appealing to everyone to attract tourists  We are supposed to be famously a 

market town but it doesn't have much to offer  We are home of the Ginger Bread Man but nowhere sells 

it. There are no souvenirs to offer. 
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44.019  Compare Market Drayton with Newport in thriving, food shops, specialist shops and plenty of parking - 

free Market Drayton - parking charges. Not enough parking - Why I seldom if ever go in on Wednesday  

- poor range of shops - charity and estate agents and chain in the main  The specialist shops I use e.g. 

Health food shop an excellent  

44.020  Consider an Ikea attract larger geographical population ^(increases) spend, housing & more. T K Maxx or 

similar, poor options for purchasing clothes, much needed 

44.021  Crucial to improve transport links. 

44.022  Development in Market Drayton should be limited and carefully regulated. Use of brown field sites is fine 

but the surrounding countryside should not be eroded and Drayton should retain its character as a small 

rural market town. 

44.023  Do not underestimate the number of people from outside Market Drayton who attend performances at 

the Festival Drayton Centre. 

44.024  Empty properties 2nd storey spaces above shops often empty. Could be converted to homes etc. 

44.025  Examine carefully adjoining neighbourhood plans - note especially support for highway improvements. 

A51/A53 junctions Swall with two necks at Blackbrook - access M6 Newcastle/Stafford. 

44.026  Far too expensive for any retailer in Drayton. Internet will kill High Street. Go for culture!!! 

44.027  Festival Drayton centre provides a good choice of events BUT the seating is awful. No one over 5' 5" can 

be comfortable. Please improve the situation 

44.028  Finally I would like to say that I loved the Christmas decorations in the town this year and especially the 

efforts made by the canal with the lighted Christmas trees.  

44.029  Having been the sole supporter, in the building of the Incinerator in Shrewsbury, with a 'little help', from 

an Eminent Barrister, on his feet for three hours, while my practical deliberations took less than twenty 

minutes, but between us e convinced the Enquiry Officer that the case was valid.  You will know that the 

Shrewsbury MP, The Council, 'Friends of the Earth' and the Battlefield land owner were against the 

scheme.  Cost sixty Million.    How about 30-40 million for a New Grammar School in Market Drayton, 

with three hundred new houses in the offing, don't the citizens deserve a better academic future for their 

children, I am not decrying the Grove, but a Grammar School would enhance the whole Town and its 

future, without subscribing to a questionnaire.  Previously the then Government stated that it would not 

build any new Grammar Schools but I think, we have a good case for a replacement.  Anyway - THINK 

BIG TO GET A BIG REWARD. 

44.030  Health Centre: Once you get there it's very good, BUT if you live other than on the town bus service route 

(or have a car) it's far too far out of town. Should there not be something in the town centre for OAP's at 

least 

44.031  Housing and development in general.  Particular attention is required to ensure that all developments 

put quality first. They must respect the image of the town and blend in sympathetically.  There must 

never again be developments like Wilkos and B&M which destroy the unique character of a market town.  

Where housing is allowed, conditions must be attached to help those trying to purchase by preventing 

multi purchase to let.  All homes must be for owner/occupiers, and there must also be conditions that 

every single new home or refurbished home has to have a least two car parking spaces and a specific 

place to put the waste bins for collection, but also out of sight during the day. 

44.032  Housing should be expanded significantly. Compared to rural Oxfordshire traffic is non-existent, there 

are lots of empty shops, there is lots of capacity for community provision growth. I would aim for 

increase of 50% in 10-15 years. I would support significant development on other side of A53 along the 

canal, what a great addition to the town. Infill fields this side of the A53 and move sports facilities to 

other side of A53. To many stereotypical middle class/ old/ conservative ideas stifle development in 

favour of a romanticised view of what Market Drayton is/once was. I used to live in South Oxfordshire 

(Abingodon, Wantage, Wallingford, Henley), I would describe Drayton as "a dying market town". I ended 

up here because have family close by (I grew up in Stafford) after having kids and house prices are 

affordable for a large 4/5 bed detached house (it would cost nearly double in Oxfordshire). The 

objections to housing are hilarious, from home owners who forget the houses they live in were probably 

objected to by grey headed conservatives 30 years there senior. There is very little racial diversity here 

either. I have no concerns about immigration increasing. Some people worry far too much about other 

people, rather than focusing on their own lives. Playing table tennis, and working in statistics, i meet and 

work with people from all over the world, Drayton is somewhat of a contrast to this. Lets develop MDs 

employment strengths (Muller, agriculture, etc.) and grow population for people who may not work here 
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but a looking for a good place to call home and raise a family. Young people will want to go and live in 

larger towns/cities. Focus on the strengths! 

44.033  I am an old lady so I daresay my views will not be relevant. I just ask that you please leave our green sites 

alone and use sites a few places you already have for more business shops housing etc.  Our doctors 

surgeries etc. will not be able to cope. Please do not make Market Drayton a large sprawl like so many 

other places. 

44.034  I am particularly concerned about pedestrian crosses, and live on the main ring road - Frogmore Rd. If 

visiting the town either to the left to Morrisons, Doctors surgery etc. or to the right, - opticians, Wh Smith 

etc.. There is no pedestrian crossing whatever. To cross Frogmore Rd, only at the Festival centre is there a 

crossing, which only links to the town centre by Argos, Wilko etc. To cross to the bus station or to 

Morrisons Site, there is no crossing. In my opinion this is a situation which will lead to an accident - 

particularly in the area at the bottom of Frogmore Rd. roundabout. 

44.035  I feel access to the town and parking is very poor having lived in the town over 60 years I feel that it has 

grown to big for the size of the town centre. If more housing is going to be built who will they be for. will 

it be for local people or for overspill? Will there be more doctors and teachers for this increase. etc.   

44.036  I have lived in the Market Drayton area for just over two years, having relocated from the Wirral. MD is an 

attractive town with much to offer, but is such a shame that so many shops are to let, and the new 

businesses that open seem to be replicated e.g. cafes toy/baby shops. More should be done to develop 

the wharf area as they have done in say Norbury. it could be so pretty. 

44.037  I have run my own business from home and have found Market Drayton a good base for travelling to 

other areas of the country. 

44.038  I ride a bicycle into Market Drayton town centre regularly and it would be useful to have more places to 

lock up bicycles, particularly in Cheshire Street and the end of the pedestrian part of Queen Street (near 

the mini-roundabout by the old post office)   

44.039  I strongly believe that we are at a cross roads in Market Drayton. HSBC & Britannia leaving the town is a 

blow. I wrote to both & complained.  Our young people need access to sports facilities year round. 

Greenfields cute up easily. We need a 4g pitch urgently.  We also need safe places for our young people 

to meet. Maybe gift a unit to a group of organised youngsters under 18 & let them decide what they 

want to do with it. Let them raise the money to improve its facilities. As a community we can help them.  I 

recently visited Wellington. It was/is full of charity shops & looks really tired. We are not far behind them.  

44.040  I think I have said it all - but the main bullet points are:  * 2 free swimming sessions a week for over 

50s/under 18s * a 'proper' cinema *transport to villages within 5 miles from Drayton *more recreational 

& curricular courses *trains re-instated to Crewe and Stoke (or Stafford) *more NHS dentists ... the one in 

Drayton is taking no-one on the list * the hospital re-opening would be nice!  * Not too many more 

houses - but if they do build some - then make them spacious with big gardens & not typical new build 

that look like ghettoes. More social housing needed   

44.041  I think Market Drayton is a lovely place to be but that it would benefit from being free from litter and the 

graffiti which seems to be all over the place, including the beautiful canal walks. It also concerns me that 

at night time there are sometimes large groups of youths shouting and being abusive to others. I don't 

think that there would be any benefit to improving tourism and leisure until these underlying problems 

are addressed. I think its really important to increase the visual attractiveness of the town centre and 

please no more fish n chip shops!!! 

44.042  I think the Town Council are to be congratulated for preserving the town centre as well as they have in 

these difficult financial times. I have lived here 10 yrs. and although I felt the quality of shops began to 

decline, in the past few years there has been a positive improvement.  In my opinion, to make Market 

Drayton a place to visit, independent retailers should be encouraged. If the town centre is swamped with 

chain stores there is no incentive for visitors to come specifically. As an example of success, just look at 

Nantwich 

44.043  I think there is a good variety of shops in the town it is just that people don't support them but not all 

shops suit everyone.  Also people like going to a bigger town or city to shop to have a 'shopping 

experience' this won’t change.  I don't think there is a need to change the road layout of the town, 

money could be better spent.  I do get annoyed that although the council maintain mowing of grassed 

areas, pavement weeds and generally tidiness of the town is not done.  The appearance of all paved 

areas can be much improved.    I think the festival centre is a great community place and is very well 

maintained and managed.  The new indoor market offers opportunities for new businesses to try their 

luck so to speak.  I would like to see all rundown buildings regenerated.  Although I didn't like the idea of 
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new houses where the old bike shop was nest to the Crown, I think they have been done well and are in 

keeping with the town.  I do think the new post office is a waste of time and money, it should have 

stayed where it was and something else done with the old but fabulous building.   

44.044  I think things are improving in market DRAYTON compared with a few years ago. 

44.045  I think we should enhance Market Drayton and not seek to change its character. There are many areas of 

interest and activity that makes Mkt Drayton special. If we can house and employ our young people and 

care for the elderly we will have succeeded. 

44.046  I would like to see more CCTV coverage, I would like to be able to get to some shops that are not in the 

centre, but parking for disabled is poor, and I cannot walk to these shops. They say use them or lose 

them. I would like to but I cannot. 

44.047  I would prefer for brownfield sites to be used for employment development and not on surrounding 

farm land. If on farmland it should be sensitively thought out and designed. 

44.048  Improve road surfaces and pavements. More seating areas along Queen St. and Cheshire St. and along 

the canal banks. More street/ pavement cleaning & dog poo bins. Bins that are not easily removed by the 

public and thrown into the roads. More evening classes for academic qualifications and for pleasure/ 

enrichment. Hedges and footpaths maintained so that they do not become overgrown & difficult to 

negotiate with a pushchair or in the dark.  

44.049  Improved transport links - needed anyway, More suitable premises.. - expensive 

44.050  In comparison to Whitchurch and Newport, Market Drayton's town centre is the poor relation. There are 

empty shop units and yet another bank is closing - despite having a cattle market nearby. The town does 

not need any more charity shops as this creates a sink mentality and people with money go elsewhere 

and don't come back. It is now impossible to buy shoes, particularly children's in Market Drayton. The 

choice of clothes shopping is dire. Having lived in Market Drayton for over 20 years I have seen the town 

centre diminish and it makes me feel sad. The arrival of Argos and the like I believe only added to the 

problems people trying to run small independent shops can't compete - whatever it is that Whitchurch 

and Newport are doing we need to copy it before the town centre ceases to exist altogether. 

44.051  It has been positive to see the initiatives and developments regarding ‘start up' businesses and bringing 

empty shops back into usage over past few years.  Finding support/subsidies etc. for this to continue 

should be encouraged 

44.052  It is noticeable in Market Drayton the amount of smashed up windows and sheer wanton vandalism plus 

litter and this is not so noticeable in other small market towns around.   This is very off putting for visitors 

to the town and does not convey the true character of the people who live here. We came in 2001 and 

found it warm and welcoming but are saddened about the amount of vandalism. Maybe more places for 

teenagers to meet up without drink or drugs is needed. Possibly an open mic night for youngsters not 

housed in a pub 

44.053  It is such a pity all the building societies have left Market Drayton apart from the Leek. We now have to 

travel to Newport or Whitchurch - why have they still got building societies when we haven't? Not 

everyone uses internet banking! Later bus services would be useful and maybe more places to visit by 

bus. 

44.054  It takes much longer to complete than 20 minutes!!  Sports/recreation especially for children - need more 

emphasis.  Golf not mentioned - why? 

44.055  It would be nice to see NO empty shop premises in town! Depressing to see. 

44.056  It’s not just new business that need support and encouragement, but existing businesses and retail too! 

The council need to make sure rent is affordable. Landlords need support their tenants and not ask for 

ridiculous rent. Available car parking for free and that the parking ticket machines are always working. 

44.057  Like many other small town Drayton centre has a tired, scruffy appearance, Stafford St. High St, 

Shropshire St particularly. Housing Estates are neglected verges, litter walk through the many alleyways 

and look out for dog mess. Car park wrong side of the road, across foot paths at will without penalty. 

44.058  Make sure we don't lose the basic public service e.g. library, police, fire, social services, day centre, town 

bus services (not an exhaustive list)  Keep development within bypass except for the industrial estate off 

the roundabout.  But don’t overestimate benefits to the town (most boaters bring their provision with 

them not much employment is generated.  support the museum 

44.059  Market Drayton and area cater for walkers & cyclists but bridleways are few & in poor condition, walkers 

can use our bridleway but horse riders can't use footpaths leaving limited off road riding. I don't think 

any new horse riding access is being introduced in the area so it would be nice to see some of the 
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footpaths upgraded to bridleways as this would still give access to walkers but help riders and not cost a 

lot of money to implement. 

44.060  Market Drayton caters well for the elderly but does little for young working families and has little to offer 

young adults to keep them in the area. 

44.061  Market Drayton generally feels quite run down, this needs to be tackled 

44.062  Market Drayton has no 'resident' bus company - days out, short holidays, visiting neighbourhood towns, 

theatre.  Transport for evening events at Festival centre, both collection from home and return 

afterwards. 

44.063  Men's clothing shops for the larger and older person 

44.064  More activities to get the bored youths off the streets. Youth clubs youth discos etc.  

44.065  more free parking to encourage local shopping and visitors 

44.066  Must keep library - even if manned by volunteers - we have the capability look at Festival Drayton * Sport 

& health facilities needed due to obesity epidemic (hockey pitch)!  * Bus service improvement for villages 

into Drayton 

44.067  Must save our Library facilities 

44.068  Must state that our town feels dirty and untidy when you compare it to Nantwich town for example.  

People seem to have no pride in the town with dog fouling and untidiness.  Better policing go make 

people feel safe from the groups of kids etc. and give them something better to do.  The kids are bored 

so they need to be asked what they want/would use. Get them involved so they feel some pride in what 

they achieve. 

44.069  My answers are reflected in the fact that I am wheelchair bound following a stroke.  I would like to ask 

why all the jobs that come to the "West Midlands" are not felt in places like market Drayton also in the 

whole of Shropshire.  What area do we belong to.     

44.070  My husband and I would love to shop more in Market Drayton but there simply are not enough shops 

that fit the requirements we have.  We therefore tend to go to Nantwich or Shrewsbury.  There seems to 

be a belief that Market Drayton is less affluent, but that is simply because the people who do have more 

disposable income are shopping elsewhere, so it becomes a vicious circle.  The transition would not be 

immediate, but if the town could adopt an approach to encourage some better quality independent 

shops and make sure they are widely advertised I am confident people would shop more in Market 

Drayton.  It is a lovely town that needs to start to become more proud of itself. 

44.071  Need extended carers.  Complex health issues clinic adviser (connecting only to certain conditions) Large 

car parks at back of town centres, with more disability places.  No drink zone in town centre outside cans 

Fines for chewing gum. Signs. 

44.072  New ventures require the minimisation of costs: support on rent/rates until they return a critical costs 

and income whereupon a planned increase in rent/rates over a period of defined time can be introduced 

44.073  Parking spaces at top of Frogmore road/Shropshire street - poorly designed. Trying to get out of 

vehicular access to our property which is on Frogmore road is almost impossible due to people parking 

on the double yellow lines.  Please could there just be designated parking places-which would hopefully 

stop people trying to get 3 cars into a limited space.  Contact details provided 

44.074  Please can we have a dog warden in town that patrols near to the schools and the town park. I have told 

people on numerous occasions that dogs are not allowed in the park and had foul language replies back. 

44.075  Please keep open public W.C.'s at bus station.  An accurate bus timetable is needed at the bus station. 

44.076  Please think about our future and our left heritage -what is the holistic design plan for Market Drayton -

who is doing it -what will it cover 

44.077  Poor bus links - need improving.  Free or cheaper bus prices for under 21's. 

44.078  Pop-up shops seem to have been a success.  Empty properties particularly on main streets are 

discouraging.  Please encourage new tenants with reasonable starting rents.  Mainstream shops 

preferred.   

44.079  Prisoners should be used instead of council workers for all possible basic tasks so cuts to council tax can 

be made. Please liaise with the Home Office and Ministry of Justice  

44.080  Public transport for further afield i.e. hospitals, Whitchurch, Crewe, Birmingham and Manchester. 

44.081  Put infrastructure and facilities in BEFORE more housing 

44.082  Refuse collection. Having recently moved from Cheshire where there is a simple 3 bin collection I find the 

small bins very infuriating as on a windy day all the plastic gets blown everywhere and on a wet day the 

paper gets soggy. It would be an improvement if there were lids for the bins 

44.083  Reinstate train line   
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44.084  Removal of the 'Loading Only' sign near The Buttercross. Replace with short term parking. 

44.085  Rental and rates in Market Drayton is disproportionately high compared with Whitchurch, Telford and 

Shrews. 

44.086  Should be more bus routes for people living the county, Road repairs need to be carried out. More street 

lights in the villages. Better anti-social policing in Market Drayton. Get rid of the drug accidents in 

Drayton. 

44.087  Should offer free car parking for town centre  1 hour free  Some shops of interest:-   Crew clothing  

Joules clothing  Children's shoe shop  George clothing (Asda)  Next  George at Home (Asda)  If a marina 

was built a cafe and play area by the canal for the holiday makers or even town residents 

44.088  Some street lighting is urgently needed Longford Gardens currently has NO lighting after 11pm whereas 

neighbouring estates have some i.e. one light in each cul-de-sac and one in 3/4 light on main streets 

44.089  The 9.15 buses - the bus pass should be allowed. By the time the bus reaches outskirts it's 9.30 and 

people can use them. This penalising Market Drayton Residents for want of 15 minutes.  Can we please 

have the pavements resurfaced. Many are in shocking state.    Additional comment :“Although I’ve filled 

this in you won’t take a blind bit of notice and just do what you want to do which more than likely won’t 

be beneficial to Market Drayton” 

44.090  The authorities take too long to make decisions which slows down business and growth in Market 

Drayton, I personally summited a planning application to restore old planning's into flats that took 10 

years to get granted, I have at this very moment a planning application in for affordable housing, that's 

been in for 2 years and we can't even get an answer whether it's been granted or rejected.    I moved my 

main business which employs 194 staff out to Cheshire because the business would have slowly failed 

and ground  to a halt if I'd have remain in the North Shropshire area. 

44.091  The canal area would benefit from improvement.  The town is ideally situated for short-break holidays 

and for visiting gardens within a day's journey, in season.  Great transport links to motorways and other 

urban areas yet the countryside is on our doorstep.  All of these are great benefits which could be better 

promoted if there were a budget for this.  On a different subject, I am very worried by talk of 'shared 

space' between pedestrians and traffic for Market Drayton.  Most unsafe for the partially sighted, the 

infirm of any age, and young children and I very much hope that it is not adopted for our town.  All very 

well if everybody does as they should - but, as we know, this doesn't always happen.   

44.092  The council should strive to put quality back into Market Drayton and take it back to "up market" instead 

of the dowdy "down market" that it has become.  Standards and quality have steadily slipped over the 

last 50 years!  We need better shops - encourage multi nationals in. Get one and others will follow!   

44.093  The empty shops in the town need filling! There should be more incentives for shop owners and rent 

lowered! 

44.094  The issue of no choice of supermarket is a real let down for Drayton. I would have done shopping twice 

weekly in Drayton if Sainsburys had arrived. I therefore do all large food shops out of town. 

44.095  The key to future prosperity is to attract shoppers from outside immediate Drayton area by making 

parking much more easily available.   Whitchurch is far more attractive in terms of range of shops and 

does better than Drayton with its visitor numbers 

44.096  The need for public transport to hospitals is great. The length of time it takes to get to hospital is 

ridiculous. Do your best. 

44.097  The point about attracting visitors is interesting -at the moment there are many empty shops and 

random buildings that make the town look dilapidated, not attractive.  There also seem to be few places 

for young people to meet- what about an internet cafe?  To encourage SMEs the town centre needs to 

discourage chain/brands. E.g. Costa- which is having a detrimental effect on established cafes.  

44.098  The problem with Market Drayton is the parking, other market towns have free parking. I think that's the 

main reason people avoid coming to the town.   I moved here from Surrey thirteen years ago, it's a lovely 

little market town, very friendly and I enjoy living here just sort out the parking please. 

44.099  The survey is a good idea especially if the general public can see positive responses/actions as a result of 

the survey.  Also under the guidance of Shropshire County Council the facilities in Market Drayton have 

improved in the last few years. 

44.100  The town is now seen as a poor town and needs an uplift of quality 

44.101  The town needs a new vision to bring hope, employment opportunities for our young people and a 

general smartening up of town centre.  Properties by E.U.G.M etc. 

44.102  The town needs regeneration. The Old Corbett Arms etc.' 
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44.103  The town should develop for future generations but I think would be good to keep a village field or small 

town and to be made interesting for locals and visitors alike. 

44.104  The whole of the centre of Market Drayton 'shop area' needs a good 'tidy up'. Landlords, where 

applicable should be told: if necessary instructed accordingly. Where 'Lidl and Homebase' are sited this 

area of parking - at night has and still being used as 'car racing tracks' the police are constantly battling 

the problem, = In the end it’s down to the owners/landlords to 'stamp it out'. It should be a planning 

stipulation. Then enforced if broken. 

44.105  There are many events held at festivals Drayton which I would have liked to attend but having had my car 

broken into during a summers afternoon in broad daylight by vandals (young) on a Sunday, there is no 

way that I would park my car in Frogmore Road carpark or Towers Lane in the evenings. 

44.106  There are not enough employment opportunities here. No rail services/adequate bus service. We need 

these services improved so that we can keep up with 21st century developments. We need local 

opportunities for our children, improved leisure and tourism opportunities. Better organised 

social/community events organised by professionals rather than relying on volunteers who might not 

have the experience required. We need to up our game in this area! More community events on town 

park too! 

44.107  There are retired people in Market Drayton e.g. on the Park Homer retirement site at Ternhill on Warrant 

Road who did move from busy cities like Manchester who would like Drayton not to grow into a busy 

town. That contradicts why we moved here. Excessive housing, busy roads, industrial developments is 

what we came here to avoid. Over development would make us move on. Catch 22!  

44.108  There needs to be stronger collaboration between council and canals and river trust  The towpaths don't 

encourage canalers to get off their narrowboats - who wants to walk along large puddled areas and this 

includes walkway exits/ entrances to canal  More publicity to canalers of Market Drayton as a friendly 

shopping place (including Market) 

44.109  There will come a time when I will probably have to use public transport.  Would like to see a big 

improvement in this area.  Also I think that dog owners should have to keep their dogs on leads at all 

times.  Quite a few on Buntingsdale Park, stand chatting while their dogs are running loose.  Hence the 

increase in dog fouling.  The owners are not watching them as they should.   

44.110  This town needs to propel itself into the twenty-first century whilst retaining, not clinging on to, it's 19th 

century history. I've moved here from a very modern city with 21st century infrastructure & road network 

and I do believe that Market Drayton can do it and become a tourist hotspot. Just look at Chester, that 

place has retained its historical image & opened itself up to modernism -- it is a honeypot for historical 

tourists & shoppers alike. That's the place we should be aiming for and not just another small-scale town 

laying sleepily between Stoke-on-Trent & Shrewsbury. I'd suggest selling the land north of the A53, the 

area where the Gingerbread Man pub is, there's a perfect area between it & the canal. Here you could 

build a marina here attracting boaters & tourists, and also build an out-of-town retail park attracting 

shoppers from miles around. Market Drayton would have a monopoly here; there's no big retail park for 

miles around, the nearest one being Festival Park in the middle of a congested city. People would even 

come from Stoke, attracted by the beauty of the town and the marina in the retail park. This retail park 

would be our ticket into the 21st century. Additionally, it would be fantastic for the job market in the 

town and in-turn massively reduce the town's unemployment figures, whilst boosting tourism. 

44.111  To the notice of all Councillors.  You need to have regular Events, markets, festivals in the town, you can't 

expect footfall to grow without an event to encourage the public. You can't expect shops to survive 

without this happening, Take a trip to Nantwich on a summer Saturday and take NOTE.  The nail in the 

coffin was allowing the post office to move into the Corbet Hotel and seeing the destruction of a 

wonderful hotel which should have been saved, when the Council makes that happen there's no hope for 

the town. 

44.112  Transport from surrounding villages is poorly provided.  There was a scheme funded by the Market 

Towns Initiative which was intended to support trade and events. We spoke to the 01743 no. several 

times and registered for the scheme - only to be told that the only transport day to and from Drayton 

was Thursday! And no chance of using the scheme on market day. A suggestion that we use the scheme 

to go to our next nearest Market (Wellington) on any day was rebuffed on the grounds that Wellington is 

'not on a SHROPSHIRE route'.   

44.113  Transport into and out of the town is very limited. No late night bus services to/from Shrewsbury or 

Stoke 
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44.114  Vacant town centre shops to be allowed to be changed to residential housing or to “Living over the 

shop" as years ago if shop owners live over it would deter shop damage and make business more 

profitable. 

44.115  Very concerned about the need for a pedestrian crossing from Wetherspoons to the other side of the 

road. By the cenotaph. Traffic comes off the roundabout too quickly and people often put themselves in 

danger trying to cross to get into Cheshire street the main shopping area. They can cross safely from the 

bus station using the pedestrian crossing but then it is dangerous to cross to the other side. Also vans 

parking on the pavement outside named shop. On Monday of this week there was a 4x4 with a horse box 

with tail gate down taking up all the pavement and people had to literally walk on the road. This happens 

a lot and needs stopping. 

44.116  Very pleased with recent increase in police presence (especially Sherwood Crescent). Would be nice to 

see more police on the beat!  More variety in town market - same stalls week in/week out.  Reduce or do 

away with parking charges!!   Need to do away with charity shops & takeaways to make way for a bigger 

variety of retail...   

44.117  We could do with an improved bus service. Especially the Wellington one, that goes to the hospital, and 

also Sunday and evening services to allow people to get to and from work as factories in the town now 

work 12 hour shifts 6-6 and 7-7 on a 4 day on 4 day off basis so need to get into town on Sunday's too, 

and why no service to Telford where there are more work opportunities.  The town could do with 

smartening up to attract visitors. A building in the conservation area in St Mary's Street has been 

boarded up for years and the artist’s work on the boarding is no "Banksy"!  At the moment apart from 

the market, there is nothing that would attract me to visit the town, and if I needed to attend a family 

party in the evening, a Travelodge type hotel is needed so people can enjoy a drink and not have to 

travel home. It might also encourage people from local villages to come into town for a night out, and 

give restaurants and pubs more trade. 

44.118  We live outside the town and I retire next year. The area which seems to be missing from this survey is 

the improvement of public transport. A recent meeting highlighted that some people find the level of 

service, especially those which provide connections with other local towns to be very restricting. There is 

of course the difficulty of balancing need with the ability of being able to cover the cost of running such 

services. It would be good to see the Town Council, working with local Parish Councils, commission 

research on how the needs of local people who do not have their own vehicle can best be met in a way 

that is affordable to all. From where we live there are 3 buses a day into Drayton (at different times on 

alternate days) but the length of journey and times of return journeys make it very difficult to use the 

service. 

44.119  We need a railway station in the future. Goods to be transported and commuters to connect with 

North/South.  Re-jig the Talbot Yard and Chandlery and develop the whole yard. Showers/laundry/ 

shop/boat repairs and hire. Cafe. Fuel. 

44.120  Whilst I encourage development in Market Drayton, I feel the town and population would benefit from 

much improved transport links to neighbouring towns. I would not be able to travel to work without a 

car. The young people in the town need to be able to travel freely on a daily basis - even a Sunday! 

Would like to see regular bus links to Crewe and Telford to access good train routes. 

44.121  Why does it take so long for buildings to be erected for business purposes. On Tern Valley and other 

areas. No wonder people move out of the area.   

44.122  Worried about policing levels    

44.123  Yes I mentioned about McDonalds coming to Drayton, the amount of people I know with families who 

go out of town at the weekends just to treat their kids to a McDonalds. (If only there was an ideal 

building with parking space.)   

44.124  Yes, allow for rail links to and from Shrewsbury/ Stoke and Crewe.  Also reinstate plans for the proposed 

ring road that was abandoned. this in particular would free up great thinking fro the future of the town, 

allowing for a north south ring road.. 

 


